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As the voice of the UK’s co-operative movement, we empower and
support co-operative enterprise with specialist knowledge and
expertise, to grow the co-operative economy and create a fairer
society.
From football clubs and farms, to convenience stores and pubs,
there are more than 7,000 co-operatives in the UK, each owned
and controlled by their members and based on a set of shared
principles and values. By promoting shared wealth through member
ownership,we are committed to enable anyone in the UK to form, or
join, thriving and sustainable co-ops.
Our members are co-operative organisations and those who support
the principles of co-operation. We have more than 900 co-operatives
in direct membership, with a further 3,500 co-ops and mutuals
represented through our federal members. Our membership spans all
areas of the economy.

1. Chair’s statement
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1. Chair’s statement
Covid refused to go away in 2021, it continued to have
a devastating effect on lives, on businesses generally
and on co-operatives.
In the most trying of times co-operative resilience
comes to the fore. We‘ve got used to talking about
co-operatives being resilient; about being a force for
good; and sometimes a disruptive force when acting on
the values and principles at their core.
Covid has amplified co-operative value and our
research has shown that co-ops were four times less
likely to fail during the pandemic than other businesses.
We called upon that resilience ourselves to continue
to serve our members to the best of our ability. We’ve
worked even more closely with funders, partner
agencies and our delivery partners on co-operative
development. We’ve been forced to be agile in fighting
the co-operative corner when Covid relief measures
excluded our movement – whether through design or
oversight. And we found creative solutions to ensuring
our programme of events and training continued.
I’m proud that our members have stuck with us. In
fact, the number in direct membership exceeded
900 at the end of 2021. To grow membership during
these trying times is testament to co-operative
strength. It’s our duty to give that strength back to our
members; through our advice and training; our policy
and advocacy work; our awareness campaigns; our
development work...

We delivered more advice services to more of our
members in 2021 than any year before. That’s 345
members who directly benefited from our advice. We
also secured £1.68 million in external finding to drive
our co-operative development programmes and lay
strong foundations for future co-operative enterprise.
Our events and training programmes attracted 2,500
people. Co-operatives are at their heart people working
together for the common good. It’s something that
shone through at every event I attended during 2021.
Numbers only tell part of the story, but it’s important to
have a strong framework to demonstrate the member
value we provide.
We delivered on six out of eight key performance
indicators, with strong progress on one of the others.
Of course, our financial resilience is also crucial - the
financial statements outline our performance and
position with a narrative to enable members to interpret
this information.
Our financial position at the end of 2021 reflects
another successful year for the Community Shares
Booster Programme which enables Co-operatives UK
to directly support the growth of the co-operative
economy by making equity investments. These
investments are made possible by funders; Power
to Change, Open Society Foundations and The
Architectural Heritage Fund.

Our income statement shows Co-operatives UK
activities produced a pre-tax surplus of £965,753. The
surplus is predominantly due to those funded equity
investments, which have provided vital growth capital
for societies like North Kensington Community Energy,
Leeds Action to Create Homes and Kindling Farm. More
detail on equity investments can be found in note eight
of the financial statements including the independent
auditor’s report (pages 52-55).
With a new Head of Finance in post, the team has
completed a detailed review of our financial processes
and internal controls, including amounts held on the
balance sheet. The Board welcomed the work that has
gone into this review process to ensure we continue to
provide members with open and transparent reporting.
Don Morris
Chair
Co-operatives UK

2. CEO’s statement
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2. CEO’S statement
I’m delighted to present the first annual report of my
tenure as CEO at Co-operatives UK. Like many of
our members and the sector itself, we’re reporting
significant resilience in the light of the challenges
we are facing, but a greater need to consolidate
our business and support our members effectively
through tough times.
The pandemic has shone a light on inequalities across
the UK, but has also demonstrated that co-operation is
needed more than ever. Co-operatives distribute both
power and wealth and these attributes are what make
us unique. We challenge the established order for the
betterment of people and communities – just like the
original pioneers.
There’s a growing appetite for businesses with a
social conscience and we see this through the rise of
‘conscious capitalism’. The very design of a
co-operative business does more than a corporate
social responsibility (CSR) plan could ever achieve.
Owned by their members, the USP of all co-operatives
is that they’re locked into their communities and
inherently share decision-making and profits among
members, contributing to local wealth and pride.
Co-operative values and principles are built into the
very fabric of a co-operative’s existence... being a
successful business but still doing what’s right; for
workers, colleagues, the environment and communities
in which they operate.

It’s the essence of how co-operation contributes to a
fairer society, which is what many people are looking
for right now, especially among younger people.
In December we carried out a YouGov poll, asking
young people what’s on their mind. It revealed big
subject matters: mental health; job insecurity; climate
challenges; data control. All have co-operative
solutions, but less than 50% of those surveyed could
name a co-operative business. So we understand we’ve
a huge task to demonstrate how co-operatives can
enable people to ‘have a say and a stake’ in how they
work, live and consume.
In our 2021 Co-op Economy report we learnt that
co-operatives have been particularly resilient in the
pandemic. But despite growing the sector’s annual
turnover to nearly £40 billion, we also know co-ops
represent less than 1% of UK business. If we are truly to
transform society we have a long way to go.
You will notice that this year’s annual report looks
different. This is all part of that journey. Our members
have consistently told us they need our help
communicating to a much wider audience that reaches
beyond the movement itself, to maximise impact.
Amplifying the co-operative marque is a unifying
symbol for the movement and Co-operatives UK
certification will increasingly become a tool for co-ops
to communicate that difference to their members and
wider stakeholders.

In this document we report on the delivery against our
previous strategy, while outlining our new strategy
for 2022 onwards. We have assessed our operational
capability in line with the new strategy and will be
implementing changes.
One of the themes in our strategy will be to lead a new
era of co-operative working. This means working more
effectively with our direct members; our federals and
their members; movement infrastructure bodies;
co-operative business development advisors; and
nations and regions! We are on the start of that journey
and invite you all you to join us for the next steps.
Rose Marley
CEO
Co-operatives UK

3. OUR STRATEGY
By inspiring everyone to be a member of
a co-op, and every co-op to be one of our
members, we will help create a fairer society
together.

3. Our strategy

3. OUR STRATEGY
We will empower and grow the UK’s
co-operative economy by being the
voice of co-operation and member
ownership.

E M PO
CO-OP WERING
ERATI
ON
As the voice of the UK’s co-operative movement,
we empower and support co-operative enterprise
with specialist knowledge and expertise. By giving
our members a stronger voice; by empowering
and delivering tangible support services; and by
demonstrating that co-operatives do business better
and improve lives, we will grow the co-operative
economy and create a fairer society.
The impact of – and need for – co-operatives has been
highlighted even further during the global pandemic.
Wings platform co-op was formed to give delivery
riders much-needed fair pay and better working
conditions. As the number of people living with
dementia creeps towards one million, the members
of MindForYou, which provides holidays for those
afflicted by the disease, raised £465,000 to help the
organisation meet growing demand. And members of
the UK’s largest co-operative, The Co-op Group, have
taken the amount they’ve raised for local communities
past the £100 million mark.
The examples go on. Yet the co-operative economy
remains relatively small. Its thousands of businesses
within a UK pool of millions. Many people can only
name one co-operative and fewer still understand
how and why they do business better. Conversely,
our research – particularly when we focus on younger
people – demonstrates that co-operatives offer
solutions to some of the most pressing needs.
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Solutions to poor mental health; lack of job security
and prospects; limited or no control over work and local
amenities; the climate emergency. So why are
co-operatives still one of the UK’s best kept secrets?
In 2021, with our new CEO, Rose Marley in place,
we put significant energy into gaining an improved
understanding of how to better serve our members;
how to further unleash the potential of the co-operative
economy; how to demonstrate that co-operatives
do more for people and their communities; and how
becoming a member of a co-operative could (and
should) be an ambition of us all.
We worked together with our Board and members to
formulate a new strategy. Our work was also informed
by the Co-op Economy survey 2021, which enabled us
to more fully understand the challenges faced by our
members and the wider Co-op movement.
Why is our new strategy important?
Covid demonstrated that the UK economy failed to
work for the vast majority of people. Communities
pulled together, empowering themselves to make a
difference, sustaining and enriching lives. The value
of co-operation became more visible. The need for an
economy which works for us all was already apparent.
Cracks in the ‘business as usual’ approach were blown
into fissures by Covid.

3. Our strategy

“We know the impact of co-operatives in
transforming communities and people’s
lives, but the business model is not widely
publicised.
“One of our challenges – as a genuine
movement – is to define simple language
and tell inspiring stories so that
co-operatives become part of the national
consciousness.
“We now invite the UK’s 7,000 co-operatives
to join us in this mission.”
Rose Marley
CEO, Co-operatives UK

3. Our strategy

Despite the failings of business, we are in danger
of slipping back into the old system. Our strategy is
designed to redress the balance. Of course, it will be
tough. The co-operative economy remains small, but
for this reason we must redouble our efforts.

Our strategy has a clear aim:
By inspiring everyone to be a member of a co-op,
and every co-op to be one of our members, we
will help create a fairer society together.

The strategic themes are:
Empower young people: We inspire the next generation
of co-operation to help secure a sustainable future for
the movement and society.
Enable tech and digital: We innovate and disrupt just
like our pioneers. By embracing and promoting the
power of technology and the digital experience, we
share knowledge, data, and expertise for the good of
our members and society.
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Lead a new era of co-operation: We facilitate and
empower greater co-operation between co-ops to help
grow a stronger, more connected, and sustainable cooperative movement.
Embed the values and principles: We act as a beacon
of co-operation in everything we do, to grow the
movement by supporting best practice in the principles
and values of co-operation.
Inspire communities: We reach the right people with
the right messages and the support they need
We will achieve these objectives and overall strategy
by working for and alongside our members. There’s
already significant demand for values-led business. We
must enable and empower people to start-up and grow
co-operatives; must help inspire everyone to become a
member of a co-operative – and every co-operative to
be one of our members.
Together we will help create a fairer society.

Talk to us about our strategy:
uk.coop/contact-us

STRATEGY IN 2021
Initially created as a three-year strategy, running
from 2018 to 2020, our Board added a further
year to enable new CEO, Rose Marley, to lead a
consultative process to shape our ambitions for the
future.
With member value at its heart, the strategy in 2021
was to be:
• An effective union of co-ops
• An authoritative, campaigning voice for co-ops
• The place where any co-op can find the advice
it needs
• At the heart of a thriving network of co-ops
The strategy focused on promoting, developing
and uniting our membership and co-operatives
more widely. This report examines each of these
areas, while our key performance indicators (KPIs),
in section four, specifically look at our progress
against strategic goals.

4. OPERATING PLAN PERFORMANCE
Our Board of Directors agrees key
performance indicators (KPIs) as part of
its role in setting strategy and monitoring
performance. The KPIs demonstrate progress
in 2021 against the objectives of our extended
strategic plan, running from 2018 to the end of
2021.

4. Operating plan performance
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4. OPERATING PLAN PERFORMANCE
Co-operation among
co-operatives
Carry out at least two collaborative initiatives
with co-operative infrastructure partners by
September 2021

Complete a framework for ongoing
collaboration with co-operative infrastructure
partners, developed in partnership by
September 2021

PROMOTE

We are
WORKING
TO...

DEVELOP

UNITE

8%

30%

150%

20%

increase in the proportion
of our income not
from retail society
subscriptions

increase in member
participation in
campaigning activity

increase in members
accessing advisory
services

increase in our
membership

70%

30%

20%

30%

average staff satisfaction
score exceeds 70%

increase in members’
rating of our
campaigning work

increase in number
of groups connecting
with our externally
funded projects

increase in the number
of people opting in
to receive regular
communications

Target achieved

Target not achieved

Clear progress towards target

4. Operating plan performance

Performance against our KPIs
demonstrate our progress against the
objectives of our extended strategic
plan, running from 2018 to the end of
2021.
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Our research consistently shows that our advice is
highly valued by members. In 2021 we met our target of
a 150% increase in the numbers of members accessing
advice services. This was a stretch target, having met
the initial KPI of a 100% increase by the end of 2020.
Members are increasingly engaged in our campaigning
activity. Participation exceeded our target by 29%
(707 members). Consultations with members and
key partners, including Covid-19 challenges and the
climate action emergency, helped inform our policy
campaigning. However, we dropped short of our KPI
covering member rating of campaigns. The way we
evaluate our campaigning activity is under review after
very limited responses to the pulse surveys which
informed this KPI, covering the success of campaigns
including Co-op Fortnight, the Co-op Economy report
and our COP26 climate report.
We exceeded our target of 900 organisations in
direct membership, with an end of year figure of 916.
The increase followed an improved retention rate
alongside an influx of 170 new members. New members
constituted newly formed businesses utilising our
registration service and former members rejoining the
network to take advantage of advice and support.
In 2022 it will be important to build new, stretch targets
into the strategy to ensure our members and the Board
are able to monitor progress and hold us to account.

8/10
KPIs delivered

345
members accessed our services

775
groups positively impacted by
externally funded projects

5. FIGHTING FOR CO-OPS
We are an authoritative, campaigning voice,
working for and alongside members to
influence public policy to benefit
co-operatives.

5. Fighting for co-ops
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5: fighting for co-ops
Our policy work is crucial to ensuring
all co-operatives enjoy the best
possible business environment. We
do this by working for and alongside
our members to influence government
policy.

We are proactive in seeking out opportunities to
promote co-operatives to policy makers. We are also
fleet of foot when co-operatives are marginalised at
central, devolved and local government levels.
In 2021 we remained vigilant in identifying and
combating legislation that disadvantaged co-operatives
when compared to other business forms, particularly
in the context of Covid and government-led relief
measures.
Alongside our broader policy aims we also targeted a
number of areas in 2021:
•

Securing new policy to support the co-operative
economy at a local and devolved level

•

Increasing recognition of co-ops as a tool for
building a fairer, greener world

•

Building effective cross-party support for
co-operatives

Supporting co-operatives at a local level
Support for the co-operative economy at a local level
was garnered through our Ownership Hub programme.
A joint project between ourselves and the Employee
Ownership Association (EOA), the Ownership Hub
supports the #1MillionOwners campaign which aims to
grow employee and worker ownership across the UK.

In June, the South Yorkshire Combined Authority made
a major commitment to support worker co-ops and
employee ownership by becoming the first city-region
to join the programme. We are now working hard to
replicate the success across other authorities.

“This is a hugely exciting
opportunity. Not just because
it gives us the chance to boost
our support for co-ops and
employee ownership, but
because it will help to weave
the thread of co-operation
through our plan for economic
recovery and renewal in South
Yorkshire.”
Sheffield City Region mayor
Dan Jarvis

5. Fighting for co-ops

In his Spring Budget, Chancellor Rishi Sunak unveiled
the £150 million Community Ownership Fund – a
long awaited manifesto pledge we’d been lobbying
for. The fund enables community groups to bid for
match-funding to help them buy or take over ‘at risk’
community assets, including football clubs.
The fund offers support for co-operatives at
grassroots level, empowering communities to take
ownership and control of local assets. We continue to
work closely with government on details of this fund,
with a particular focus on the role of raising capital
using community shares.
Building a greener world
Our joint declaration on behalf of the co-operative
movement – backed by leading co-op retailers including
The Co-op Group – called on governments, businesses,
communities and individuals to take effective action to
avert climate catastrophe. As values-driven businesses,
co-operatives strive to do what is right. It’s imperative
that co-operatives operate on a level playing field and
are not disadvantaged by businesses operating with
lower environmental and ethical standards. It’s also
important to do more to ensure the public understands
the co-operative movement’s ethical stance.
Our environmental report revealed that two thirds
(66%) of member-owned businesses were taking action
to reduce carbon emissions. Of those taking action,
one in five had net zero targets.
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SUCCESS IN SCOTLAND
It is crucial we are able to influence all political parties
at UK, devolved nation and local levels. Gaining
influence isn’t an easy process. It takes effective
political advocacy, built on sound evidence which
resonates with policy-makers. It takes time and
persistence – and in 2021 our concerted efforts
yielded positive outcomes in Scotland.
Following our successful campaign to build
cross-party support for the movement, Scottish
government is now committed to supporting
co-operatives in its policy programme. The Scottish
National Party (SNP) and Scottish Greens, after some
discreet input from us during high-level negotiations,
agreed to two explicit references to supporting
co-ops in their Shared Policy Programme.
Scottish government will provide tailored support to
co-ops, with a view to increasing their representation
in the Scottish economy. Additional support for
housing co-ops could include Land and Buildings
Transaction Tax (LBTT) relief, with further funding and
financing options.

Those successes arrived after co-operatives
enjoyed specific manifesto commitments from
the Conservatives, Labour, Liberal Democrats and
Scottish Greens ahead of the Scottish election,
demonstrating our ability to garner support from all
corners.
Earlier in the year, successful lobbying from ourselves
and the Cross Party Group on Co-ops, Scottish
government included housing co-operatives in its
Housing to 2040 strategy. The strategy sets out a
vision for housing in Scotland to 2040 – and a route
map to get there.
A busy year came to a conclusion with support for a
reconvening of the Cross Party Group on
Co-operatives in the new Scottish Parliament.
Crucially, SNP, Conservative and Scottish Labour
MSPs were all involved and continue to participate.

Join the Cross Party Group on Co-operatives:
uk.coop/CPGC

6. raising awareness of co-operatives
We work for and alongside our members to
demonstrate the benefits of co-operatives;
encouraging members of the public to become
members of co-ops and empowering our
members to do the same.

6. Raising awareness
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6: raising awareness
Co-operatives do business
better, but still remain one of
the UK’s best kept business
secrets.

Our research into the concerns of younger people is
telling. Issues from mental health to career prospects
to the gig economy are major causes of stress and
anxiety. Co-operatives empower their members by
giving ownership and control and offer solutions to all
these issues – but still remain one of the UK’s best kept
business secrets.
The nation’s most well known co-operatives are visible
and instantly recognisable on high streets across the
UK. But awareness of co-operatives more widely, and
the values and principles which underpin
them, remains relatively low.

Co-operatives were

4 TIMES
less likely to cease trading in 2020

In 2021 we raised awareness by shining a spotlight on
what co-operatives are; what co-operatives do; why
co-operatives do business better; where co-operatives
sit right now within the business and economic
landscape; and where co-operatives should be if we
are to create an economy that works for us all.
In the media
Our work has been picked up by BBC Newsnight, Sky
News, The Times, The Daily Express, Sifted and a
host of other media outlets. It is not easy to maintain a
media presence, but it’s imperative if we’re to leave a
permanent impression on the national consciousness.

We’ve evidenced the resilience of co-operative
businesses over time and strikingly, the pandemic was
unable to undermine that characteristic. As revealed
in our Co-op Economy report, co-operatives were four
times less likely to cease trading in 2020 than other
types of business. Despite Covid, the sector also grew
by £1.1 billion in that same year, as revealed by our CEO
Rose Marley on Sky News.
We also shone the light on individual co-operatives
and their unique contribution to their communities and
society more widely. More than 35,000 public votes
were cast in the Co-op of the Year Awards, which also
generated significant local media interest.
Central England Co-op, the Co-Pilot Wind Project,
Loaf Bakery and Cookery School, Co-op News, The
Globe music venue and Telford and Wrekin Council
all scooped prizes. Numerous individual gongs were
also handed out at The Co-operative Bank-supported
annual awards.

5. Promote: Fighting for co-ops

IN-FOCUS: CO-OP FORTNIGHT
Our annual awareness campaign, Co-op Fortnight, is
designed to work for our members and the movement
more widely. Millions of people are already members
of a co-op. Over the two weeks of Co-op Fortnight we
– alongside our members – shared stories and videos
to encourage even more people to get involved by
becoming a member of their local co-op, learning
what a co-op actually is and/or attending an event.
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From film festivals to Co-op Congress, the fortnight
was jam-packed with events and inspiring content
across social media under the hashtag #JoinACoop.
The campaign generated more than 40 pieces of
media coverage including Sky News, BBC Newsnight,
Daily Express and Pioneers Post, with 16 pieces of
local media and 17 articles across trade press.
Co-op Fortnight, Co-op Congress, the Co-op Economy
and the Co-op of the Year Awards enjoyed a combined
reach of 7.6 million across social media and created
over 30 million ‘opportunities to view’. And our online
video content raced past 80,000 views.
The campaign also enjoyed widespread support from
our members, with 507 co-ops actively participating.
In addition, 600 delegates booked on to Congress
(which took place during Co-op Fortnight) with close
to 1,000 views of the event online.

Find out about Co-op Fortnight 2022:
uk.coop/CoopFortnight

Signalise, pictured using the BSL sign for co-operation,
featured in the Co-op Fortnight campaign.

The winners of our UnFound Accelerator
programme, which gives start-up platforms the
support they need to develop their business ideas,
also hit the news. Red Brick Language School, Dopo
and Wings claimed a share of the £10,000 prize
fund (provided by The Co-operative Bank) and also
enjoyed national news coverage.
An authentic voice
There is a constant battle to demonstrate ethical
credentials. Corporate social responsibility (CSR),
not-for-profit, B Corps... It can appear a crowded
market, but co-operatives are a unique proposition
with our bedrock of values and principles.
We must be seen as an authoritative and authentic
voice on co-operatives – but also on good business
practice more widely. In 2022, Rose Marley spoke
on BBC Newsnight and featured in the Express
regarding the practicality of the NHS Covid app and
effects on business.
The topic was a slight curveball, but we are
increasingly seeking out opportunities to speak out
against poor business practice, while vocalising
and demonstrating the ethical and community
credentials of the Co-operative movement.

7. Expert advice when co-ops need it most
We want to be the place where any co-op can
find the advice it needs. We help establish
new-starts, provide specialist advice to enable
business growth and lead major programmes
to develop the UK co-operative sector.

7. Expert advice
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7. Expert advice
We know co-ops. Our expert
advice team support co-ops with
incorporation, governance, HR,
membership strategy and much
more.

Our team of experts work alongside delivery partners,
including co-operative development bodies, to help
co-operatives be the best they can be. We’ve a proud
heritage of delivering advice and training of the highest
quality, at a price-point that works for our members.

We more than trebled the number of new
co-operative companies we registered. This follows the
successful introduction of our online tool, subsidised by
The Co-operative Bank, which makes it simpler and
cheaper to register new co-operatives.

Our advice offering includes – but is not limited
to – governance, HR, membership, marketing and
communications, finance and culture. Co-operatives
exist to serve the needs of their members and are
founded on values and principles which set the agenda
for a different, fairer and better way of doing business.
Our advice encapsulates those fundamental elements.

Simplifying the process of registering new co-operative
businesses is an important element of demonstrating
that co-operatives are viable business options; that
they are flexible; that being built on the bedrock of
values and principles means they offer more.

Creating new co-operatives
In 2021 we helped bring 113 co-operatives into
existence, the most since 2017 and a 33% increase
from the previous 12 months. Tyddyn Teg, an organic
vegetable farm co-operative in Snowdonia,
Plymouth-based architecture co-operative Studio Skein
and the Scottish League of Credit Unions give a flavour
of the different types of new co-operatives setting out
to do business better across the UK.
We’ve seen an upturn in the number of housing
co-operatives taking advantage of our registration
service. This follows fruitful partnership working with
the Confederation of Co-operative Housing (CCH),
resulting in the creation of new model rules.

345
members accessed our advice services

30%
increase in new registrations

7. Expert advice

Our team also help businesses convert to co-operatives,
ensuring the values and principles of co-operation are
enshrined in established and successful enterprises.
More than 340 members benefited from our advice
services in 2021 – exceeding our target of a 150%
increase. A greater number of members are coming to
us for advice and support and we are able to offer them
a growing and more diverse product offering.
We now offer community shares best practice advice to
complement our existing offer. From in-house secretariat
services to comprehensive rule amendments, our
advice is all about meeting member need; providing the
best solutions delivered through the most appropriate
channels.
Assessing needs
Our advice is bespoke and focused, working across all
sectors and for co-operatives of all sizes. For example,
our work with the wonderful social care
co-operative, Leading Lives, involved reviews of board
composition and skills/competency needs – resulting
in more effective ways of operating. We delivered peer
appraisal solutions for the board of Berry Gardens, the
leading berry and stone fruit production and marketing
group, while a bespoke workshop for Suma helped the
nation’s biggest worker co-operative improve its risk
management processes.
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157
members benefit from the contact package
of support

The take-up of advice services is growing, yet there
is scope to engage with more members. Research
shows that our advice is highly valued and leads to
increased demand for additional paid-for services. The
challenge is to reach more co-operatives and to ensure
our members are proactive rather than reactive. That
we empower our members to, for example, make good
governance great; to make great HR excellent.
To more effectively meet member need we launched
a new initiative in 2021. We offered free 30-minute
consultations for our members to identify the most
suitable support. This no-obligation service helped
drive record levels of advice delivery and take-up of
our support packages.

Benefits of the contact package:
uk.coop/ContactPackage

IN-focus: board evaluations
We’re dedicated to helping our members develop
effective boards and high-performing directors. Both
are critical to good governance and the creation of
strong and sustainable co-operative businesses.
We undertake board reviews to help members
consider whether their structure is fit for purpose
and how the board is performing as a team. Using
our frameworks, we help co-operatives understand:
•

How their board structure helps meet the needs
of the co-op

•

How policies and processes help ensure a board
is performing at its best

•

Whether skills and behaviours needed for a high
performing board are being demonstrated

Our director appraisals/peer reviews investigate ways
in which directors demonstrate and perform against
agreed criteria. The process enables directors to have
confidence in their performance by understanding:
•

How performance is viewed by peers and
self-appraised

•

Areas of excellence and areas where
development may be required to enhance
performance

7. Expert advice
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Contact and HR packages of support
The number of members with the contact package –
our versatile service offering help with governance,
HR, membership and finance – continues to increase.
By the end of 2021 the numbers taking up the contact
package had risen to 157.
Our HR package helps our members become and
remain great employers and is widely utilised by
the UK’s biggest co-operative retailers. Our work
supporting consumer retail societies, including The
Co-op Group, continued to be focused on management
of human resources during the pandemic in 2021.
Core guidance covered utilisation of office space and
hybrid working; management of long-term
Covid-related absences; handling of the return to
work of colleagues previously covered by shielding
guidance; and reward guidance during a period of high
wage inflation. In 2022, acute HR challenges remain
for the consumer societies – and businesses more
widely – with anticipated labour shortages, recruitment
pressures and continued wage inflation.

How can our advice help your co-op?
Contact: advice@uk.coop

“The HR team has a depth and breadth of
knowledge and experience that’s proved
invaluable. Advice is tailored and focused.
“They’ve done an excellent job keeping on
top of the Covid guidance; interpreting that
guidance and ensuring we’re best placed to
protect essential workers providing such a
crucial in-store service during the pandemic.”
Heather Lee
Head of People and Performance
Lincolnshire Co-op

8. breaking new ground in co-operative development
External funding enables us to break new
ground in co-operative development. We seize
upon opportunities and forge partnerships
to test and support innovation that delivers
member value and economic growth for the
sector.
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8. breaking new ground
As part of our mission to grow the
co-operative economy, we work with
partners and funders to deliver co-op
support programmes.

Our development work focuses on growth and
empowerment: growing co-operative businesses and
the co-operative economy overall; empowering people,
workers, communities, entire towns even to take
ownership and have more of a say in what matters to
them.
Our innovative development work is externally funded
and in 2021 we secured an impressive £1.68 million to
advance the sector – including a further £400,000 from
The Co-operative Bank to support our programme,
The Hive. Since 2016, more than 1,000 groups have
received support to set up new co-operatives or grow
existing ones through The Hive, such as Signalise,
a platform co-operative which links up British Sign
Language (BSL) interpreters with deaf people who use
their services.

+1,000
groups supported through the Hive

Almost 800 groups benefited from our development
work in 2021, surpassing our target of a 20% increase
from the previous 12 months. The burgeoning figure
reflects our growing portfolio of work and enhanced
relationships with funders and aligned stakeholders.
As we reach new people, organisations, funders and
policy-makers, we also raise awareness of
co-operatives and their benefits.
Growing community ownership
We continue to lead the way in growing the community
shares market. We work with partners including Locality
and Plunkett Foundation and benefit from the support
of funders like Power to Change, the Architectural
Heritage Fund and Greater London Authority.
In 2021, we awarded £808,000 in matched investment
to 15 community co-ops and £176,000 in development
grants to 24 beneficiaries, including Dewsbury Arcade
in West Yorkshire, which aims to become the first
community-owned shopping centre in the UK. These
equity investments are a key part of our community
shares programme of work which, thanks to the
continued support of our funders, will continue to grow
in the coming years.

What are community shares?
uk.coop/CommunityShares
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Genuine approaches to levelling up
Responding to an underwhelming Levelling Up agenda
and the lack of investment in the UK Shared Prosperity
Fund, we’ve continued to run pilots in ‘left-behind’
areas, particularly targeting under-represented and
minoritised groups. We worked in Preston, thanks to
funding from The Co-op Group, to help set up food
co-ops and our Empowering Places programme in
six areas including Hartlepool, Grimsby, Bradford,
Plymouth and Leicester continues to support local
catalyst organisations working to grow democratic
member ownership and local wealth.
We have built co-operative allies in the directly elected
leaders of combined authorities. ‘Metro Mayors’ Dan
Jarvis in South Yorkshire and Andy Burnham in Greater
Manchester both made public commitments to
co-operative development.
Designed to grow worker co-ops and employee
ownership, we launched the Ownership Hub in South
Yorkshire. We also secured funding to integrate two
additional combined authorities into the programme
in 2022 and have submitted a significant bid to the
National Lottery to further develop this area of our
work over the next strategic cycle.

Funding support and co-op development:
uk.coop/Funding&Development
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in-focus: empowering places
Empowering Places is a programme which
demonstrates the role that concentrated clusters
of community businesses can play in creating
better places and reducing inequality in local areas.
Funded by Power to Change, the programme is
delivered by Co-operatives UK in partnership with
CLES and NEF.
Community businesses – owned and run by local
communities themselves – have been bubbling up
in neighbourhoods across the country over the
last decade. People are coming together to save
local pubs, to revitalise local assets and spaces,
to give people back control over their housing or
their work. Community spirit and action is building.
It is impacting on people’s lives and keeping wealth
local.
Empowering Places takes that community
participation and impact to the next level. An £8
million programme, it is focused on six local areas
and established community organisations in each.
These are provided with a mix of grants, support
and practical tools they need to be catalysts for
new networks of community businesses in their
areas.

“We know it takes a long time
to create lasting change.
So we’ve made a long-term
commitment to a commercially
driven regeneration approach
in these places.”
Ed Whitelaw
Real Ideas Organisation
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CASE STUDY: latch
Thousands of people with acute housing needs and thousands of empty
properties. The perverse situation in Leeds is mirrored in towns and cities
across the UK, But Leeds Action to Create Homes (LATCH) is turning
derelict houses into homes and transforming lives.
Putting roofs over heads is not LATCH’s sole concern. The Co-operatives
UK member supports its tenants to make positive change through an
approach that’s bespoke, people-centric and empowering.
LATCH CEO, James Hartley, said: “To change habits and ways of thinking
is really challenging. For people to just have a house is a massive success.
There’s multiple successful outcomes: getting into work; making friendships
in the community; reconnecting with family members.”
The model is sustainable, with those in supported housing encouraged
and supported to move into independent living when ready, allowing new
tenants to move in. The one limit to expanding the property portfolio is
money. Grant aid, a traditional form of LATCH finance, can be precarious
while borrowing, despite working with ethical banks, is costly. As an
alternative, LATCH turned to community shares – a unique form of equity
available to co-operatives and community benefit societies.
James said: “The thought was ‘let’s see if the citizens of Leeds want to
help LATCH’. We viewed that people are interested in using their money for
social benefit.” Co-operatives UK supported LATCH with their share offer –
and the people of Leeds certainly responded.
Using the Ethex platform, LATCH raced to its £550,000 target; that’s more
than half a million towards building positive lives and independent futures
through a unique package of housing, training and support.

“Co-operatives UK gave us the confidence
that the community share offer was worth
exploring – confidence and support in the
early stages. Then the numbers started to
look good.”
James Hartley
CEO, LATCH
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James said: “It was the most incredible experience. In one day alone
we added £80,000. My mother-in-law even invested – so she’s now my
boss! When the profile of investors came in, there’s a significant amount
of people from Leeds. They’ve seen the juxtaposition of empty houses,
homeless people. They know we’ll use the money to create positive
change. There’s 150 investors. They’re the people of LATCH now.”
As a sustainable avenue for raising more funds, LATCH could issue further
community share offers in the future. But without initial support from
Co-operatives UK and the Community Shares Booster Programme (CSBP),
the project may not even have got off the ground.
The CSBP, funded by Power to Change and delivered by
Co-operatives UK in partnership with Locality, provides development
grants of up to £10,000 to prepare the community share offer. It also
provides match equity investment – typically matching pound for pound up
to £100,000.
The LATCH CEO said: “Co-operatives UK gave us the confidence that it
was worth exploring – confidence and support in the early stages. Then
the numbers started to look good.”
The share offer also received the Community Shares Standard Mark, the
stamp of good practice. James added: “It shows there’s a level of rigour in
the process; gives confidence that we’re doing something that’s coherent
and sensible. I felt it made us stronger and gave more confidence in the
share offer. For investors it clears any decks of concern.”
“That money will now transform lives. James said: “I am a realist. It’s
important to recognise that it’s challenging to help people with acute
needs. It’s difficult but we’ve a successful model.”

9. Bringing members together
We facilitate and empower greater
co-operation between co-operatives to
help grow a stronger, more connected and
sustainable co-operative movement.
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9. bringing members together
We are at the heart of an extensive
network of co-ops, with 916 direct
members and a further 3,500
co-operatives represented through
our federal members. We directly and
indirectly bring together over half of
the UK’s 7,237 co-ops to connect,
learn and trade with one another.

Imagine a sector where competitors share best
practice; that unite in a common belief; that adhere
to shared values and principles. The co-operative
sector is wonderfully unique in that regard and a major
component of our work is to facilitate and empower
greater co-operation. It is something we must improve
upon to help grow a stronger, more connected and
sustainable co-operative movement.
Events in 2021
We brought more than 2,500 people together through
42 events over the course of 2021. With Covid
concerns and restrictions we produced a prudent mix
of in-person, online only and hybrid events covering
major conferences, training courses, webinars,
networking and new member meetings.
As restrictions eased we held an in-person Worker
Co-op Weekend, our learning and networking event
designed and run by worker co-operatives. Coop Congress, featuring high profile speakers and a
significant number of first-time attendees, was run as a
hybrid event and a huge success.
In the autumn we made the tough decision to move
Practitioners Forum – our flagship learning and
development conference – from a physical to online
event. The event made a financial loss but was well
received by members. Our major conferences received
a 95% positive delegate satisfaction rate.

In 2021 we ramped up our process for on-boarding new
members, championed by a series of ‘new member’
meetings. We know those members taking advantage
of our services gain high value from membership.
More work is required to create and implement
effective member journeys, both for new and existing
members. This will help ensure members receive
relevant information at relevant times and effective
two-way communications are in place to better
understand and cater for member need.

2,597
delegates at our events in 2021

95%
positive satisfaction rate for major conferences

9. Bringing members together

Membership in numbers
We exceeded our 2021 KPI target of 900 organisations
in direct membership, with an end of year figure of 916.
Following a number of years focused on membership
consolidation, we are now actively targeting increasing
the numbers benefiting from our unique expertise,
advice and campaigning activity.
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916
organisations in direct
membership

The National Merchant Buying Society, with a £2 billion
annual turnover, was the largest new member to join
our network. We also enjoyed a significant improvement
in terms of transitioning newly incorporated
co-operatives into paying members. In 2021, we
reduced the number of members leaving our network
by more than 20% from the previous year (109 to 83).

We are working towards improved communication
and transparency around the work and value of these
groups to ensure maximum member benefit and
inclusion.

Member-interest groups

Co-operation among co-operatives

We have grown the number of member-interest groups
as we look to share knowledge and expertise and
collaborate over new solutions. The Environmental
Sustainability Forum, which meets quarterly, was added
in 2021.

In 2021 we began negotiating a range of deals and
discounts to ensure membership offers even more
value. We kicked off 2022 with a range of exclusive
offers from Your Coop Business Solutions covering
tech, phones, electric cars and more. There’s huge
scope for extending the range and depth of affinity
offers to further benefit our members and keep more
business within the co-operative economy.

Our network now boasts an array of member groups
including: The Co-op Performance Committee; Diversity
and Inclusion Forum; Governance Expert Reference
Panel, Health and Safety Forum; International Working
Group; Joint Consumer Council, Membership and
Communities Network; Society Secretaries Network;
and Worker Co-op Council.

See what’s on offer:
uk.coop/MemberOffers

IN-focus: co-op congress
Our annual Co-op Congress brings together those
working to build a fairer economy to share ideas,
get inspiration and take action.
There can be a danger of preaching to the
converted, so in 2021 we brought in a range of
high profile speakers including actor and disability
campaigner Melissa Johns, broadcaster and
environmental campaigner Chris Packham, Mayor
of Greater Manchester Andy Burnham and Mayor
of Sheffield City Region Dan Jarvis.
A record 625 delegates booked tickets for the
hybrid event, held at the member-owned Stretford
Public Hall. Reaching out to people from ‘outside
the movement’ who can champion and support
co-operatives allows us to shout that little bit
louder and increase awareness.
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in focus: International
Working Group
We are a proud member of international co-operative networks – including
the International Co-operative Alliance – but there was a need for a more
co-ordinated UK-based approach to our international influence and work.
To address that need we created our International Working Group (IWG) in
2021.
The co-operative movement in the UK has a strong history of international
philanthropy. The sector, led by consumer retail societies, raised £56,000 in
2020 to aid co-operatives and their communities affected by the Australian
bushfires. In 2021, £100,000 was donated to female led co-operatives in
India to provide emergency Covid aid and to provide sustainable livelihoods
for 40 young women, through the creation of two new co-operatives. At
the time of writing, co-operatives are responding to the Ukraine conflict
by donating to the DEC (Disasters Emergency Committee) appeal and
establishing contact with co-operatives in Ukraine and Poland.
The IWG is designed to support the successful alignment and planning of
international activity across the UK movement and ensure value for our
members in line with co‑operative principles. It is made up of individuals
from the UK movement who have significant experience, presence or
influence in international co-operation.
In addition to exploring and co-ordinating development opportunities,
the IWG will maintain and further develop relations with existing projects
like the one headed up by India’s Self-Employed Women’s Association
(SEWA) and the development work taking place in Malawi. It will also share
information and intelligence to ensure the UK movement is effectively
represented at an international level.

“Women in India mainly work informally
meaning their earnings can be unreliable
and as soon as the crisis hit many lost their
income overnight.
“Thanks to the vital support provided by
our co-operative friends in the UK, we’re
helping them to form two grassroots
co-operatives to create a sustainable
livelihood for themselves.”
Mirai Chatterjee
SEWA Cooperative Federation

10. our governance
At the heart of the co-operative model is the
principle of democratic member participation
– the idea that a business can be run with a
focus on the interests of members; people
who in one way or another are involved
directly in the business.

10. Our governance
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10. Our governance
We are owned and controlled by our
members – those members are all
co-operatives or organisations that
support co-operative values and
principles.

While good governance takes care and effort in any
enterprise, it has particular importance in co-ops. The
co-operative values and principles are enshrined in
our rulebook – the foundation for our governance and
decision making – and are reflected in our policies,
procedures and culture. Our rulebook aims to make
it easy for members to understand the rights and
responsibilities they have but also that they have
delegated to our Board of Directors.
Co-operatives UK is a secondary co-op. Our members
make decisions by voting on resolutions and in
director elections (using a weighted system with vote
allocations linked to subscriptions following a formula
agreed by the Board). We’d love to see more of our
members participating democratically – all members
can attend and vote online in general meetings and
vote electronically in elections to the Board. We contact
all members directly and use social media to ensure
that the people within our member organisations are
aware of opportunities to have their voices heard.

Read our rulebook
uk.coop/Rulebook

For us, member participation extends much wider than
voting. Our members engage and provide direction in
many ways, including:
•

Submitting resolutions to the AGM, attending and
engaging in debate

•

Nominating candidates to stand for election to the
Board of Directors

•

Participating in member groups that bring together
co-operative expertise and shape our strategic
priorities

•

Responding to consultations enabling us to
represent member views to policy makers

•

Attending events and networking with people from
other co-ops and our staff

•

Sharing co-op stories and joining conversations on
social media

•

Providing feedback through member surveys

•

Joining our campaigns and helping us to promote
the co-operative model

•

Accessing our specialist advice services designed
to enable co-ops to thrive

10. Our governance
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Our Board

Internal audit

The Board of Directors makes key decisions and
approves policies; it sets our strategic direction and
holds the CEO to account for performance against
annual plans and budgets.

We support an approach to internal audits which
encourages peer review, openness and transparency
in how we work. Internal audits facilitate active
engagement from all staff in order to encourage
innovation and focus on continuous improvement as
our internal controls are put under scrutiny.

Our Board is made up of individuals nominated, elected
and appointed by our members. Its structure ensures
the Board has knowledge from across the breadth of
the co-op movement.
Each year, the Board elects directors to be Chair and
Vice-Chair. Directors serve three-year terms of office
for a maximum of nine years. New directors receive a
detailed induction outlining the role of the Board, its
code of conduct, our policies, structure and information
about our stakeholders.
Directors maintain skills registers and are offered
opportunities for ongoing learning and development.
Board members also complete regular evaluations
of the Board’s effectiveness, appraisals of individual
directors and the performance of subcommittees

Discover more about our Board of Directors:
uk.coop/OurBoard

The purpose of our internal audits are to examine and
challenge current organisational practice, compliance
with internal policies and to identify and implement
improvements. Internal audits are an important element
of governance best practice.
The Audit and Risk Committee decides annually
whether we should continue to operate an internal
audit function. The committee is accountable for
in-house internal audit policy and for regularly
monitoring its effectiveness. In 2021, the committee
agreed to use an external firm of auditors to provide
additional scrutiny to our financial systems, processes
and internal controls. Members will be updated on this
work in next year’s annual report.
Following the 2020 internal audit of the process for
annual assessment of impairments to equity investments
we hold, a secondary internal audit was completed on
the same area of business. The objective was to ensure
we had a robust system in place for the assumptions
that are included in these statutory accounts, with
regards the carrying value of equity investments.

The Audit & Risk Committee received several reports
during 2021 on progress against the priority actions
to improve recorded interactions with investees,
development of a detailed impairment assessment
criteria and documenting the decision-making process
to make roles and responsibilities clearer.
Progress has been made in all areas with a robust
process followed at the year end to evidence the
carrying value of each investment and any necessary
impairments. However, the Committee were also
informed of some areas of concern with inadequate
record keeping and maintenance of the ongoing
relationship with investees.
Action is being taken to ensure compliance with the
new systems and processes going forward and this will
be closely monitored by senior staff over 2022.

10. Our governance

Observing the code
We assess our compliance against the
Co-operative Code of Governance on an annual
basis. Our Governance Committee has responsibility
for scrutinising governance processes and policies
ensuring they are regularly reviewed and updated. The
Committee has an annual plan to explore any areas of
non-compliance where we may need to take action or
develop our practice.
This is our third year of reviewing our compliance
against the Code. We continually improve the format
and information provided in our Annual Report to
demonstrate best governance practice.
We continue to make good progress in ensuring
our governance standards exceed the minimum
requirements set by the Code. This year we improved
compliance in some areas including adding a
whistleblowing, safeguarding and complaints section to
our website, taking a remuneration report to members
at the AGM and highlighting in this report what we have
done to encourage member participation.
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We have identified the following areas of
non-compliance and potential action:
“Co-operative Leadership and Purpose: The
Board should assess and monitor the
co-operative’s culture using a variety of techniques
and should ensure that practices and behaviours
throughout the co-operative are aligned to its
purpose, strategy and values. The annual report
should explain the Board’s activities in relation to
culture and any actions it has taken to address
dissatisfaction with alignment.”
In 2021, the Board’s performance appraisal included
a section on organisation culture to gather feedback
to contribute to considering how the Board could
develop a role in ensuring our culture aligns with our
strategy and values. The Board does not currently
receive detailed information on absenteeism and
well-being, however, it is provided with highlights
from staff surveys and the remuneration committee
has been engaged in our work on diversity, equity
and inclusion.
“Roles and Responsibilities: A conflict of interest
policy should be in place and should be provided
to all directors, executive leadership and senior
employees. All conflicts of interest should be dealt
with appropriately and recorded in a register that is
available for inspection by members.”

Directors and senior staff complete a register
of interests which is updated at least annually
and published in our Annual Report. Our Code
of Conduct for Directors includes obligations
around conflicts of interest, however, this is not
documented in a separate policy as required by
the Code. The Governance Committee is working
to develop a separate conflicts of interest policy
which will be in place by the end of 2022. This year,
RemCo will be considering the priority for action to
bring this into line with the Code’s requirements.
“Board Composition, Succession and Evaluation:
There should be a documented succession plan
for the Board, its Chair (and executive leadership
if applicable) that is regularly reviewed, revised
and ensures an appropriate balance of skills,
knowledge and experience can be maintained
within the co-operative and on the Board.”
We do not have a formal succession plan in place for
the Board or the Chair. However, the remuneration
committee periodically reviews the mix of skills,
knowledge and experience on the Board and
considers this in light of strategic priorities.
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“Board Composition, Succession and Evaluation:
The board should develop a structured training and
development programme that should be completed by
all directors. The programme should be informed by
and reflect the results of the annual evaluation of the
board, its committees and its directors. The board may
also develop a programme for prospective directors to
enable them to gain the skills they need to stand for
election.“
Training and development is offered to all directors and
the Chair would discuss any training needs which arose
from Board and/or director evaluations with individuals.
There is still work to do to create a structured training
and development programme appropriate for our
organisation.

The Co-operative Code of Governance is a
great tool for helping our members implement
good governance and report compliance to their
members. It was recently review to extend its
application to all co-ops no matter what size or
sector.
Get the code:
uk.coop/Code
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Diversity, equity and incusion
We explored what role we should play in helping
co-operatives to become more diverse and
inclusive. We found the following:
•

Co-operatives UK should work collaboratively
with co-ops who are sector leading when it
comes to diversity and inclusion to develop best
practice guidance and case studies

•

Co-operatives UK should produce online best
practice guidance online and enable cooperatives to come together to create shared
solutions through training and workshops.
A focus should be on developing policies,
membership recruitment and attracting Board
and staff applicants.

•

Co-operatives UK should support actions with
awareness raising campaigns that help to
articulate the benefits of co-operatives to underrepresented groups.

•

Co-operatives UK should develop bespoke
diversity support for worker co-ops to help
them understand strategies to diversify their
workforce.

F
SO A I R E
CI E R
TY

As well as undertaking research we delivered on our
commitment by:
•

Working closely with Amanah Advisors to explore
how Shariah compliant community share offers
can work and help bring pilot projects to fruition.
We delivered an event on this work in partnership
with the Diversity Forum for Islamophobia
Awareness Month.

•

Researching the diversity of the Community
Shares Booster Programme portfolio via
a secondment from The Social Investment
Consultancy, which also examined the impact
models of our investees.

•

Creating specific targets around diversity of
leadership in our Community Shares Booster
Programme.

•

Improving the application process for our
UnFound Accelerator project to support
applications from underrepresented groups.

•

Supporting the dispersal of seed grants to
new and emerging community businesses in
economically excluded communities through our
Empowering Places programme. One of these
businesses, Jabulani in Plymouth, is a
BAME-led initiative supporting refugees to trial
food business ideas by providing kitchen space
and training.

11. Board of directors
Members of the Board of Directors as at
31 December 2021. The Board has three
subcommittees that meet regularly:
Audit and Risk; Remuneration, Appointments
and Succession (RemCo);
and Governance.*

*The Board also has a Chair’s Committee which does not meet but can call
urgent Board meetings or provide Board level approval between meetings.
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11. Board of directors

Don Morris (Chair)

Cheryl Barrott (Vice chair)

John boyle

danny creak

Nominating organisation
Radstock Co-operative Ltd

Nominating organisation
The Co-operative Party

Nominating organisation
Co-operative Group Ltd

Nominating organisation
Co-operative Group Ltd

Current (3-year) term of office began
2020

Current (3-year) term of office began
2020

Current (3-year) term of office began
2021

Current (3-year) term of office began
2021

Attendance
Board 5 (7); RemCo 5(6);
Governance 4(6)

Attendance
Board 7(7); RemCo 5(6)

Attendance
Board 3(4)

Attendance
Board 4(4)

Fees			
£1,712			
			

Fees			
£856			
			
			

Fees			
£5,217			
		

Seat gained via
Uncontested election
(consumer owned
co-operatives)

			

Seat gained via
Uncontested 		
election 		
(mixed ownership
co-operatives)

Seat gained via
Appointed by 		
Co-operative Group
Ltd

Fees			
£856 (waived)
			
			

Seat gained via
Appointed by 		
Co-operative Group
Ltd
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eileen driver

Robin Fieth

paul gerrard

phil hartwell

Nominating organisation
Co-operative Group Ltd

Nominating organisation
Building Societies Association (BSA)

Nominating organisation
Co-operative Group Ltd

Nominating organisation
HF Holidays

Current (3-year) term of office began
2020

Current (3-year) term of office began
2021

Current (3-year) term of office began
2021

Current (3-year) term of office began
2021

Attendance
Board 6(7)

Attendance
Board 6(7); Audit 7(7)

Attendance
Board 7(7); Audit 2(3)

Fees			
£1,712			
			

Fees			
£1,712 (waived)
			
			

Attendance
Board 7(7); RemCo 6(6);
Governance 6(6)

Fees			
£1,712			
			
			

Seat gained via
Appointed by 		
Co-operative Group
Ltd

Seat gained via
Contested election
(federals)

Seat gained via
Appointed by 		
Co-operative Group
Ltd

Fees			
£1,712			
		

Seat gained via
Uncontested election
(consumer owned
co-operatives)
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lois hill

ross hodgson

emma howard

martyn johnston

Nominating organisation
Co-operative Group Ltd

Nominating organisation
SUMA Wholefoods

Nominating organisation
East of England Co-operative

Nominating organisation
Bradford Co-operative Association

Current (3-year) term of office began
2021

Current (3-year) term of office began
2020

Current (3-year) term of office began
2021

Current (3-year) term of office began
2020

Attendance
Board 3(4)

Attendance
Board 7(7); RemCo 5(5);
Governance 4(4)

Attendance
Board 6(7); Audit 5(7)

Attendance
Board 5(7)

Fees			
£1,712			

Fees			
£1,712			
			
			

Fees			
£856			
			
			

Seat gained via
Appointed by 		
Co-operative Group
Ltd

Fees			
£1,712			
			

Seat gained via
Appointed by Worker
Co-op Council

Seat gained via
Uncontested election
(consumer owned
co-operatives)

Seat gained via
Contested election
(enterprise owned
co-operatives)
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cath muller

tanya noon

Jane powell

mark simmonds

Nominating organisation
Footprint Workers Co-operative

Nominating organisation
Central England Co-operative

Nominating organisation
Lincolnshire Co-operative Society

Nominating organisation
Co-op Culture

Current (3-year) term of office began
2019

Current (3-year) term of office began
2020

Current (3-year) term of office began
2021

Current (3-year) term of office began
2019

Attendance
Board 7(7)

Attendance
Board 7(7); RemCo 3(3)

Attendance
Board 3(4)

Attendance
Board 6(7); Audit 7(7);
Governance 6(6)

Fees			
£1,712			
			

Seat gained via
Appointed by Worker
Co-op Council

Fees			
Seat gained via
Fees			
£1,712			
Appointed by 		
£856*			
			Central 			
			
		
England Co-operative

Seat gained via
Contested election
(consumer owned
co-operatives)

*Board fees donated to charity

Fees			
£1,712			
			
			

Seat gained via
Uncontested election
(co-operative 		
development bodies)
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Stepped down in 2021
David Stanbury
Nominated by: Co-operative Group Ltd.
Term began: 2019.
Attendance: Board 2(2). Fees: £856.
Seat gained via: Appointed.

eddie thorn

jenny de villiers

vivian woodell

Nominating organisation
Scottish Midland Co-operative
Society Ltd

Nominating organisation
Co-operative Group Ltd

Nominating organisation
The Midcounties Co-operative

Current (3-year) term of office began
2021

Current (3-year) term of office began
2019

Attendance
Board 7(7)

Attendance
Board 7(7); Governance 6(6)

Current (3-year) term of office began
2021
Attendance
Board 6(7); Audit 7(7)
Fees			
£1,712			
			

Seat gained via
Uncontested election
(consumer owned
co-operatives)

Fees			
£1,712			
			
			

Seat gained via
Appointed by 		
Co-operative Group
Ltd

Fees			
£1,712			
			
			

Seat gained via
Appointed by The
Midcounties 		
Co-operative

Steven Nuttall
Nominated by: Co-operative Group Ltd.
Term began: 2018.
Attendance: Board 2(3).
Fees: £856 (waived).
Seat gained via: Appointed.

Mary McGuiggan
Nominated by: Co-operative Group Ltd.
Term began: 2019.
Attendance: Board 2(2); RemCo 0(2).
Fees: £856. Seat gained via: Appointed.

Nick Matthews
Nominated by: Heart of England
Co-operative Society. Term began: 2018.
Attendance: Board 3(3); Audit 3(3).
Fees: £856.
Seat gained via: Uncontested election.

Each board member discloses positions
as director or trustee of other entities. The
following pages also include employment
and membership information, where they are
deemed to be positions of influence relevant to
Co-operatives UK.
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director disclosures
Don Morris (Chair)

Danny Creak

Paul Gerrard

ross hodgson

Director of

Employee of

Director of

Employee and member of

Trustee of

emma howard

Paulton (Elder) Ltd

Co-operative Group Ltd

Employee of

Radstock Co-operative Ltd

Cheryl Barrott (Vice chair)
Director of

Sheffield Co-operative Development Group;
Aizlewood Group

Member of

Sheffield City Region Panel on Co-operation;
Co-operative Party

John Boyle
Director of

Revolver Co-operative; Kandoroo CIC
Co-operative

Trustee of

The Co-operative College

Employee of

The Co-operative Party

Member of

Co-operative Group Ltd’s National Member
Council

eileen driver
Member of

Co-operative Group Ltd’s National Member
Council

Robin Fieth
Director of

RPF Consultancy Ltd

Employee of

Building Societies Association

Member of

CBI Trade Associations Council; European
Association of Co-operative Banks General
Assembly; CBI Chairs Committee and
Presidents Committee

The Phone Co-op Foundation for Co-operative
Innovation

Co-operative Heritage Trust

Employee of

Co-operative Group Ltd

phil hartwell
Director of

Harwich Connexions Transport Co-operative
Limited; Co-operative Press

Trustee of

Harwick Electric Palace Trust

lois hill
Trustee of

Explore Relationships

Member of

Co-operative Group Ltd’s National Member
Council; Turn2Us

Triangle Wholefoods Collective Ltd

Director of

East of England Co-operative Society Ltd

Member of

Co-operative Group Ltd’s National Member
Council

martyn johnston
Director of

FACE WY Ltd (HowDo?! Yorkshire)

Member of

Bradford Co-operative Association Ltd;
Bradford Community Energy
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cath muller

Jane powell

jenny de villiers

Director of

Trustee of

Member of

Member of

Mark Simmonds

Vivian Woodell

Director of

Director of

Central England Co-operative; Ramstrust
(Derby County Supporters Trust); Kandoroo

eddie thorn

Trustee of

Trustee of

Director of

Footprint Workers Co-operative Ltd; Platform
6 Development Co-operative Ltd; Bread Club
Ltd; Knott Wood Coppicers Ltd

Cornerstone Housing Co-operative Ltd;
Workers Co-operative Council; Radical Routes
Ltd; A Commune in the North Ltd

tanya noon
Director of

Co-operative Heritage Trust

Member of

The Co-operative Party; The Co-operative
College; Co-operative Group Ltd’s National
Member Council

Lincoln Diocesan Trust and Board of Finance
Ltd

Co-op Culture; Pennine Community Power Ltd;
Heptonstall Allotment & Garden Society Ltd;
Heptonstall Community Assets

Scottish Midland Co-operative Society; Capital
Carers Ltd

Trustee of

Northfield & Willowbrae Community Services
Group; Drylaw Telford Community Association;
Blackhall St Columba’s Church of Scotland

Member of

The Co-operative Party

Co-op Group Ltd’s National Member Council;
Co-operatives East Midlands

The Midcounties Co-operative Ltd; West
Oxfordshire Community Transport Limited;
Co-operatives Europe asbl; Student Cooperative Homes Ltd; The Co-operative Loan
Fund Limited; Lawrence Home Nursing Team
Ltd; Westmill Wind Farm Co-operative Limited

The Co-operative College

Employee of

The Phone Co-op Foundation for Co-operative
Innovation Limited
By virtue of his role as a director of The
Midcounties Co-operative Limited, Vivian Woodell
holds numerous further directorships.
Full list: uk.coop/woodell

12. Financial statements
The formal records of the business activities
and financial position of Co-operatives UK for
the year ending 31 December 2021.
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12. financial statements
Our financial performance in 2021
has delivered a pre-tax surplus from
ordinary activities of £965,753 (2020
– £431,285).
The overall surplus includes the
receipt of equity investment funding
from Power to Change, Open Society
Foundations and The Architectural
Heritage Fund. Co-operatives UK
has invested this funding in various
societies (see note 8 for a complete
list).
Project income increased by £256,180
due to new projects, the recognition
of income relating to work undertaken
in previous years and project
surpluses for projects that have
completed in the year.

We continued our efforts to bring
in funding which enables us to
deliver better value for our members
and emerging co-operatives and
community enterprises.
Our Balance sheet has increased,
largely due to equity investments
made in the year, with reserves of
£4,044,125 (2020 - £3,177,677) and a
healthy level of net liquid assets.

Statement of responsibilities of the Board (directors’
responsibilities)
The Board is responsible for preparing the annual
report and the financial statements in accordance
with applicable law and regulations. Co-operative and
Community Benefit Society law requires the Board
to prepare financial statements for each financial
year. Under that law it has elected to prepare the
financial statements in accordance with UK accounting
standards, including FRS 102, the Financial Reporting
Standard applicable in the UK and Republic of Ireland.
The financial statements are required by law to give a
true and fair view of the state of affairs of the society
and of the income and expenditure of the society for
that period.
In preparing the society’s financial statements, the
Board is required to:
•

Select suitable accounting policies and then apply
them consistently

•

Make judgements and estimates that are
reasonable and prudent

•

State whether applicable UK Accounting Standards
have been followed, subject to any material
departures disclosed and explained in the financial
statements
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•

•

Assess the society’s ability to continue as a going
concern, disclosing as applicable matters related to
going concern
Use the going concern basis of accounting unless
they either intend to liquidate the Society or to
cease operations, or have no realistic alternative
but to do so

The Board is responsible for the maintenance and
integrity of the corporate and financial information
included on the society’s website, legislation in the
UK governing the preparation and dissemination of
financial statements may differ from legislation in other
jurisdictions.
The Board is responsible for keeping proper books of
account that disclose with reasonable accuracy at any
time the financial position of the society and enable
them to ensure that its financial statements comply
with the Co-operative and Community Benefit Societies
Act 2014. They are responsible for such internal
control as they determine is necessary to enable the
preparation of financial statements that are free from
material misstatement, whether due to fraud or error,
and have general responsibility for taking such steps as
are reasonably open to them to safeguard the assets of
the society and to prevent and detect fraud and other
irregularities.
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The Board is responsible for ensuring that
Co-operatives UK carries out its commitment to be a
co-operative. The Board will ensure that in carrying out
its business activity, the management team maintains
the co-operative identity values and standards of
Co-operatives UK and that its obligations to its
members and others, in particular employees,
customers, suppliers and the community, are
understood and met.
The Board is responsible for developing and deciding
the strategy of Co-operatives UK, in consultation
with the management team, which is responsible
for its implementation and delivery, and taking into
consideration the views of members and wider
stakeholders.
The Board ensures that the controls and systems of
risk management are robust and defensible.

Internal controls
The Board is ultimately accountable for Co-operatives
UK’s system of internal control and for reviewing its
effectiveness. However, such a system is designed
to manage rather than eliminate the risk of failure to
achieve business objectives and can provide only
reasonable and not absolute assurance against
material misstatement or loss. Co-operatives UK’s Audit
and Risk Committee has reviewed and reported on
internal controls in accordance with the Co-operative
Corporate Governance Code.
The process used by the Board to review the
effectiveness of the system of internal control includes
the following:
•

The effectiveness of risk management processes
are reviewed at least annually by the Board and the
Audit and Risk Committee.

•

Considering reports from the management
team, internal and external audit on the systems
of internal control and any material control
weaknesses.

•

In line with the Internal Audit Policy, the Audit and
Risk Committee oversees the audit of at least one
business area each year with in-house responsibility
for compliance testing and continuous
improvement activity.
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•

•

The Board receives a report of each meeting of the
Audit and Risk Committee, including orally from
its Chair, and directors have timely access to the
minutes of all subcommittee meetings.
A programme of governance process
improvements has been implemented in order to
ensure periodic review of policies and internal
controls. Following the 2020 internal audit review,
a programme to strengthen Co-operatives UK’s
assessment of Community Shares Booster
Programme investments, and specifically to
address the difficult issues of ongoing fair values
and impairment criteria.

Co-operatives UK has adopted an internal control
framework that contains the following key elements:
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•

•

•

Control environment
•

An organisational structure is in place with clearly
defined lines of reporting, accountability and
responsibility for planning, executing, controlling
and monitoring business operations.

•

•

The Board and staff team work together in
developing the strategic objectives of the
organisation to deliver on its mission. Employee
engagement with and understanding of our
strategic objectives are regularly monitored and
operational planning ensures alignment between
our strategy and day-to-day activity.
Annual budgets are reviewed by the Audit and
Risk Committee and approved by the Board.
Performance against budget and forecasts are
reviewed at least quarterly by the Board and twice
each year by the Audit and Risk Committee, with
any significant variances considered and remedial
action taken where appropriate.
A schedule of matters reserved for decision by
the Board is followed and provides limits to the
spending and decision-making delegated to the
management team.
During the induction process all employees are
given adequate information and training on
Co-operatives UK’s strategic plan, internal controls
and policies.
Our employee code of conduct is put into everyday
practice accompanied by supportive policies
which enable employees to report any serious
wrongdoing.

Risk identification
Risk management is an important element of our
internal controls and the Board is accountable for
these processes. The management team has the
primary responsibility for identifying the key risks to
the business with each employee taking responsibility
for raising any risks associated with their area of work.
Risk processes embedded within the culture of the
organisation involve regular consideration of risk.
Risk management procedures include systems for the
identification, evaluation and management of risks
to the business. Each risk is allocated an owner and
scored in terms of its likelihood and impact before
and after documented mitigating actions. The most
significant risks to the business have contingency plans
in place.
Details of our risk management and the principal risks
to the business are regularly provided to the Board and
the Audit and Risk Committee.
In this financial year, the principal risks to the business
have been identified as concerning the potential impact
of any significant loss of income from subscriptions
or advice services; the risk that our work is affected
by the trading or financial position of a leading co-op;
and the risk of costs arising in relation to the beneficial
ownership of Holyoake House.
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The Covid-19 situation, while thankfully improved,
is ongoing, and our members and the markets in
which they operate are evolving. We will continue to
monitor emerging risks and the impact on the society
during this period. We are also carefully monitoring
the financial resilience of the society, including the
potential impact on variable income, from lettings,
conferences/events and chargeable services work.
With the above as context, and acknowledging the
uncertainty that this creates, the Board still targets
making progress delivering the objectives of our new
strategy in 2022.
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•

•

Co-operatives UK has implemented control
activities designed to ensure complete and
accurate accounting for financial transactions and
to limit the potential exposure to loss of assets or
fraud. Measures taken include physical controls,
segregation of duties, reviews by management and
internal audit to the extent necessary to arrive at
their audit opinions.
A comprehensive suite of policies and procedures
is in place across the organisation. It is regularly
reviewed, compliance is monitored and we provide
thorough inductions for new members of staff

Monitoring
•

There are clear and consistent procedures in place
for monitoring the system of internal financial
controls. The Audit and Risk Committee meet at
least twice a year and, within its remit, reviews the
effectiveness of the system of internal financial
controls.

•

The Internal Audit Policy requires the audit of at
least one business area each year. The programme
of audits focuses on business risk and priority.
The Internal Audit Lead works collaboratively with
members of staff to complete the required reviews
of control activities, compliance testing and
recommendations for improvement. Responsibility
and timescales for remedial actions are agreed
with the management team and evidence of
completion is provided to the Audit and Risk
Committee. In 2021, we completed a follow-up
audit of the process to review the carrying value
of our Community Shares Booster Programme
investments following the qualified audit opinion
of our financial statements in 2020. The audit
identified further areas for improvement which
have been implemented during the impairment
review of our investments at 31 December 2021.

Information and communication
•

Regular communication with our members uses
a variety of channels including member groups,
publications, social media, e-bulletins and our
website (www.uk.coop). This includes transparent
sharing of key decisions of the Board.

•

Co-operatives UK communicates with the staff
team via regular meetings and email updates
on strategic matters. Staff members use our
intranet which provides a platform for our suite of
applications, online learning resources, policies and
procedures.

•

An annual appraisal scheme is in place for all
employees, and includes monitoring alignment
between individual roles and strategic objectives.

•

The Board ensures the views of members and
other key stakeholders are taken into consideration
when it makes decisions. Providing leadership to
the co-operative movement is at the heart of the
corporate strategy and its delivery monitors the
direct and indirect value provided to members.

Control activities
•

A process of control self-assessment and
reporting has been established which provides for
an auditable trail of accountability.
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•

As part of its remit, the Audit and Risk Committee
annually monitors and reviews the independence,
objectivity and effectiveness of our internal audit
approach.

•

The Board monitors performance of the
management team and delivery of operational
and strategic plans. Progress is assessed against
Key Performance Indicators and financial targets
agreed annually.

•

Compliance with the Co-operative Corporate
Governance Code has been assessed and areas
of non-compliance or in need of improvement are
declared to members in this annual report.

Creditor payment policy
It is the policy of Co-operatives UK to:
•

Agree the terms of payment at the start of
business with that supplier

•

Ensure that suppliers are aware of the terms

•

Pay in accordance with its contractual and other
legal obligations
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Disclosure of information to auditor

Going concern

The directors who held office at the date of approval of
this Annual Report confirm that, so far as they are each
aware, there is no relevant audit information of which
the society’s auditors are unaware; and each director
has taken all the steps that they ought to have taken
as a director to make themselves aware of any relevant
audit information and to establish that the society’s
auditors are aware of that information.

The financial statements have been prepared on a
going concern basis which the directors consider to be
appropriate for the following reasons.

Auditors
Pursuant to S93(1) Co-operative and Community
Benefit Societies Act 2014, KPMG LLP tendered their
resignation as Co-operatives UK’s auditors in 2021.
As a result of the casual vacancy that emerged, a
competitive procurement process was completed
and Crowe UK LLP have been appointed as our new
auditors.

The Board had prepared budgets and cashflow
forecasts for the forthcoming 12 month period which
indicate Co-operatives UK has sufficient committed
subscription income and financial resources in order to
enable it to meet its obligations as they fall due.
The directors consider that the society’s cash
investments can be realised quickly and as a result,
along with a prudent programme of cost management,
the Board considered it was well placed to manage its
business risks successfully in the current economic
climate.
The society has started 2022 well with the launch of
our new three year strategy covering the period 2022
to 2024. The objectives of the first year of the strategy
are to streamline and consolidate our activities,
establishing the foundations required to develop new
products and markets in years two and three of the
strategy. Due to early contingency planning, resilient
income streams and a strong balance sheet,
Co-operatives UK has navigated the worst of pandemic
without significant financial impact and is well placed to
deliver the objectives of our new strategy.
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The Board believes that the society is equipped to
deal with the key risks and our forecasts indicate
that, taking into account the society’s strong opening
balance of cash in hand and cash equivalents which, by
their nature, can be realised quickly, the society is able
to withstand further possible downside scenarios.
For these reasons the Board has a reasonable
expectation that the society has adequate resources to
continue in operational existence and meet its liabilities
as they fall due for payment for at least 12 months from
the balance sheet date and consequently they consider
that it is appropriate to adopt the going concern basis
of preparation in these financial statements.
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Board certification
The accounts and notes on pages 46 to 81 are hereby
signed on behalf of the Board pursuant to the
Co-operative and Community Benefit Societies Act
2014.

Don Morris, Chair

Cheryl Barrott, Vice Chair

Zena King, Society Secretary
27 April 2022
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auditor’s report
Independent auditor’s report to
the members of Co-operatives UK
Limited.

Qualified opinion

Basis for qualified opinion

We have audited the financial statements of
Co-operatives UK Limited for the year ended 31
December 2021 which comprise of the Income
Statement, Balance Sheet, Cash Flow Statement,
Statement of Changes in Equity and notes to the
financial statements, including significant accounting
policies. The financial reporting framework that has
been applied in their preparation is applicable law
and United Kingdom Accounting Standards, including
Financial Reporting Standard 102 The Financial
Reporting Standard applicable in the UK and Republic
of Ireland (United Kingdom Generally Accepted
Accounting Practice).

At 31 December 2020 equity investments were stated
at £2,161,988 after recognising an impairment charge
of £240,221, being 10% of their carrying value. The
directors were unable to provide reliable evidence to
support the judgement that the recoverable amount
of these investments was £2,161,988. We were unable
to obtain sufficient appropriate audit evidence to
form a conclusion that the recoverable amount of
these investments at 31 December 2020 was free
from material misstatement by performing other
audit procedures. Consequently we were unable to
determine whether any adjustment to this amount
was necessary. Any adjustments would have a
consequential effect on the Society’s net assets as at
31st December 2020 and reported expenditure for the
year ended 31st December 2021.

In our opinion, except for the possible effects of the
matter described in the basis for qualified opinion
section of our report, the financial statements:
•

give a true and fair view of the state of the
society’s affairs as at 31 December 2021 and of its
surplus for the year then ended

•

have been properly prepared in accordance with
United Kingdom Generally Accepted Accounting
Practice

•

have been prepared in accordance with the
requirements of the Co-operative and Community
Benefit Societies Act 2014.

We conducted our audit in accordance with
International Standards on Auditing (UK) (ISAs (UK))
and applicable law. Our responsibilities under those
standards are further described in the Auditor’s
responsibilities for the audit of the financial statements
section of our report. We are independent of the
society in accordance with the ethical requirements
that are relevant to our audit of the financial statements
in the UK, including the FRC’s Ethical Standard, and
we have fulfilled our other ethical responsibilities in
accordance with these requirements. We believe the
audit evidence we have obtained is sufficient and
appropriate to provide a basis for our qualified opinion.
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Conclusions relating to going concern
In auditing the financial statements, we have concluded
that the Board’s use of the going concern basis
of accounting in the preparation of the financial
statements is appropriate.
Based on the work we have performed, we have not
identified any material uncertainties relating to events
or conditions that, individually or collectively, may cast
significant doubt on the society’s ability to continue as
a going concern for a period of at least 12 months from
when the financial statements are authorised for issue.
Our responsibilities and the responsibilities of the
Board with respect to going concern are described in
the relevant sections of this report.
Other information
The Board is responsible for the other information
contained within the annual report. The other
information comprises the information included in the
annual report, other than the financial statements
and our auditor’s report thereon. Our opinion on
the financial statements does not cover the other
information and we do not express any form of
assurance conclusion thereon.
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Our responsibility is to read the other information and,
in doing so, consider whether the other information is
materially inconsistent with the financial statements
or our knowledge obtained in the audit or otherwise
appears to be materially misstated. If we identify
such material inconsistencies or apparent material
misstatements, we are required to determine whether
this gives rise to a material misstatement in the
financial statements themselves. If, based on the
work we have performed, we conclude that there is a
material misstatement of this other information, we are
required to report that fact.
As described in the basis for qualified opinion section
of our report, we were unable to satisfy ourselves
concerning the equity investment balance of £2,161,988
held at 31 December 2020. We have concluded that
where the other information refers to the equity
investment balance as at 31 December 2020, it may be
materially misstated for the same reason.

Matters on which we are required to report by
exception
Arising solely from the limitation of scope of our work in
respect of equity investments, referred to above as at
31 December 2020:
•

we have not received all the information and
explanations we require for our audit; and

•

the society has not kept proper accounting
records.

Except for the matter described in the basis for
qualified opinion section of our report, we have nothing
to report in respect of the following matters in relation
to which the Co-operative and Community Benefit
Societies Act 2014 requires us to report to you if, in our
opinion:
•

a satisfactory system of controls over transactions
has not been maintained; or

•

the society has not kept proper accounting
records; or

•

the financial statements are not in agreement with
the books of account; or

•

we have not received all the information and
explanations we require for our audit.
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Responsibilities of the Board
As explained more fully in the Board’s responsibilities
statement, set out on pages 46 and 47, the Board
is responsible for the preparation of the financial
statements and for being satisfied that they give a true
and fair view, and for such internal control as the Board
determines is necessary to enable the preparation
of financial statements that are free from material
misstatement, whether due to fraud or error.
In preparing the financial statements, the Board is
responsible for assessing the society’s ability to
continue as a going concern, disclosing, as applicable,
matters related to going concern and using the going
concern basis of accounting unless the Board either
intends to liquidate the society or to cease operations,
or have no realistic alternative but to do so.
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Auditor’s responsibilities for the audit of the financial
statements
Our objectives are to obtain reasonable assurance
about whether the financial statements as a whole
are free from material misstatement, whether due to
fraud or error, and to issue an auditor’s report that
includes our opinion. Reasonable assurance is a high
level of assurance, but is not a guarantee that an
audit conducted in accordance with ISAs (UK) will
always detect a material misstatement when it exists.
Misstatements can arise from fraud or error and are
considered material if, individually or in the aggregate,
they could reasonably be expected to influence the
economic decisions of users taken on the basis of
these financial statements.
Irregularities, including fraud, are instances of noncompliance with laws and regulations. We design
procedures in line with our responsibilities, outlined
above, to detect material misstatements in respect
of irregularities, including fraud. The extent to which
our procedures are capable of detecting irregularities,
including fraud is detailed below:

We obtained an understanding of the legal and
regulatory frameworks within which the company
operates, focusing on those laws and regulations that
have a direct effect on the determination of material
amounts and disclosures in the financial statements.
The laws and regulations we considered in this
context were the Co-operative and Community Benefit
Societies Act 2014 and Taxation legislation.
Auditing standards limit the required audit procedures
to identify non-compliance with these laws and
regulations to enquiry of the Directors and other
management and inspection of regulatory and legal
correspondence, if any.
We identified the greatest risk of material impact on
the financial statements from irregularities, including
fraud, to be the override of controls by management,
impairment of equity investments and completeness
of income. Our audit procedures to respond to these
risks included enquiries of management about their
own identification and assessment of the risks of
irregularities, sample testing on the posting of journals,
sample testing the impairment assessment performed
by management for evidence of bias and under
impairment, sample testing income from the SalesForce
database to the nominal ledger and financial
statements and reviewing accounting estimates for
biases.
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A further description of our responsibilities for the
audit of the financial statements is available on the
Financial Reporting Council’s website at: www.frc.org.
A further description of our responsibilities for the
uk/auditorsresponsibilities. This description forms part
audit of the financial statements is available on the
of our auditor’s report.
Financial Reporting Council’s website at: www.frc.org.
uk/auditorsresponsibilities. This description forms part
Use of our report
of our auditor’s report.
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Societies
Act 2014.
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as a body in accordance with the Co-operative and
has been undertaken so that we might state to the
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have formed.

Crowe U.K. LLP
Crowe U.K. LLP
Statutory Auditor
Statutory
Auditor
The
Lexicon Mount
Street Manchester M2 5NT

The Lexicon Mount Street Manchester M2 5NT

27 April 2022

4 May 2022
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ԲԉհԉԎԇհԉԉԇԳ ڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂՈ

ԻԒջԒԗԐջԒԒԐԼ

ԇԏԇհԍԎԋ ڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂՈ

ԐԘԐջԖԗԔ

ԇԍհԋԅԋ ڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂՈ

ԐԖջԔԎԔ

ԊԐհԇԊԎ ڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂՈڂڂڂ

ԓԙջԐԓԗ

Ɖͽ̵̿ˍͽ͝ՄԲSɟɿʡɂʡͮԳڂȻɟɿ́̿ɟڂʡ˱ͮɟ̿ɟͮ͝ڂǵ˱ɎͮڂǵΫǵͮʡ́˱
Ä˱ͮɟ̿ɟͮ̿͝ڂɟɂɟʡΞǵȻˍɟڂǵ˱Ɏڂɿǵʡ̿ڂΞǵˍͽɟ́˪ڂΞɟ˪ɟ˱ͮ͝ڂ
́˱ڂʡ˱Ξɟͮ͝˪ɟ˱ͮ͝

Ԏ

^̻ͽʡͮΰڂʡ˱Ξɟͮ͝˪ɟ˱ͮڂǵɎɎʡͮʡ́˱͝

ԏ

ڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂՈ

ԏԅԏհԎԉԎ

ԘԎԘջԗԒԗ

ڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂՈ

ԋԐԋհԎԋԊ

ԔԙԔջԗԔԓ

^̻ͽʡͮΰڂʡ˱Ξɟͮ͝˪ɟ˱ͮ́˪ڂΞɟ˪ɟ˱ͮ

ԏ

ڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂՈ

ԲԆԎԊհԆԆԇԳ

ԻԏԗԓջԏԏԐԼ

ڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂՈ

ԲڂԇԊԅհԇԇԆԳ

ԻڑԐԓԎջԐԐԏԼ

ԍԉԊհԍԇԋ

ԙԖԔջԗԔԒ

ԉԋԋհԋԉԉ

ԓԒԏջԐԘԔ

ԊԏհԊԋԉ ڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂՈڂڂڂ

Ƌ̻ͅ˓ͣڑȿɤʅ̇ͅɤʹڑǸαǸʹʧ̇˷
ƗǵΫǵͮʡ́˱

ԉԉԆհԆԇԏ
Ԇԅ

Ƌ̻ͅ˓ͣڑǸ˷ɒʹ̇ʹڑǸ˓ڑɆ̇˰̻ͅɤʔɤ˷ͣʧΤɤڑʧ˷Ɇ̇˰ɤڑ
ʹͅǸ˷ͣʅɤͅͅɤɒͅڑ̇ʹڑɤͣɤͅΤɤͣ

ԲڂԎԐհԉԇԎԳ ڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂՈ

ԇԋԆհԏԅԆ

ԍԉԊհԍԇԋ

ԓԘջԓԔԒ

ԻڑԗԙջԒԐԗԼ

ԘԘԖջԓԐԖ

ԎԋհԎԋԇ

ԲڂԇԅհԇԅԋԳ ڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂՈ

ԋԋհԋԊԎ

ԉԋԋհԋԉԉ

ԻڑԐԎջԐԎԔԼ

ԓԏԏջԎԘԎ

ƗʎɟڂǵȻ́Ξɟ̿ڂɟˍǵͮɟ͝ڂɟ˱ͮʡ̿ɟˍΰڂ́ͮڂɂ́˱ͮʡ˱ͽʡ˱ʄ̵́ڂɟ̿ǵͮʡ́˱͝ձ
Ɨʎɟͮ͝ڂǵͮͽͮ́̿ΰڂǵɂɂ́ͽ˱ͮ͝ڂǵ̿ɟ˱ͽ́̿ڂɎɟɎͮڂ́ͮڂʎɟ˱ڂɟǵ̿ɟͮ͝˱ͽ̵́ڂɎձ

The notes, on pages 60 to 79, form part of
these financial statements.
Ɨʎɟͮ́˱ڂɟ̵͝ڂ˱́ڂǵʄɟ͝ڂԓԔڑ̇ʹڑԖԓڑɿ́̿˪̵ڂǵ̿ͮ́ڂɿͮڂʎɟ͝ɟڂɿʡ˱ǵ˱ɂʡǵˍͮ͝ڂǵͮɟ˪ɟ˱ͮ͝ձ
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balance
sheet
balance sheet
ǸͣڑǸʹڑԒԏڑTɤɆɤ˰ȿɤͅڑԐԎԐԏ

ԐԎԐԏ
ī̇ʹɤ

ʧαɤɒڑǸͣͣɤʹͣ
Ɨǵ˱ʄʡȻˍɟڂǵ͝͝ɟͮ͝
Ä˱Ξɟͮ͝˪ɟ˱ͮ͝
^̻ͽʡͮΰڂʡ˱Ξɟͮ͝˪ɟ˱ͮ
Iͅͅɤ˷ʹڑǸͣͣɤʹͣ
SɟȻͮ́̿͝
Ä˱Ξɟͮ͝˪ɟ˱ͮ͝
Hǵ͝ʎڂǵͮڂȻǵ˱˅ڂǵ˱Ɏڂʡ˱ڂʎǵ˱Ɏ

ԍ
Ԏ
ԏ

Ԑ
Ԏ

Ȧ̇ͣʹɤͅڑ
İͅɤڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑ
ɆʹʧΤʧʹʧɤͣڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑ
Å˷Τɤͣʹ˰ɤ˷ʹڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑ
ӱ
ӱ
ԇԍԆհԇԉԎ ڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂՈ
ԉԆԋհԇԋԋ ڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂՈ
ڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂՈ
ԇհԎԎԍհԍԆԉ
ԋԎԍհԊԐԇ
ԇհԎԎԍհԍԆԉ

ԐԎԐԎ
ƙ̇ʹǸ˓
ӱ

Ȧ̇ͣʹɤͅڑ
İͅɤڑڑڑ
ɆʹʧΤʧʹʧɤͣ ڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑÅ˷Τɤͣʹ˰ɤ˷ʹڑڑڑڑڑڑڑ
ӱ
ӱ

ƙ̇ʹǸ˓
ӱ

ԐԖԏջԐԒԗ
ԒԏԔջԐԔԔ
ԐջԗԗԖջԖԏԒ
ԒջԒԔԒջԏԎԔ

ԉԆԊհԊԉԊ ڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂՈ
ԉԉԅհԇԋԋ ڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂՈ
ڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂՈ
ԇհԆԍԆհԐԏԏ
ԍԊԊհԍԏԐ
ԇհԆԍԆհԐԏԏ

ԒԏԓջԓԒԓ
ԒԒԎջԐԔԔ
ԐջԏԖԏջԙԘԘ
ԐջԘԎԖջԖԗԗ

ڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂՈ
ڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂՈ
ڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂՈ
ڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂՈ

ԏԖԙջԙԖԗ
ԏջԓԒԔջԘԎԙ
ԖԔԏջԘԏԔ
ԐջԐԔԗջԔԙԎ

ԎԋԉհԏԎԉ
ԆհԊԆԅհԇԐԐ
ڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂԊԆԅհԍԊԊ
ԇհԋԎԊհԏԆԍ

ڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂՈ
ڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂՈ
ڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂՈ
ڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂՈ

ԗԔԒջԘԗԒ
ԏջԓԏԎջԐԙԙ
ԓԏԎջԖԓԓ
ԐջԔԗԓջԘԏԖ

ԲԆհԋԇԇհԎԊԅԳ ڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂՈ

ԻԏջԔԐԐջԗԓԎԼ

ԲԇհԆԍԊհԍԆԉԳ ڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂՈ

ԻԐջԏԖԓջԖԏԒԼ

ԗԒԓջԘԔԎ

ԊԆԅհԇԅԉ ڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂՈ

ԓԏԎջԐԎԒ

ԆԍԐհԐԍԎ
ԆհԊԉԋհԏԅԐ
ԍԋԆհԏԆԋ
ԇհԇԋԎհԋԐԅ

The notes, on pages
60 to 80, form part
of these financial
statements.

Iͅͅɤ˷ʹ˓ڑʧǸȿʧ˓ʧʹʧɤͣ
H̿ɟɎʡͮ́̿͝մڂͮ͝˱ͽ́˪ڂɿǵˍˍʡ˱ʄڂɎͽɟڂʡͮʎʡ˱ڂ
́˱ɟڂΰɟǵ̿

ԆԆ

īɤʹڑɆͅͅɤ˷ʹڑǸͣͣɤʹͣ

ڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂԎԉԊհԏԋԅ

ƙ̇ʹǸ˓ڑǸͣͣɤʹͣ˓ڑɤͣͣڑɆͅͅɤ˷ʹ˓ڑʧǸȿʧ˓ʧʹʧɤͣ

ԆհԉԆԆհԉԊԇ

ڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂՈ
ԇհԎԎԍհԍԆԉ

ԓջԎԘԗջԙԔԔ

ԆհԅԋԊհԏԐԅ

ԇհԆԍԆհԐԏԏ

ԒջԐԏԖջԘԗԘ

ī̇˷ՑɆͅͅɤ˷ʹ˓ڑʧǸȿʧ˓ʧʹʧɤͣ
Ŵ̿́Ξʡ͝ʡ́˱͝մڂͮ͝˱ͽ́˪ڂɿǵˍˍʡ˱ʄڂɎͽɟڂǵɿͮɟ̿ڂ
˪́̿ɟͮڂʎǵ˱˱́ڂɟڂΰɟǵ̿

ԆԆ

īɤʹڑǸͣͣɤʹͣڑ
ʧ˷Ǹ˷Ɇɤɒڑȿζտ
Ɖʎǵ̿ɟڂɂǵ̵ʡͮǵˍ
żɟ͝ɟ̿Ξɟ͝

ԲԊԉհԏԉԅԳ ڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂՈڂڂڂ
ԆհԇԍԎհԋԆԇ

Ԇԇ

ԇհԎԎԍհԍԆԉ

ԇԇԏ ڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂՈ
ԆհԇԍԎհԇԏԊ
ԇհԎԎԍհԍԆԉ
ԆհԇԍԎհԋԆԇ
ԇհԎԎԍհԍԆԉ

Ɨʎɟͮ́˱ڂɟ̵͝ڂ˱́ڂǵʄɟ͝ڂԓԔڑ̇ʹڑԖԓڑɿ́̿˪̵ڂǵ̿ͮ́ڂɿͮڂʎɟ͝ɟڂɿʡ˱ǵ˱ɂʡǵˍͮ͝ڂǵͮɟ˪ɟ˱ͮ͝ձ

ԻԓԒջԘԒԎԼ
ԓջԎԓԓջԏԐԔ
ԐԐԘ
ԓջԎԓԒջԘԙԗ
ԓջԎԓԓջԏԐԔ

ԲԉԐհԇԅԆԳ ڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂՈڂڂڂ
ԆհԅԆԋհԍԏԐ

ԇհԆԍԆհԐԏԏ

ԇԅԍ ڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂՈ
ԆհԅԆԋհԊԏԉ
ԇհԆԍԆհԐԏԏ
ԆհԅԆԋհԍԏԐ
ԇհԆԍԆհԐԏԏ

ԻԒԙջԐԎԏԼ

These financial
statements were
Ɨʎɟ͝ɟڂɿʡ˱ǵ˱ɂʡǵˍڂ
approved by the Board
ͮ͝ǵͮɟ˪ɟ˱ͮ͝ڂɟ̿ɟڂ
of Co-operatives UK on
ǵ̵̵̿́ΞɟɎڂȻΰͮڂʎɟ́@ڂǵ̿Ɏ́ڂɿڂ
20 April 2022 and were
H́Ո̵́ɟ̿ǵͮʡΞɟ͝ڂƣČڂ˱́ڂԇԅڂ
signed on its behalf by:
̵̿ʡˍڂԇԅԇԇڂǵ˱Ɏڂɟ̿ɟڂ
͝ʡʄ˱ɟɎڂ˱́ڂʡͮ͝ڂȻɟʎǵˍɿڂȻΰմ

ԒջԏԗԗջԖԗԗ
ԐԎԖ
Ԓջԏԗԗջԓԗԏ
ԒջԏԗԗջԖԗԗ

Ṫ˷ڑģ̇ͅͅʧͣ
Don Morris
IʔǸʧͅ
Chair
İՑ̻̇ɤͅǸʹʧΤɤͣڑƥĎ
Co-operatives UK
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cash flow
cash
flowstatement
statement
ǕɤǸͅڑɤ˷ɒɤɒڑԒԏڑTɤɆɤ˰ȿɤͅڑԐԎԐԏ

ԐԎԐԏ

ԐԎԐԎ

İͅɤڑڑڑڑ
Ȧ̇ͣʹɤͅڑ
ɆʹʧΤʧʹʧɤͣڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑ
Å˷Τɤͣʹ˰ɤ˷ʹڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑ
ӱ
ӱ
IǸͣʔڑʅ˓̇Ψͣڑʅ̇ͅ˰̻̇ڑɤͅǸʹʧ˷ʊڑǸɆʹʧΤʧʹʧɤͣ
Ɖͽ̵̿ˍͽ͝ڂɿ́̿ͮڂʎɟڂΰɟǵ̿
Ɏʽͽͮ͝˪ɟ˱ͮ͝ڂɿ́̿մ
Sɟ̵̿ɟɂʡǵͮʡ́˱հڂǵ˪́̿ͮʡ͝ǵͮʡ́˱ڂǵ˱Ɏڂʡ˪̵ǵʡ̿˪ɟ˱ͮ
Ä˱ͮɟ̿ɟͮ̿͝ڂɟɂɟʡΞǵȻˍɟڂǵ˱Ɏ͝ڂʡ˪ʡˍǵ̿ڂʡ˱ɂ́˪ɟ
ƗǵΫǵͮʡ́˱ڂ
ԲÄ˱ɂ̿ɟǵ͝ɟԳՄɎɟɂ̿ɟǵ͝ɟڂʡ˱̿ͮڂǵɎɟڂǵ˱Ɏͮ́ڂʎɟ̿ڂɎɟȻͮ́̿͝
Ä˱ɂ̿ɟǵ͝ɟՄԲɎɟɂ̿ɟǵ͝ɟԳڂʡ˱̿ͮڂǵɎɟڂǵ˱Ɏͮ́ڂʎɟ̿ڂɂ̿ɟɎʡͮ́̿͝

ԇԋԆհԏԅԆ

ԍԉԊհԍԇԋ

İͅɤڑڑڑڑ
Ȧ̇ͣʹɤͅڑ
ɆʹʧΤʧʹʧɤͣڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑÅ˷Τɤͣʹ˰ɤ˷ʹڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑ
ӱ
ӱ

ƙ̇ʹǸ˓
ӱ

ԘԘԖջԓԐԖ
ԋԋհԋԊԎ
ԉԋԋհԋԉԉ
Statement
ofڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂ
changes
in equity

ƙ̇ʹǸ˓
ӱ
ԓԏԏջԎԘԎ

Hʎǵ˱ʄɟڂʡ˱ˍڂʡ̻ͽʡɎʡͮΰڂԲĩ́˱ՈHͽ̿̿ɟ˱ͮڂÄ˱Ξɟͮ͝˪ɟ˱ͮڂ́ͮڂHͽ̿̿ɟ˱ͮڂÄ˱Ξɟͮ͝˪ɟ˱ͮԳ
īɤʹڑɆǸͣʔڑʅ̇ͅ˰̻̇ڑɤͅǸʹʧ˷ʊڑǸɆʹʧΤʧʹʧɤͣ

ԎԅհԊԅԉ
ԲԊԏհԊԋԉԳ
ڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂԊհԍԇԐ
ԋԏԉհԐԅԍ
ԲԍԊԆհԏԎԉԳ
ڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂԆԋհԅԅԅ
ԇԉԋհԊԆԉ

IǸͣʔڑʅ˓̇Ψͣڑʅ̇ͅ˰ڑʧ˷Τɤͣʹʧ˷ʊڑǸɆʹʧΤʧʹʧɤͣ
Ä˱ͮɟ̿ɟͮ̿͝ڂɟɂɟʡΞɟɎ
Ŵͽ̿ɂʎǵ͝ɟ́ڂɿͮڂǵ˱ʄʡȻˍɟڂɿʡΫɟɎڂǵ͝͝ɟͮ͝
Ŵͽ̿ɂʎǵ͝ɟ́ڂɿڂɟ̻ͽʡͮΰڂʡ˱Ξɟͮ͝˪ɟ˱ͮ͝
īɤʹڑɆǸͣʔڑʅ̇ͅ˰ڑʧ˷Τɤͣʹʧ˷ʊڑǸɆʹʧΤʧʹʧɤͣ

Ä͝͝ͽɟ́ڂɿ͝ڂʎǵ̿ɟ͝
ڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂԉԆ
ԊԏհԊԋԉ ڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂՈ
ԓԘջԓԔԒ
ڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂԊԐհԇԊԎ ڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂՈ
ԓԙջԐԓԗ
Hǵ˱ɂɟˍˍǵͮʡ́˱́ڂɿ͝ڂʎǵ̿ɟ͝
ԲڂԇԐԳ
ԲڂԆԎհԇԅԍԳ ڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂՈ
ԻڑԏԗջԐԎԖԼ
ԲڂԊԎԅհԉԍԊԳ ڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂՈ
ԻԓԗԎջԒԖԓԼ
@ǵˍǵ˱ɂɟڂǵͮڂԉԆڂSɟɂɟ˪Ȼɟ̿ڂԇԅԇԅ
ԇԅԍ
ڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂՈ
ԲڂԏԅԏհԎԉԎԳ
ԻԘԎԘջԗԒԗԼ
ڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂՈ
ԲڂԋԐԋհԎԋԊԳ
ԻԔԙԔջԗԔԓԼ
ԉԆհԇԊԎ
ԲԏԅԏհԎԉԎԳ
ԻԗԗԗջԓԙԎԼ
ԲԊԇԆհԆԆԎԳ
ԲԋԐԋհԎԋԊԳ
ԻԏջԎԏԖջԘԗԏԼ

IǸͣʔڑʅ˓̇Ψͣڑʅ̇ͅ˰ڑʅʧ˷Ǹ˷Ɇʧ˷ʊڑǸɆʹʧΤʧʹʧɤͣ
̇ͅ˰ʹڑʔɤڑʧͣͣɤ̇ڑʅͣڑʔǸͅɤڑɆǸ̻ʧʹǸ˓
̿́˪ͮڂʎɟڂɂǵ˱ɂɟˍˍǵͮʡ́˱́ڂɿ͝ڂʎǵ̿ɟڂɂǵ̵ʡͮǵˍ

ڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂԊԉ ڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂՈ
ԲڂԇԆԳ ڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂՈ

īɤʹڑɆǸͣʔڑʅ̇ͅ˰ڑʅʧ˷Ǹ˷Ɇʧ˷ʊڑǸɆʹʧΤʧʹʧɤͣ

ڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂԇԇ

īɤʹڑʧ˷ɆͅɤǸͣɤՍԻɒɤɆͅɤǸͣɤԼڑʧ˷ڑɆǸͣʔڑǸ˷ɒڑɆǸͣʔڑɤ́ʧΤǸ˓ɤ˷ʹͣ
Hǵ͝ʎڂǵ˱Ɏڂɂǵ͝ʎڂɟ̻ͽʡΞǵˍɟ˱ͮ͝ڂǵͮڂԆڂćǵ˱ͽǵ̿ΰڂ
Hǵ͝ʎڂǵ˱Ɏڂɂǵ͝ʎڂɟ̻ͽʡΞǵˍɟ˱ͮ͝ڂǵͮڂԉԆڂSɟɂɟ˪Ȼɟ̿ڂ

ڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂԇԍԍհԍԏԇ ڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂՈ
ڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂԆհԏԇԅհԐԊԇ ڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂՈ
ԇհԅԏԎհԍԇԊ ڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂՈ

Ɨʎɟͮ́˱ڂɟ̵͝ڂ˱́ڂǵʄɟ͝ڂԓԔڑ̇ʹڑԖԓڂɿ́̿˪̵ڂǵ̿ͮ́ڂɿͮڂʎɟ͝ɟڂɿʡ˱ǵ˱ɂʡǵˍͮ͝ڂǵͮɟ˪ɟ˱ͮ͝ձ

ԆԎԊհԆԆԇ
ԐԓԓջԔԏԔ
ڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂԍԎհԎԍԉ ڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂԇԊԅհԇԇԆ
ԒԎԗջԙԘԓ
ƋʔǸͅɤڑIǸ̻ʧʹǸ˓
ڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂՈ
ԻԓԘջԓԔԒԼ
ԲڂԊԐհԇԊԎԳ ڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂՈ
ԻԓԙջԐԓԗԼ
ڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂՈ
ԓջԖԐԙ
ڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂԇԅհԇԅԋ ڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂՈ
ԐԎջԐԎԔ
ڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂՈ
ԔԘԒջԙԎԖ
ԲڂԋԇԎհԋԊԆԳ ڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂՈ
ԻԔԐԗջԔԓԏԼ
ڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂՈ
ԻԖԓԏջԘԗԒԼ
Ԋԋԉհԏԇԋ ڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂՈ
ԓԔԒջԘԐԔ
@ǵˍǵ˱ɂɟڂǵͮڂԆڂćǵ˱ͽǵ̿ΰڂԇԅԇԅ
ڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂ
ԇԅԊ
ڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂՈ
ڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂՈ
ڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂՈ
Ɖͽ̵̿ˍͽ͝ ԏԔջԎԎԎ
ڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂՈ Ԏ
ԏԅԏհԎԉԎ Ɨ́ͮǵˍڂɂ́˪̵̿ɟʎɟ˱͝ʡΞɟڂʡ˱ɂ́˪ɟڂɿ́̿ͮڂʎɟ̵ڂɟ̿ʡ́Ɏ
ԏջԎԓԓջԏԓԙ
ԇԅհԋԋԇ
ԋԐԋհԎԋԊ
ԖԏԖջԒԎԖ
ԅ

ڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂՈ

ԓԒ
ԻԐԏԼ
ڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑԐԐ

ڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂԉԆ ڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂՈ
ԲڂԇԐԳ ڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂՈ
ڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂԇ

ڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂՈ

@ǵˍǵ˱ɂɟڂǵͮڂԆڂćǵ˱ͽǵ̿ΰڂԇԅԇԆ
ԐԖԖջԖԘԐ
ԲڂԊԅԅհԋԍԉԳ ڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂՈ
Ɖͽ̵̿ˍͽ͝
ԏջԘԐԎջԙԓԐ
ڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂԇհԇԇԆհԋԅԋ ڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂՈ
Ɨ́ͮǵˍڂɂ́˪̵̿ɟʎɟ˱͝ʡΞɟڂʡ˱ɂ́˪ɟڂɿ́̿ͮڂʎɟ̵ڂɟ̿ʡ́Ɏ
ԐջԎԘԗջԖԐԓ
ԆհԏԇԅհԐԊԇ ڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂՈ

Ԓԏ
ƋʔǸͅɤڑIǸ̻ʧʹǸ˓
ԻԐԙԼ
ڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑԐ

žɤʹǸʧ˷ɤɒڑ
_Ǹͅ˷ʧ˷ʊͣڑՑڑ
İͅɤڑ
ɆʹʧΤʧʹʧɤͣ
ڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂԐԋԐհԐԉԍ
ڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂԋԋհԋԊԎ
ԋԋհԋԊԎ
ڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂՈ
ڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂՈ
ԆհԅԆԋհԊԏԉ

žɤʹǸʧ˷ɤɒڑ
_Ǹͅ˷ʧ˷ʊͣڑՑڑ
İͅɤڑ
ɆʹʧΤʧʹʧɤͣ

ڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂ
ԇԅԍ
ԻԓԎԎջԔԖԔԼ
ڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂ
Ո
ԐջԐԐԏջԔԎԔ
ԇԅԍ
ԏջԘԐԎջԙԓԐ

ڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂԆհԅԆԋհԊԏԉ
ڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂԇԋԆհԏԅԆ
ԆհԇԍԎհԇԏԊ

Ä͝͝ͽɟ́ڂɿ͝ڂʎǵ̿ɟ͝
ڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂ
Ԋԉ
The notes,
on pages 60 to 80, form part of these financial
statements.
Hǵ˱ɂɟˍˍǵͮʡ́˱́ڂɿ͝ڂʎǵ̿ɟ͝
ԲڂԇԆԳ
@́́ͮ͝ɟ̿ͽ̻^ڂʡͮΰڂÄ˱Ξɟͮ͝˪ɟ˱ͮ͝ڂżɟ̵ǵʡɎ
ڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂՈ
@ǵˍǵ˱ɂɟڂǵͮڂԉԆڂSɟɂɟ˪Ȼɟ̿ڂԇԅԇԆ
ԇԇԏ

ڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂՈ
ڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂՈ
ڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂՈ
ԆհԇԍԎհԇԏԊ
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statement
changesininequity
equity
Statement ofofchanges
Statement of changes in equity

@ǵˍǵ˱ɂɟڂǵͮڂԆڂćǵ˱ͽǵ̿ΰڂԇԅԇԅ
Ɖͽ̵̿ˍͽ͝
@ǵˍǵ˱ɂɟڂǵͮڂԆڂćǵ˱ͽǵ̿ΰڂԇԅԇԅ
Ɨ́ͮǵˍڂɂ́˪̵̿ɟʎɟ˱͝ʡΞɟڂʡ˱ɂ́˪ɟڂɿ́̿ͮڂʎɟ̵ڂɟ̿ʡ́Ɏ
Ɖͽ̵̿ˍͽ͝
Ɨ́ͮǵˍڂɂ́˪̵̿ɟʎɟ˱͝ʡΞɟڂʡ˱ɂ́˪ɟڂɿ́̿ͮڂʎɟ̵ڂɟ̿ʡ́Ɏ
Ä͝͝ͽɟ́ڂɿ͝ڂʎǵ̿ɟ͝
Hǵ˱ɂɟˍˍǵͮʡ́˱́ڂɿ͝ڂʎǵ̿ɟ͝
Ä͝͝ͽɟ́ڂɿ͝ڂʎǵ̿ɟ͝
@ǵˍǵ˱ɂɟڂǵͮڂԉԆڂSɟɂɟ˪Ȼɟ̿ڂԇԅԇԅ
Hǵ˱ɂɟˍˍǵͮʡ́˱́ڂɿ͝ڂʎǵ̿ɟ͝
@ǵˍǵ˱ɂɟڂǵͮڂԉԆڂSɟɂɟ˪Ȼɟ̿ڂԇԅԇԅ

@ǵˍǵ˱ɂɟڂǵͮڂԆڂćǵ˱ͽǵ̿ΰڂԇԅԇԆ
Ɖͽ̵̿ˍͽ͝
@ǵˍǵ˱ɂɟڂǵͮڂԆڂćǵ˱ͽǵ̿ΰڂԇԅԇԆ
Ɨ́ͮǵˍڂɂ́˪̵̿ɟʎɟ˱͝ʡΞɟڂʡ˱ɂ́˪ɟڂɿ́̿ͮڂʎɟ̵ڂɟ̿ʡ́Ɏ
Ɖͽ̵̿ˍͽ͝
Ɨ́ͮǵˍڂɂ́˪̵̿ɟʎɟ˱͝ʡΞɟڂʡ˱ɂ́˪ɟڂɿ́̿ͮڂʎɟ̵ڂɟ̿ʡ́Ɏ
Ä͝͝ͽɟ́ڂɿ͝ڂʎǵ̿ɟ͝
Hǵ˱ɂɟˍˍǵͮʡ́˱́ڂɿ͝ڂʎǵ̿ɟ͝
Ä͝͝ͽɟ́ڂɿ͝ڂʎǵ̿ɟ͝
@́́ͮ͝ɟ̿ͽ̻^ڂʡͮΰڂÄ˱Ξɟͮ͝˪ɟ˱ͮ͝ڂżɟ̵ǵʡɎ
Hǵ˱ɂɟˍˍǵͮʡ́˱́ڂɿ͝ڂʎǵ̿ɟ͝
@ǵˍǵ˱ɂɟڂǵͮڂԉԆڂSɟɂɟ˪Ȼɟ̿ڂԇԅԇԆ
@́́ͮ͝ɟ̿ͽ̻^ڂʡͮΰڂÄ˱Ξɟͮ͝˪ɟ˱ͮ͝ڂżɟ̵ǵʡɎ
@ǵˍǵ˱ɂɟڂǵͮڂԉԆڂSɟɂɟ˪Ȼɟ̿ڂԇԅԇԆ

ƋʔǸͅɤڑIǸ̻ʧʹǸ˓
ƋʔǸͅɤڑIǸ̻ʧʹǸ˓

žɤʹǸʧ˷ɤɒڑ
_Ǹͅ˷ʧ˷ʊͣڑՑڑ
žɤʹǸʧ˷ɤɒڑ
İͅɤڑ
_Ǹͅ˷ʧ˷ʊͣڑՑڑ
ɆʹʧΤʧʹʧɤͣ
İͅɤڑ
ɆʹʧΤʧʹʧɤͣ

žɤʹǸʧ˷ɤɒڑ
_Ǹͅ˷ʧ˷ʊͣڑՑڑ
žɤʹǸʧ˷ɤɒڑ
Ȧ̇ͣʹɤͅڑ
_Ǹͅ˷ʧ˷ʊͣڑՑڑ
Å˷Τɤͣʹ˰ɤ˷ʹ
Ȧ̇ͣʹɤͅڑ
Å˷Τɤͣʹ˰ɤ˷ʹ

ƙ̇ʹǸ˓́_ڑʧʹζ
ƙ̇ʹǸ˓́_ڑʧʹζ

ڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂԇԅԊ
ڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂԇԅԊ
Ո
ڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂՈ ԅ
ԅ
ڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂԉԆ
ԲڂԇԐԳ
ڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂ
ԉԆ
ԇԅԍ
ԲڂԇԐԳ
ԇԅԍ

ڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂԐԋԐհԐԉԍ
ڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂ
ԋԋհԋԊԎ
ڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂԐԋԐհԐԉԍ
ԋԋհԋԊԎ
ڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂԋԋհԋԊԎ
ԋԋհԋԊԎ
ڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂՈ
ڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂՈ
ԆհԅԆԋհԊԏԉ
ڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂ
Ո
ԆհԅԆԋհԊԏԉ

ڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂԆհԏԅԍհԊԋԋ
ڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂ
ԉԋԋհԋԉԉ
ڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂԆհԏԅԍհԊԋԋ
ԉԋԋհԋԉԉ
ڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂԉԋԋհԋԉԉ
ԉԋԋհԋԉԉ
ڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂՈ
ڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂՈ
ԇհԆԍԆհԐԏԏ
ڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂ
Ո
ԇհԆԍԆհԐԏԏ

ڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂԇհԎԍԍհԋԐԋ
ڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂ
ԊԆԆհԅԏԅ
ڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂ
ԇհԎԍԍհԋԐԋ
ԊԆԆհԅԏԅ
ڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂԊԆԆհԅԏԅ
ԊԆԆհԅԏԅ
ڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂԉԆ
ԲڂԇԐԳ
ڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂ
ԉԆ
ԉհԆԎԎհԍԎԎ
ԲڂԇԐԳ
ԉհԆԎԎհԍԎԎ

ƋʔǸͅɤڑIǸ̻ʧʹǸ˓
ƋʔǸͅɤڑIǸ̻ʧʹǸ˓

žɤʹǸʧ˷ɤɒڑ
_Ǹͅ˷ʧ˷ʊͣڑՑڑ
žɤʹǸʧ˷ɤɒڑ
İͅɤڑ
_Ǹͅ˷ʧ˷ʊͣڑՑڑ
ɆʹʧΤʧʹʧɤͣ
İͅɤڑ
ɆʹʧΤʧʹʧɤͣ

žɤʹǸʧ˷ɤɒڑ
_Ǹͅ˷ʧ˷ʊͣڑՑڑ
žɤʹǸʧ˷ɤɒڑ
Ȧ̇ͣʹɤͅڑ
_Ǹͅ˷ʧ˷ʊͣڑՑڑ
Å˷Τɤͣʹ˰ɤ˷ʹ
Ȧ̇ͣʹɤͅڑ
Å˷Τɤͣʹ˰ɤ˷ʹ

ƙ̇ʹǸ˓́_ڑʧʹζ
ƙ̇ʹǸ˓́_ڑʧʹζ

ڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂԇԅԍ
ڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂԇԅԍ
Ո
ڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂՈԇԅԍ
ԇԅԍ
ڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂԊԉ
ԲڂԇԆԳ
ڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂ
Ԋԉ
ڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂԲڂԇԆԳ
Ո
ڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂՈԇԇԏ
ԇԇԏ

ڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂԆհԅԆԋհԊԏԉ
ڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂ
ԇԋԆհԏԅԆ
ڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂԆհԅԆԋհԊԏԉ
ԆհԇԍԎհԇԏԊ
ڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂ
ԇԋԆհԏԅԆ
ԆհԇԍԎհԇԏԊ
ڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂՈ
ڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂՈ
ڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂՈ
ԆհԇԍԎհԇԏԊ
ڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂ
Ո
ԆհԇԍԎհԇԏԊ

ڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂԇհԆԍԆհԐԏԏ
ڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂ
ԍԉԊհԍԇԋ
ڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂԇհԆԍԆհԐԏԏ
ڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂԇհԎԐԍհԍԆԉ
ԍԉԊհԍԇԋ
ԇհԎԐԍհԍԆԉ
ڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂՈ
ڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂՈ
ԲڂԇԅհԅԅԅԳ
ڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂ
Ո
ԇհԎԎԍհԍԆԉ
ԲڂԇԅհԅԅԅԳ
ԇհԎԎԍհԍԆԉ

ڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂԉհԆԎԎհԍԎԎ
ڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂ
ԏԏԍհԊԇԍ
ڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂԉհԆԎԎհԍԎԎ
ڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂԊհԅԍԊհԆԅԉ
ԏԏԍհԊԇԍ
ԊհԅԍԊհԆԅԉ
ڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂԊԉ
ԲڂԇԆԳ
ڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂ
Ԋԉ
ԲڂԇԅհԅԅԅԳ
ԲڂԇԆԳ
ԊհԅԊԊհԆԇԋ
ԲڂԇԅհԅԅԅԳ
ԊհԅԊԊհԆԇԋ

The notes, on pages
60 to 80, form part
of these financial
statements.

notes
The notes on pages 60 to 80 communicate
information necessary for a fair presentation
of financial position and results of operations.
They form part of these financial statements.
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1. statement of accounting policies
Basis of accounts

Measurement basis

Co-operatives UK Limited (the “Society”) is a
co-operative society registered in the UK. The
registered number is IP002783R and the registered
address is Holyoake House, Hanover Street,
Manchester, M60 0AS.

The financial statements are prepared on the
historical cost basis except that the following assets
and liabilities are stated at their fair value: other
investments (see note 7).

These financial statements were prepared in
accordance with the Financial Reporting Standard
applicable in the UK and Republic of Ireland (“FRS
102”). The presentation currency of these financial
statements is sterling.
The accounting policies set out below have, unless
otherwise stated, been applied consistently to all
periods presented in these financial statements.
Changes of accounting presentation
The presentation of these financial statements was
changed in the accounting period ending 31 December
2020. The layout includes a column format for the
Income statement, balance sheet and cash flow
statement. This presentation was adopted to assist
with accessibility of the financial information for
members to enable a deeper understanding of
Co-operatives UK’s financial position at this year end.
The new presentation presents a clearer picture of the
booster investment shares Co-operatives UK holds in
other societies and the reserves that are available for
normal activities.

Going concern
The financial statements have been prepared on a
going concern basis which the directors consider to be
appropriate for the following reasons:
The Board has prepared budgets and cashflow
forecasts for the forthcoming 12 month period
which indicate that Co-operatives UK has sufficient
committed subscription income and financial resources
in order to enable it to meet its obligations as they fall
due. The directors consider that the Society’s cash
investments can be realised quickly and as a result,
along with a prudent programme of cost management,
the Board considered it was well placed to manage its
business risks successfully in the current economic
climate.
The Society has started 2022 well with the launch of
our new three year strategy covering the period 2022
to 2024. The objectives of the first year of the strategy
are to streamline and consolidate our activities,
establishing the foundations required to develop new
products and markets in years two and three of the
strategy.

Due to early contingency planning, resilient income
streams and a strong balance sheet, Co-operatives
UK has navigated the worst of pandemic without
significant financial impact and is well placed to deliver
the objectives of our new strategy.
The Board believes that the society is equipped to
deal with the key risks and our forecasts indicate
that, taking into account the society’s strong opening
balance of cash in hand and cash equivalents which, by
their nature, can be realised quickly, the Society is able
to withstand further possible downside scenarios.
For these reasons the Board has a reasonable
expectation that the Society has adequate resources to
continue in operational existence and meet its liabilities
as they fall due for payment for at least 12 months
from the date on which these financial statements
are signed and consequently they consider that it
is appropriate to adopt the going concern basis of
preparation in these financial statements
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Income
All income is shown exclusive of value added tax.
Subscription income includes all amounts receivable for
the year. Income from chargeable services represents
the amount invoiced for services rendered during the
year together with the cost value of uncompleted work
not invoiced at the year end. Lettings income includes
all amounts receivable for the year and is accounted for
on an accruals basis. Events and conferences income is
recognised in the period the event took place.
Project income is recognised when the conditions
for its receipt have been complied with and there is
reasonable assurance that the income will be received.
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BASIC FINANCIAL INSTRUMENTS
Trade and other debtors/creditors
Trade and other debtors are recognised initially at
transaction price plus attributable transaction costs.
Investments in preference and ordinary shares
Investments in equity instruments are measured
initially at fair value. Transaction costs are excluded
if the investments are subsequently measured at fair
value through profit and loss. Subsequent to initial
recognition, investments that can be measured reliably
are measured at fair value with changes recognised in
profit or loss.
Community Shares Booster Programme investments
are measured at cost less impairment. Under the
Community Shares Booster Programme, the Society
receives external funding for investment in other
co-operative or community benefit societies. On receipt
of this funding a corresponding liability is recognised
to reflect the restrictive nature of these funds, however
there is no obligation for funds received to be refunded
or withdrawn under any circumstances.

Investment income is recorded at the point of making
an equity investment in a co-operative or community
benefit society. The equity investments are measured
at cost and are subsequently assessed for impairment
on an annual basis.
Cash and cash equivalents
Cash and cash equivalents comprise cash balances
and all deposits. Bank overdrafts that are repayable on
demand and form an integral part of the Society’s cash
management are included as a component of cash and
cash equivalents for the purpose only of the cash flow
statement. Investments that are highly liquid are also
included as a component of cash and cash equivalents
for the purpose only of the cash flow statement.
Tangible fixed assets
Tangible fixed assets are stated at cost less
accumulated depreciation and accumulated impairment
losses.
Where parts of an item of tangible fixed assets have
different useful lives, they are accounted for as
separate items of tangible fixed assets, for example,
land is treated separately from buildings. The Society
assesses at each reporting date whether tangible fixed
assets are impaired.
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Depreciation is charged to the income statement on
a straight-line basis over the estimated useful lives
of each part of an item of tangible fixed assets. Land
is not depreciated. The estimated useful lives are as
follows:
•
•

Fixtures and fittings:
Computer equipment:

5-10 years
2-4 years

Depreciation methods, useful lives and residual values
are reviewed if there is an indication of a significant
change since last annual reporting date in the pattern
by which the Society expects to consume an asset’s
future economic benefits.
Leased assets
Rentals due under operating leases are charged to
income and expenditure in the year that the cost
accrues. The future commitment relating to operating
leases is based on the minimum amounts payable.

Taxation
Tax on the surplus or deficit for the year comprises
current and deferred tax. Tax is recognised in the
income statement except to the extent that it relates
to items recognised directly in equity or other
comprehensive income, in which case it is recognised
directly in equity or other comprehensive income.
Current tax is the expected tax payable or receivable
on the taxable surplus or deficit for the year, using tax
rates enacted or substantively enacted at the balance
sheet date and any adjustment to tax payable in
respect of previous years.
Deferred tax is provided on timing differences which
arise from the inclusion of income and expenses in tax
assessments in periods different from those in which
they are recognised in the financial statements.
The following timing differences are not provided for:
differences between accumulated depreciation and tax
allowances for the cost of a fixed asset if and when all
conditions for retaining the tax allowances have been
met; to the extent that it is not probable that they will
reverse in the foreseeable future and the Society is
able to control the reversal of the timing difference.

Deferred tax is not recognised on permanent
differences arising because certain types of income or
expense are non-taxable or are disallowable for tax or
because certain tax charges or allowances are greater
or smaller than the corresponding income or expense.
Deferred tax is measured at the tax rate that is
expected to apply to the reversal of the related
difference, using tax rates enacted or substantively
enacted at the balance sheet date. Deferred tax
balances are not discounted
Unrelieved tax losses and other deferred tax assets are
recognised only to the extent that is it probable that
they will be recovered against the reversal of deferred
tax liabilities or other future taxable profits.
Repairs
Repair expenditure is charged to the income statement
in the year that the cost is incurred or accrued.
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Accounting estimates and judgements

Pensions

In the application of the society’s accounting policies
the directors are required to make judgements,
estimates and assumptions about the carrying amounts
of assets and liabilities that are not readily apparent
from other sources. These estimates and assumptions
are based on historical experience and other factors
that are considered to be relevant. Actual results may
differ from these estimates.

Co-operatives UK Limited was previously a
participating employer within the Co-operative Group
PACE scheme. Employer contributions for the PACE
Complete scheme were increased from 1 July 2014 by
2% up to 18%. The PACE DB (defined benefit) Complete
scheme was closed to future accruals from 28 October
2015. All employees were transferred to membership
of the PACE defined contribution scheme from October
2015. This scheme was closed in May 2019 to all
Co-operatives UK employees. All employees were
transferred to membership of the Co-operatives UK
Limited defined contribution scheme from May 2019.
Contributions are recognised by Co-operatives UK and
charged through the income statement on a monthly
basis.

The estimates and underlying assumptions are
reviewed on an ongoing basis. Revisions to accounting
estimates are recognised in the period in which the
estimate is revised if the revision only affects that
period, or in the period of the revision and future
periods if the revision affects both current and future
periods.
One of the most significant judgements is the
assessment as to whether there is an impairment in the
Community Shares Booster Programme investments.
This assessment is made by the directors using
historical experience and relevant information available
at the Balance Sheet date, pertaining to the ongoing
financial performance of each investment. Investments
are assessed on an annual basis to determine whether
circumstances exist that indicate the investment is
impaired. Circumstances have been identified that
suggest this is the case for several of our investments
and the resulting impairment charge is detailed in note
8 to the financial statements.

Funds
Funds are shown as long-term liabilities and are subject
to a variety of restrictions in respect of their usage.
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2. income and
andexpenditure
expenditure
ԐԎԐԏ
Å˷Ɇ̇˰ɤڑՑڑɆ̇ͅɤڑǸɆʹʧΤʧʹʧɤͣ
ƉͽȻ͝ɂ̿ʡ̵ͮʡ́˱͝
Hʎǵ̿ʄɟǵȻˍɟ͝ڂɟ̿Ξʡɂɟ͝
Ŵ̿́ʽɟɂͮ͝ڂԲ˱́ͮɟڂԉԳ
Ėɟͮͮʡ˱ʄ͝
H́˱ɿɟ̿ɟ˱ɂɟ͝ՄɟΞɟ˱ͮ͝
ġʡ͝ɂɟˍˍǵ˱ɟ́ͽ͝
́Ξɟ̿˱˪ɟ˱ͮ̿ڂǵ˱ͮ͝
ƙ̇ʹǸ˓ڑÅ˷Ɇ̇˰ɤ

ӱ

Ɏ˪ʡ˱ʡͮ̿͝ǵͮʡ́˱մ
ڂŴ̿ʡ˱ͮʡ˱ʄհͮ͝ڂǵͮʡ́˱ɟ̿ΰհ̵ͮ́͝ڂǵʄɟڂǵ˱Ɏͽ̵ڂȻˍʡɂǵͮʡ́˱͝
ͽڂɎʡͮ́̿ա͝ڂɿɟɟ͝
ڂڂՈڂɿ́̿ڂǵͽɎʡͮ
ڂڂՈڂɿ́̿ͮ́ڂʎɟ̿ڂ́̿˅
ڂŴ̿́ɿɟ͝͝ʡ́˱ǵˍڂɿɟɟ͝
ڂH́˱͝ͽˍͮǵ˱ɂΰڂɿɟɟ͝
ڂƗ̿ǵΞɟˍڂɂ́ͮ͝͝
ڂġʡ͝ɂɟˍˍǵ˱ɟ́ͽ͝
H́˱ʄ̿ɟ͝͝ڂǵ˱Ɏڂɂ́˪˪ʡͮͮɟɟڂɟΫ̵ɟ˱͝ɟ͝մ
H́˱ɿɟ̿ɟ˱ɂɟ͝ՄɟΞɟ˱ͮ͝
@́ǵ̿Ɏڂǵ˱Ɏڂɂ́˪˪ʡͮͮɟɟ͝

ӱ

ӱ

ԏջԒԘԏջԒԔԗ
ԒԓԖջԘԗԖ
ԏջԒԖԙջԘԙԖ
ԒԐԓջԖԖԎ
ԖԐջԙԐԎ
ԐԓԖջԘԏԙ
ԏԎջԐԗԘ
ԒջԗԓԐջԘԎԖ

_α̻ɤ˷ɒʧʹͅɤڑՑڑɆ̇ͅɤڑǸɆʹʧΤʧʹʧɤͣ
Ŵɟ̿́͝˱˱ɟˍڂɂ́ͮ͝͝ڂԲ˱́ͮɟڂԊԳ
^ͮ͝ǵȻˍʡ͝ʎ˪ɟ˱ͮմ
ڂżǵͮɟ͝ڂǵ˱Ɏڂʡ˱͝ͽ̿ǵ˱ɂɟ
ڂĖʡʄʎͮհڂʎɟǵͮհڂɂˍɟǵ˱ʡ˱ʄ
ڂżɟ̵ǵʡ̿͝հ̿ڂɟ˱ɟǵˍ͝
ڂÄ˱ɿ́̿˪ǵͮʡ́˱ͮڂɟɂʎ˱́ˍ́ʄΰڂǵ˱Ɏͮڂɟˍɟ̵ʎ́˱ɟ͝

ԐԎԐԎ
ڑӱ

ԆհԉԎԋհԆԊԆ
ԊԍԇհԎԅԋ
ԆհԆԆԉհԎԆԍ
ԉԅԋհԆԆԊ
ԐԍհԎԊԎ
ԊԋհԊԆԊ

ڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑՑ

ԉհԉԐԏհԏԉԎ

ԏջԒԙԒջԘԔԗ
ԏԐԐջԙԎԎ
ԔԙջԔԒԓ
ԗԙջԖԖԏ
ԏԏԖջԓԒԖ

ԒԗԘջԔԒԏ

ԆհԇԐԐհԆԊԍ
ԆԉԇհԋԎԍ
ԏԐհԉԎԋ
ԋԏհԉԍԇ
ڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂԆԍԏհԏԎԇ

ԏԗջԏԓԙ

ԆԅհԅԍԎ

ԐԐջԔԎԎ
ԐջԖԙԔ
ԒԒջԐԘԘ
ԏԓԓջԐԐԓ
ԒջԏԙԖ
ԐԓջԖԏԏ

Ԋԅհԅԅԅ
ԋհԏԅԅ
ԊԋհԍԐԍ
ԆԎԐհԊԊԋ
ԆհԋԅԆ
ԆԇհԎԅԎ

ԖԎջԔԘԘ
ԒԘջԖԗԖ

ԐԓԗջԖԖԒ

ԙԙջԐԖԓ

ԍԇհԏԋԏ
ԉԎհԋԍԇ

ԊԊԐհԆԏԋ

ԇԐԋհԇԆԍ

ԆԅԅհԊԇԅ

̿ǵ˱ͮ͝ڂǵ˱Ɏͽ͝ڂȻ͝ɂ̿ʡ̵ͮʡ́˱͝ڂԲ˱́ͮɟڂԋԳ
Ŵ̿́ʽɟɂͮڂɟΫ̵ɟ˱Ɏʡͮͽ̿ɟڂԲ˱́ͮɟڂԉԳ
Sɟ̵̿ɟɂʡǵͮʡ́˱ڂԲ˱́ͮɟڂԍԳ

ԗջԘԎԓ
ԏջԐԖԐջԖԎԙ
ԗԎջԓԎԒ

Ԋԍհԏԏԍ
ԆհԆԆԉհԎԆԍ
ԍԎհԎԍԉ

ƙ̇ʹǸ˓ڑɤα̻ɤ˷ɒʧʹͅɤ

ԒջԓԖԎջԏԒԏ

ԉհԉԎԇհԉԉԇ
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3. project
income
Project income
ڂ́ͮڂɂ́˪̵ˍɟͮɟɎڂ˅̿́ڂˍǵɂͮͽǵڂ˱́ڂ̿ɟɂ́ʄ˱ʡ͝ɟɎڂ˱ȻɟɟڂʎǵΞɟڂɟΫ̵ɟ˱Ɏʡͮͽ̿ɟڂǵ˱ɎڂÄ˱ɂ́˪ɟڂ́͝ͽ̿ɂɟ͝ձڂ́ɿڂ̿˱ͽ˪Ȼɟڂǵڂ˪́̿ɿڂ̿ɟɂɟʡΞɟɎڂ͝ǵڂʡ˱ɂ́˪ɟڂ̵ͮ̿́ʽɟɂڂ̿ΰɟǵڂͮʎɟڂ́ɿڂɂ́ͽ̿͝ɟڂͮʎɟڂSͽ̿ʡ˱ʄ
ԇԅԇԅԳձڂ˱ʡڂ̿́ͮ͝ɎɟȻڂͮ̿ǵɎɟڂ˱ʡڂʡ˱ɂˍͽɎɟɎڂԲӪԋԎԍհԋԆԊڂӪԉԊհԐԏԐڂ͝ʡڂԐԳڂԲ˱́ͮɟڂɿ́̿ǵ̿Ɏڂɂǵ̿̿ʡɟɎڂ̿́ͮ͝ɎɟȻڂ́ɿڂȻǵˍǵ˱ɂɟڂƗʎɟڂԇԅԇԆձڂ̿Sɟɂɟ˪Ȼɟڂ́ɿڂɟ˱Ɏڂͮʎɟ
ԐԎԐԏ

ԐԎԐԎ

˓ƙ̇ʹǸ

˓ƙ̇ʹǸ

ڑͣ̇ģʧͣɆɤ˓˓Ǹ˷ɤ
ͣʹŶ̇ͅ˃ɤɆ

ڑƋ̇Ɇʧɤʹζڑ˷ŀ̻ɤ
ͣ˷̇̇˷ɒǸʹʧ

IʔǸ˷ʊɤڑ̇ʹڑͅŶ̇Ψɤڑ

ڑİՑ̻̇ɤͅǸʹʧΤɤڑƙʔɤ
ˋ˷AǸ

ӱ

ӱ

ӱ

ӱ

ӱ

ӱ

ԖԎԐջԙԔԎڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑ
ԏջԔԐԎջԙԖԒڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑ
ԏջԎԏԎջԏԙԙԼڑԻ
ԏջԏԏԒջԗԏԖڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑ

ԏջԎԏԎջԏԙԙڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑ ԆԆԅհԋԆԐڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂ ԍԊհԅԎԋڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂ Ԇԍԅհԏԋԏڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂ ԍԎԊհԎԊԎڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂ
ԏջԏԔԏջԘԎԐڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑ ԇԆԎհԆԇԇڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂ ԇԆԍհԉԅԇڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂ ԎԆԍհԍԐԅڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂ ԆհԍԏԎڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂ
ԇԍԆհԅԏԋԳڂԲ
ԆԎԏհԉԍԏԳڂԲ
ԆԍԍհԍԍԉԳڂԲ
ԆԋԊհԊԆԋԳڂԲ
ԗԖԎջԔԒԏԼڑԻ
ԏջԓԎԏջԓԗԎڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑ ԏԗԒջԐԐԗڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑ ԏԏԒջԗԏԓڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑ ԖԙԙջԏԘԏڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑ ԓԏԔջԒԓԙڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑ

Ä˱ɂ́˪ɟ
ćǵ˱ͽǵ̿ΰڂԆڂͮǵڂʡ˱ɂ́˪ɟڂSɟɿɟ̿̿ɟɎ
̿ΰɟǵڂ˱ʡڂ̿ɟ̻ͽɟͮ͝ɟɎڂͮ͝˱Ŵǵΰ˪ɟ
̿Sɟɂɟ˪ȻɟڂԉԆڂͮǵڂʡ˱ɂ́˪ɟڂSɟɿɟ̿̿ɟɎ
ʧ˷Ɇ̇˰ɤڑ˓ƙ̇ʹǸ

Ցڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑ
Ցڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑ
ԏջԏԏԒջԗԏԖڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑ

ԓԐջԒԖԎԼڑԻ
ԏԎջԗԘԖڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑ
ԏջԒԖԙջԘԙԖڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑ

Ոڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂ
Ոڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂ
ԏԗԒջԐԐԗڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑ

Ոڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂ
Ոڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂ
ԏԏԒջԗԏԓڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑ

Ոڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂ ԊԇհԉԍԅԳڂԲ
Ոڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂ
ԆԅհԎԏԍڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂ
ԗԎԙջԙԖԖڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑ ԒԗԐջԙԘԙڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑ

͝Ɖɟ̿ΞʡɂɟڂHʎǵ̿ʄɟǵȻˍɟڂ˱ʡڂ̿ɟɂ́ʄ˱ʡ͝ɟɎڂÄ˱ɂ́˪ɟ
żɟˍɟǵ͝ɟڂÄ˱ɂ́˪ɟڂSɟɿɟ̿̿ɟɎڂͮ˱̿ǵڂƉͮ̿ǵͮɟʄʡɂ
ͅɤɆ̇ʊ˷ʧͣɤɒڑʧ˷Ɇ̇˰ɤڑʹ̻̇ͅ˃ɤɆڑ˓ƙ̇ʹǸ

ԔԖԖջԒԓԎڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑ
ԙԘջԐԓԎڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑ
ԓԓջԒԒԓڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑ
ԒԘԖջԏԎԏڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑ
ԒջԎԙԗڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑ
ԏԔջԖԎԓڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑ
ԏջԏԏԒջԗԏԖڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑ

ԖԔԔջԒԎԙڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑ
ԘԗջԏԔԎڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑ
ԖԎջԖԒԖڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑ
ԓԓԐջԎԐԎڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑ
ԏջԓԏԏڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑ
ԏԖջԎԘԒڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑ
ԏջԐԖԐջԖԎԙڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑ

ԋԍհԎԎԅڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂ
ԇԇհԉԅԅڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂ
Ԇԋհԏԇԏڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂ
ԋԆհԆԉԉڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂ
Ոڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂ
Ոڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂ
ԏԓԖջԎԒԎڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑ

ԉԐհԋԏԎڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂ
Ԑԏڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂ
ԉհԅԐԏڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂ
ԍԊհԐԏԐڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂ
Ոڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂ
ԋհԅԍԏڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂ
ԏԏԐջԘԓԎڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑ

ԉԏԊհԋԋԋڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂ
ԍԊհԎԋԉڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂ
ԉԎհԇԉԆڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂ
ԇԅԏհԏԉԏڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂ
Ԑԅԅڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂ
ԐհԊԎԋڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂ
ԗԎԔջԗԔԎڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑ

ԆԎԊհԉԐԎڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂ
Ոڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂ
ԊհԊԎԐڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂ
ԆԆԎհԅԍԆڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂ
ԋԆԆڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂ
ԆհԋԊԆڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂ
ԐԙԗջԙԘԙڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑ

_α̻ɤ˷ɒʧʹͅɤ
H́˱͝ͽˍͮǵ˱ɂΰ
ͮ͝˱̿ǵ
ͮ́͝͝ɂڂġɟɟͮʡ˱ʄ
ͮ́͝͝ɂڂˍŴɟ̿́͝˱˱ɟ
ͮ͝ǵͮʡ́˱ɟ̿ΰڂǵ˱ɎڂŴ̿ʡ˱ͮʡ˱ʄ
ڂˍƗ̿ǵΞɟ
ɤα̻ɤ˷ɒʧʹͅɤڑ˓ƙ̇ʹǸ

Ցڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑ

ԏԎԗջԐԘԗڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑ

ԐԗջԏԙԖڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑ

Ԙԗԓڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑ

ԓջԐԏԖڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑ

ԗԔջԎԎԎڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑ

ʧ˷Ɇ̇˰ɤڑʹīɤ
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4.4. Employees
employees
ƗʎɟڂǵΞɟ̿ǵʄɟ˪ͽ˱ڂȻɟ̿ڂɟ˪̵ˍ́ΰɟɎڂȻΰͮڂʎɟ́͝ڂɂʡɟͮΰڂǵ͝մ

ͽˍˍͮڂʡ˪ɟ
Ŵǵ̿ͮͮڂʡ˪ɟ

ԐԎԐԏ
ī˰ȿɤ̇ͅڑʅ
ԒԎ
ԏԐ
ԓԐ

ԐԎԐԎ
ī˰ȿɤ̇ͅڑʅ
ԉԆ
Ԑ
Ԋԅ

Ɨʎɟڂɂ́ͮ͝͝ڂʡ˱ɂͽ̿̿ɟɎڂʡ˱̿ڂɟ̵͝ɟɂͮ́ڂɿͮڂʎɟ͝ɟڂɟ˪̵ˍ́ΰɟɟ͝ڂɟ̿ɟմ

Ɖǵˍǵ̿ʡɟ͝
Ɖ̵ɟɂʡǵˍڂǵˍˍ́ǵ˱ɂɟ
Ɖ́ɂʡǵˍ͝ڂɟɂͽ̿ʡͮΰڂɂ́ͮ͝͝
Ŵɟ˱͝ʡ́˱ڂɂ́ͮ͝͝ڂ
ľͮʎɟ̿ڂɂ́ͮ͝͝

ԐԎԐԏ
ӱ
ԏջԓԗԖջԒԒԙ
Ԏ
ԏԒԓջԙԓԘ
ԏԔԐջԖԗԔ
ԗԏջԙԏԔ

ԐԎԐԎ
ӱ
ԆհԇԏԅհԍԋԊ
ԇհԇԊԎ
ԆԇԋհԏԏԊ
Ԇԋԅհԇԅԍ
ԆԇԍհԇԋԎ

Ėɟ͝͝ڂɂʎǵ̿ʄɟɎڂ́ͮڂŴ̿́ʽɟɂͮ͝

ԏջԘԒԔջԘԗԗ
ԻԓԓԐջԎԐԎԼ

ԆհԍԏԋհԇԊԏ
ԲԉԏԍհԆԅԇԳ

ԏջԒԙԒջԘԔԗ

ԆհԇԐԐհԆԊԍ

ľͽ̿ڂǵ̵̵̿́ǵɂʎ̿ڂ́ͮڂɟ˪ͽ˱ɟ̿ǵͮʡ́˱ڂǵ˱Ɏ̿ڂɟǵ̿Ɏڂɿ́̿˪̵͝ڂǵ̿ͮ́ڂɿڂ̿ͽ́ڂƗ̿ǵɎɟڂƣ˱ʡ́˱ڂǵʄ̿ɟɟ˪ɟ˱ͮڂʎʡɂʎڂʡ͝ڂǵ̵̵̿́ΞɟɎڂȻΰͮڂʎɟڂżɟ˪ͽ˱ɟ̿ǵͮʡ́˱ڂH́˪˪ʡͮͮɟɟձ́ˍ̵˪^ڂΰɟɟ̿ڂɟ˪ͽ˱ɟ̿ǵͮʡ́˱հڂʡ˱ɂˍͽɎʡ˱ʄڂɿ́̿ڂ
˪ɟ˪Ȼɟ̿́͝ڂɿͮڂʎɟڂġǵ˱ǵʄɟ˪ɟ˱ͮڂƗɟǵ˪հڂʡ͝ڂʡ˱ˍڂʡ˱ɟڂʡͮʎ̵ڂ̿ͽ́ڂǵΰڂǵ˱Ɏ̿ڂɟǵ̿Ɏˍ̵́ڂʡɂΰձ^ڂǵɂʎڂΰɟǵ̿հͮڂʎɟڂżɟ˪ͽ˱ɟ̿ǵͮʡ́˱ڂH́˪˪ʡͮͮɟɟڂǵˍ́͝ڂǵ̵̵̿́Ξɟͮ͝ڂʎɟڂɿͽ˱Ɏ͝ڂǵΞǵʡˍǵȻˍɟڂɿ́̿ڂǵ˱ΰڂʡ˱ɂ̿ɟ˪ɟ˱ͮǵˍ͝ڂǵˍǵ̿ΰڂ
ʡ˱ɂ̿ɟǵ͝ɟ͝ڂǵ˱Ɏͮڂʎɟڂɿ́̿˪ͽˍǵڂɿ́̿ڂɎʡͮ̿͝ʡȻͽͮʡ́˱ڂǵɂ̿́ͮ͝͝ڂʎɟͮ͝ڂǵɿɿͮڂɟǵ˪ձ
H́Ո̵́ɟ̿ǵͮʡΞɟ͝ڂƣČڂɎʡɎ˪ڂͮ́˱ڂǵ˅ɟڂǵ˱ΰڂȻ́˱ͽ̵͝ڂǵΰ˪ɟ˱ͮ͝ڂʡ˱ڂԇԅԇԅڂ̿́ڂԇԅԇԆձ
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4.4. employees
(continued)
Employees (continued)
ģǸ˷Ǹʊɤ˰ɤ˷ʹڑƙɤǸ˰ͅڑɤ˰˷ɤͅǸʹʧ̇˷ڑ
Ɨ́ͮǵˍ̿ڂɟ˪ͽ˱ɟ̿ǵͮʡ́˱́ڂɿڂġǵ˱ǵʄɟ˪ɟ˱ͮڂƗɟǵ˪ڂɟ˪̵ˍ́ΰɟɟ͝հڂɟΫɂˍͽɎʡ˱ʄ̵ڂɟ˱͝ʡ́˱ڂɂ́˱ͮ̿ʡȻͽͮʡ́˱͝հڂǵ͝ڂǵ͝ڂɿ́ˍˍ́͝մ
īǸ˰ɤ
^Ɏڂġǵΰ́ڂԲǵԳ
ż́͝ɟڂġǵ̿ˍɟΰڂԲȻԳ
ġʡɂʎǵɟˍڂƉʎɟ̵ʎɟ̿ɎڂԲɂԳ
ǵ̿ɟͮʎڂƗͽ̿˱ɟ̿ڂԲɎԳ
Ŵǵͽˍڂġͽ̵̿ʎΰڂڂԲɟԳ
Sǵ˱@ڂʡ̿ͮˍɟ͝
^˪˪ǵڂĖǵΰɂ́ɂ˅ڂ
Ǫɟ˱ǵڂČʡ˱ʄڂԲɿԳ
ć́ʎ˱ͮڂʎɟ̿ͮ́˱
ćǵ˪ɟ͝ڂɎɟˍڂɟڂǃʡ˱ʄ˱ɟ
ǆɟ˱ɎΰڂHǵ̿ͮɟ̿ڂ
ćɟ˱˱ʡɿɟ̿͝ˍ́ ڂʄ̿́ΞɟڂԲʄԳ

ĉ̇ȿڑƙʧʹ˓ɤ
Ɖɟɂ̿ɟͮǵ̿ΰڂɟ˱ɟ̿ǵˍ
Hʎʡɟɿ^ڂΫɟɂͽͮʡΞɟڂľɿɿʡɂɟ̿
ɟǵɎ́ڂɿڂʡ˱ǵ˱ɂɟ
ɟǵɎ́ڂɿڂʡ˱ǵ˱ɂɟ
ɟǵɎ́ڂɿڂSʡʄʡͮǵˍ
ɟǵɎ́ڂɿڂSʡʄʡͮǵˍ
ɟǵɎ́ڂɿڂɎΞʡɂɟ
Ɖ́ɂʡɟͮΰڂƉɟɂ̿ɟͮǵ̿ΰ
ɟǵɎ́ڂɿڂġɟ˪Ȼɟ̿͝ʎʡ̵
ɟǵɎ́ڂɿڂSɟΞɟˍ̵́˪ɟ˱ͮ
ɟǵɎ́ڂɿڂH́˪˪ͽ˱ʡɂǵͮʡ́˱͝
ɟǵɎ́ڂɿڂHͽˍͮͽ̿ɟڂ

İ˷ʹͅǸɆʹɤɒڑ
ǈɤɤˋ˓ζڑڑڑڑڑڑ
¡̇ͣͅ
ԉԆձԋ
ԉԋձԅ
ԉԋ
ԉԋ
ԉԋ
ԉԋ
ԉԋ
ԇԆ
ԇԏ
ԉԋ
ԉԋ
ԇԆ

ƋǸ˓ǸͅζڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑAɤ˷ɤʅʧʹͣ ڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑԐԎԐԏڑƙ̇ʹǸ˓ڑ
ԐԎԐԎڑƙ̇ʹǸ˓ڑ
ŶǸʧɒڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑʧ˷ڑĎʧ˷ɒڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑ
žɤ˰˷ɤͅǸʹʧ̇˷ ڑڑڑڑڑžɤ˰˷ɤͅǸʹʧ̇˷ڑڑڑڑڑ
ӱ
ӱ
ӱ
ӱ

ڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂՈ
ڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂԐԇհԅԅԅ
ڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂԉԍհԊԉԆ
ڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂԇԊհԉԏԋ
ڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂՈ
ڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂԊԉհԏԋԆ
ڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂԋԉհԉԐԋ
ڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂԉԆհԐԏԅ
ڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂԉԐհԇԆԅ
ڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂԊԍհԊԇԏ
ڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂԋԊհԅԍԊ
ڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂԉԆհԍԐԏ
ڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂԊԋԉհԊԊԇ

ڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂՈ
ڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂՈ
ڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂՈ
ڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂՈ
ڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂՈ
ڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂՈ
ڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂՈ
ڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂՈ
ڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂՈ
ڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂՈ
ڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂՈ
ڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂՈ
ڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂՈ

ڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑՑ
ڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑԙԐջԎԎԎ
ڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑԒԖջԓԒԏ
ڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑԐԓջԒԘԔ
ڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑՑ
ڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑԓԒջԘԔԏ
ڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑԔԒջԒԙԔ
ڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑԒԏջԙԘԎ
ڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑԒԙջԐԏԎ
ڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑԓԖջԓԐԘ
ڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑԔԓջԎԖԓ
ڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑԒԏջԖԙԘ
ڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑԓԔԒջԓԓԐ

ڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂԍԇհԐԐԉ
ڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂԋԐհԏԏԋ
ڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂԉԅհԋԐԐ
ڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂԇԅհԋԉԎ
ڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂԋԆհԅԉԅ
ڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂԇԎհԏԋԋ
ڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂԉԎհԍԇԉ
ڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂԊԊհԇԏԋ
ڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂԋԆհԍԎԅ
ڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂԊԉհԍԇԇ
ڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂԊԉԅհԅԐԐ

ǵԳ ĖɟǵΞɟ̿ڂԇԅڂćͽ˱ɟڂԇԅԇԅ
ȻԳ ڂĩɟͮ͝ڂǵ̿ͮɟ̿ڂԅԆڂćǵ˱ͽǵ̿ΰڂԇԅԇԆ
ɂԳ ĖɟǵΞɟ̿ڂԅԋͽڂʄͽͮ͝ڂԇԅԇԆ
ɎԳ ڂĩɟͮ͝ڂǵ̿ͮɟ̿ڂԅԇͽڂʄͽͮ͝ڂԇԅԇԆ
ɟԳ ĖɟǵΞɟ̿ڂԆԅڂćͽ˱ɟڂԇԅԇԅ
ɿԳ ڂżɟͮͽ̿˱ɟɎڂɿ̿́˪ڂġǵͮɟ̿˱ʡͮΰڂĖɟǵΞɟڂɿ̿́˪ڂԅԆڂġǵ̿ɂʎڂԇԅԇԆ
ʄԳڂƉͮǵ̿ͮɟɎڂġǵͮɟ̿˱ʡͮΰڂĖɟǵΞɟڂʡ˱ڂ˱́ڂԉڂġǵΰڂԇԅԇԆհ̿ڂɟͮͽ̿˱ɟɎڂԍڂSɟɂɟ˪Ȼɟ̿ڂԇԅԇԆ

Tim
Knowles is employed at senior management level although he is not a member of the Management Team. In 2021 Tim received
Ɨʡ˪ڂČ˱́ˍɟ͝ڂʡ͝ڂɟ˪̵ˍ́ΰɟɎڂǵͮ͝ڂɟ˱ʡ́̿˪ڂǵ˱ǵʄɟ˪ɟ˱ͮˍڂɟΞɟˍڂǵˍͮʎ́ͽʄʎڂʎɟڂʡ͝ڂͮ́˱ڂǵ˪ڂɟ˪Ȼɟ̿́ڂɿͮڂʎɟڂġǵ˱ǵʄɟ˪ɟ˱ͮڂƗɟǵ˪ձڂÄ˱ڂԇԅԇԆڂƗʡ˪̿ڂɟɂɟʡΞɟɎ̿ڂɟ˪ͽ˱ɟ̿ǵͮʡ́˱́ڂɿڂӪԍԉհԆԏԏڂԲԇԅԇԅڂՈڂӪڂԍԋհԊԋԋԳڂʡ˱ɂˍͽɎʡ˱ʄڂǵ̿ͮڂǵΞɟˍ
remuneration of £63,188 (2020 - £65,455) including a travel allowance.
ձڂ
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4.4. employees
)(continued
)Employees (continued
ͣ˓ɒɤʹǸʧڑ˷̻̇ɤ˷ͣʧڑ˰ƙɤǸڑʹ˷ģǸ˷Ǹʊɤ˰ɤ
ڑ_˰̻˓̇ζɤͣͅլ
ԐԎԐԎڑͣ˷̇Ɇ̇˷ʹͅʧȿʹʧ
˷̇Ŷɤ˷ͣʧڑTIڑ̇ʹڑ̻Ǹʧɒ
ӱ
Ԏհԋԏԇڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂ
Ոڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂ
ԎհԎԏԋڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂ
Ոڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂ
ԉհԊԆԅڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂ
ԆհԎԍԆڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂ
ԍհԍԉԊڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂ
ԋհԉԍԍڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂ
ԊհԏԎԅڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂ
ԋհԎԋԎڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂ
ԋհԆԍԎڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂ
ԊհԆԐԍڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂ
ԔԐջԔԐԘڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑ

ڑڑڑ_˰̻˓̇ζɤͣͅլ
ԐԎԐԏڑͣ˷̇Ɇ̇˷ʹͅʧȿʹʧ
˷̇Ŷɤ˷ͣʧڑTIڑ̇ʹڑ̻Ǹʧɒ
ӱ
Ցڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑ
ԓջԐԏԗڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑ
ԓջԗԓԖڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑ
ԏջԙԔԏڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑ
Ցڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑ
ԓջԒԘԔڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑ
Ԗջԙԓԏڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑ
ԒջԙԎԗڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑ
ԔջԎԙԗڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑ
ԖջԎԒԖڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑ
ԔջԓԎԖڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑ
ԓջԔԎԙڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑ
ԓԗջԏԙԔڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑ

ԲǵԳڂ́ġǵΰڂ^Ɏ
ԲȻԳڂġǵ̿ˍɟΰڂż́͝ɟ
ԲɂԳڂƉʎɟ̵ʎɟ̿Ɏڂˍġʡɂʎǵɟ
ԲɎԳڂ̿Ɨͽ̿˱ɟڂǵ̿ɟͮʎ
ԲɟԳڂġͽ̵̿ʎΰڂˍͽŴǵ
͝@ʡ̿ͮˍɟڂ˱Sǵ
ڂ˅Ėǵΰɂ́ɂڂ^˪˪ǵ
ԲɿԳڂČʡ˱ʄڂǪɟ˱ǵ
˱́ͮ̿ͮʎɟڂ˱ć́ʎ
ǃʡ˱ʄ˱ɟڂˍɟڂɎɟڂ͝ćǵ˪ɟ
̿Hǵ̿ͮɟڂǆɟ˱Ɏΰ
ڂԲʄԳڂ ́ˍ͝ʄ̿́Ξɟڂ̿ćɟ˱˱ʡɿɟ
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5.5. grants
grants
andsubscriptions
subscriptions
grants and
and
subscriptions
H^HľŴͽ͝ڂȻ͝
H^HľŴͽ͝ڂȻ͝
H́Ո̵́ɟ̿ǵͮʡΞɟڂɟɎͽɂǵͮʡ́˱ǵˍڂʄ̿ǵ˱ͮ
H́Ո̵́ɟ̿ǵͮʡΞɟڂɟɎͽɂǵͮʡ́˱ǵˍڂʄ̿ǵ˱ͮ
ľͮʎɟ̿ڂʄ̿ǵ˱ͮ͝ڂǵ˱ɎڂɎ́˱ǵͮʡ́˱͝
ľͮʎɟ̿ڂʄ̿ǵ˱ͮ͝ڂǵ˱ɎڂɎ́˱ǵͮʡ́˱͝
ɂɂ̿ͽǵˍ͝ڂżɟˍɟǵ͝ɟɎڂʡ˱ڂԇԅԇԆ
ɂɂ̿ͽǵˍ͝ڂżɟˍɟǵ͝ɟɎڂʡ˱ڂԇԅԇԆ

ԐԎԐԏ
ԐԎԐԏ
ӱ
ӱ
ڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑԗջԘԎԓ
ڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑԗջԘԎԓ
ڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑԐԘջԎԎԎ
ڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑԐԘջԎԎԎ
ڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑՑ
ڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑՑ
ԻԐԘջԎԎԎԼ
ԻԐԘջԎԎԎԼ
ڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑԗջԘԎԓ
ڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑԗջԘԎԓ

ԐԎԐԎ
ԐԎԐԎ
ӱ
ӱ
ڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂԍհԉԉԐ
ڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂԍհԉԉԐ
ڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂԊԅհԅԅԅ
ڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂԊԅհԅԅԅ
ڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂԋԊԎ
ڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂԋԊԎ
ڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂՈڂ
ڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂՈڂ
ڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂԊԍհԏԏԍ
ڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂԊԍհԏԏԍ

ʧαʹͅɤͣڑڑ
ʧαʹͅɤͣڑڑ
ʧʹʹʧ˷ʊͣ
ʧʹʹʧ˷ʊͣ
ӱ
ӱ

ƙ̇ʹǸ˓
ƙ̇ʹǸ˓
ӱ
ӱ

Fixed
Fixed assets
assets
tangible
6.6. fixed
assets-- tangible
(tangible)
ĘǸ˷ɒڑڑ
ĘǸ˷ɒڑڑ
Aʧ˓ɒʧ˷ʊͣڑ
Aʧ˓ɒʧ˷ʊͣڑ
ͅɤɤʔ̇˓ɒ
ͅɤɤʔ̇˓ɒ
ӱ
ӱ

H́ͮ͝
H́ͮ͝
ڂڂڂԆڂćǵ˱ͽǵ̿ΰڂԇԅԇԆ
ڂڂڂԆڂćǵ˱ͽǵ̿ΰڂԇԅԇԆ
ڂڂڂɎɎʡͮʡ́˱͝
ڂڂڂɎɎʡͮʡ́˱͝
ڂڂڂSʡ̵́͝͝ǵˍ͝
ڂڂڂSʡ̵́͝͝ǵˍ͝
ڂڂڂԉԆڂSɟɂɟ˪Ȼɟ̿ڂԇԅԇԆ
ڂڂڂԉԆڂSɟɂɟ˪Ȼɟ̿ڂԇԅԇԆ

ڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂԋԐհԎԊԉ
ڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂԋԐհԎԊԉ
ڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂՈ
ڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂՈ
ڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂՈ
ڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂՈ
ڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂԋԐհԎԊԉ
ڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂԋԐհԎԊԉ

ڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂԎԐԅհԋԋԏ
ڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂԎԐԅհԋԋԏ
ڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂԆԎհԇԅԍ
ڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂԆԎհԇԅԍ
ڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂՈڂ
ڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂՈڂ
ڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂԏԅԎհԎԍԊ
ڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂԏԅԎհԎԍԊ

ڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑԘԔԎջԒԎԏ
ڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑԘԔԎջԒԎԏ
ڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑԏԗջԐԎԖ
ڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑԏԗջԐԎԖ
ڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑՑ
ڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑՑ
ڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑԘԖԗջԔԎԗ
ڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑԘԖԗջԔԎԗ

Sɟ̵̿ɟɂʡǵͮʡ́˱
Sɟ̵̿ɟɂʡǵͮʡ́˱
ڂڂڂԆڂćǵ˱ͽǵ̿ΰڂԇԅԇԆ
ڂڂڂԆڂćǵ˱ͽǵ̿ΰڂԇԅԇԆ
ڂڂڂHʎǵ̿ʄɟڂɿ́̿ڂΰɟǵ̿
ڂڂڂHʎǵ̿ʄɟڂɿ́̿ڂΰɟǵ̿
ڂڂڂSʡ̵́͝͝ǵˍ͝
ڂڂڂSʡ̵́͝͝ǵˍ͝
ڂڂڂԉԆڂSɟɂɟ˪Ȼɟ̿ڂԇԅԇԆ
ڂڂڂԉԆڂSɟɂɟ˪Ȼɟ̿ڂԇԅԇԆ

ڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂԋԐհԎԊԇ
ڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂԋԐհԎԊԇ
ڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂՈ
ڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂՈ
ڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂՈ
ڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂՈ
ڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂԋԐհԎԊԇ
ڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂԋԐհԎԊԇ

ڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂԊԎԍհԆԇԋ
ڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂԊԎԍհԆԇԋ
ڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂԎԅհԊԅԇ
ڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂԎԅհԊԅԇ
ڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂՈڂ
ڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂՈڂ
ڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂԋԊԍհԋԇԏ
ڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂԋԊԍհԋԇԏ

ڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑԔԒԔջԘԖԗ
ڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑԔԒԔջԘԖԗ
ڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑԗԎջԓԎԐ
ڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑԗԎջԓԎԐ
ڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑՑ
ڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑՑ
ڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑԖԎԖջԐԗԎ
ڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑԖԎԖջԐԗԎ

ĩɟͮڂȻ́́˅ڂΞǵˍͽɟڂՈڂԆڂćǵ˱ͽǵ̿ΰڂԇԅԇԆ
ĩɟͮڂȻ́́˅ڂΞǵˍͽɟڂՈڂԆڂćǵ˱ͽǵ̿ΰڂԇԅԇԆ
ĩɟͮڂȻ́́˅ڂΞǵˍͽɟڂՈڂԉԆڂSɟɂɟ˪Ȼɟ̿ڂԇԅԇԆ
ĩɟͮڂȻ́́˅ڂΞǵˍͽɟڂՈڂԉԆڂSɟɂɟ˪Ȼɟ̿ڂԇԅԇԆ

ڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂԆ
ڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂԆ
ڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂԆ
ڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂԆ

ڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂԉԆԊհԊԉԉ
ڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂԉԆԊհԊԉԉ
ڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂԇԍԆհԇԉԍ
ڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂԇԍԆհԇԉԍ

ڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑԒԏԓջԓԒԓ
ڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑԒԏԓջԓԒԓ
ڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑԐԖԏջԐԒԗ
ڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑԐԖԏջԐԒԗ

IǸ̻ʧʹǸ˓ڑɆ̇˰˰ʧʹ˰ɤ˷ʹͣ
IǸ̻ʧʹǸ˓ڑɆ̇˰˰ʧʹ˰ɤ˷ʹͣ
͝ڂǵͮڂԉԆڂSɟɂɟ˪Ȼɟ̿ڂԇԅԇԆͮڂʎɟ̿ɟڂɟ̿ɟڂɂǵ̵ʡͮǵˍڂɂ́˪˪ʡͮ˪ɟ˱ͮ́͝ڂɿڂӪԊԅհԇԏԋڂԲԇԅԇԅڂՈڂӪ˱ʡˍԳձ
͝ڂǵͮڂԉԆڂSɟɂɟ˪Ȼɟ̿ڂԇԅԇԆͮڂʎɟ̿ɟڂɟ̿ɟڂɂǵ̵ʡͮǵˍڂɂ́˪˪ʡͮ˪ɟ˱ͮ́͝ڂɿڂӪԊԅհԇԏԋڂԲԇԅԇԅڂՈڂӪ˱ʡˍԳձ
Hǵ̵ʡͮǵˍڂɟΫ̵ɟ˱Ɏʡͮͽ̿ɟڂǵͽͮʎ́̿ʡ͝ɟɎڂȻͽͮڂͮ́˱ڂɂ́˪˪ʡͮͮɟɎڂǵ˪́ͽ˱ͮɟɎڂ́ͮڂӪ˱ʡˍڂԲԇԅԇԅڂՈڂӪ˱ʡˍԳձ
Hǵ̵ʡͮǵˍڂɟΫ̵ɟ˱Ɏʡͮͽ̿ɟڂǵͽͮʎ́̿ʡ͝ɟɎڂȻͽͮڂͮ́˱ڂɂ́˪˪ʡͮͮɟɎڂǵ˪́ͽ˱ͮɟɎڂ́ͮڂӪ˱ʡˍڂԲԇԅԇԅڂՈڂӪ˱ʡˍԳձ

Holyoake House was built using funds from Co-operative UK Limited’s members in
Holyoake
House
was
built
using
funds
from
Co-operative
UK Limited’s
members in
Holyoake
House
was
built
using
funds
from
Co-operative
UK
ԆԐԆԆڂʡͮʎڂǵͽ͝ڂȻͮ͝ǵ˱ͮʡǵˍڂɟΫͮɟ˱͝ʡ́˱ڂȻͽʡˍͮڂʡ˱ڂԆԐԉԉձڂ
ԆԐԆԆڂʡͮʎڂǵͽ͝ڂȻͮ͝ǵ˱ͮʡǵˍڂɟΫͮɟ˱͝ʡ́˱ڂȻͽʡˍͮڂʡ˱ڂԆԐԉԉձڂ
Limited’s members in 1911 with a substantial extension built
in 1933.
Ɨʎɟˍڂǵ˱Ɏ˱ͽڂɎɟ̿ڂ
́ˍΰ́ǵ˅ɟ͝ͽ́ ڂɟڂʡ͝ڂʡ˱ͮڂ́ͮ́͝ˍ̵ڂմͮڂʎɟڂɿʡ̿ͮ͝ڂʡ́͝ڂ˱ɟɎ̿ͮͽ́ڂʡʄʎͮڂȻΰڂH́Ո
Ɨʎɟˍڂǵ˱Ɏ˱ͽڂɎɟ̿ˍ́ ڂΰ́ǵ˅ɟ͝ͽ́ ڂɟڂʡ͝ڂʡ˱ͮڂ́ͮ́͝ˍ̵ڂմͮڂʎɟڂɿʡ̿ͮ͝ڂʡ́͝ڂ˱ɟɎ̿ͮͽ́ڂʡʄʎͮڂȻΰڂH́Ո
̵́ɟ̿ǵͮʡΞɟ͝ڂƣČڂĖʡ˪ʡͮɟɎնͮڂʎɟͮ́ڂʎɟ̿ڂʎǵˍɿ́ڂɿͮڂʎɟˍڂǵ˱Ɏڂʡ͝ͽ͝ڂȻʽɟɂͮڂ́ͮڂǵڂԆԐԉԆڂͮ͝ͽ̿ͮڂȻɟͮɟɟ˱ڂ
The land under Holyoake House is in two plots: the first
̵́ɟ̿ǵͮʡΞɟ͝ڂƣČڂĖʡ˪ʡͮɟɎնͮڂʎɟͮ́ڂʎɟ̿ڂʎǵˍɿ́ڂɿͮڂʎɟˍڂǵ˱Ɏڂʡ͝ͽ͝ڂȻʽɟɂͮڂ́ͮڂǵڂԆԐԉԆڂͮ͝ͽ̿ͮڂȻɟͮɟɟ˱ڂ
ͮʎɟڂH́Ո̵́ɟ̿ǵͮʡΞɟڂǆʎ́ˍɟ͝ǵˍɟڂƉ́ɂʡɟͮΰڂԲ˱́ڂH́Ո̵́ɟ̿ǵͮʡΞɟڂ̵ͽ́̿ڂĖʡ˪ʡͮɟɎԳڂǵ˱ɎͮڂʎɟڂH́Ո
is owned outright by Co-operatives UK Limited; the other
ͮʎɟڂH́Ո̵́ɟ̿ǵͮʡΞɟڂǆʎ́ˍɟ͝ǵˍɟڂƉ́ɂʡɟͮΰڂԲ˱́ڂH́Ո̵́ɟ̿ǵͮʡΞɟڂ̵ͽ́̿ڂĖʡ˪ʡͮɟɎԳڂǵ˱ɎͮڂʎɟڂH́Ո
̵́ɟ̿ǵͮʡΞɟڂƣ˱ʡ́˱ڂԲ˱́ڂH́Ո̵́ɟ̿ǵͮʡΞɟ͝ڂƣČڂĖʡ˪ʡͮɟɎԳձڂƗʎɟڂͮ͝ͽ̿ͮڂɎɟɟɎ͝ڂʄʡΞɟڂH́Ո
half of the land is subject to a 1931 trust between the
̵́ɟ̿ǵͮʡΞɟڂƣ˱ʡ́˱ڂԲ˱́ڂH́Ո̵́ɟ̿ǵͮʡΞɟ͝ڂƣČڂĖʡ˪ʡͮɟɎԳձڂƗʎɟڂͮ͝ͽ̿ͮڂɎɟɟɎ͝ڂʄʡΞɟڂH́Ո
̵́ɟ̿ǵͮʡΞɟ͝ڂƣČڂĖʡ˪ʡͮɟɎڂɟΫɂˍͽ͝ʡΞɟ͝ͽڂɟ́ڂɿͮڂʎɟˍڂǵ˱ɎڂȻͽͮͮ͝ڂǵͮɟͮڂʎǵͮ͝ڂʎ́ͽˍɎڂH́Ո̵́ɟ̿ǵͮʡΞɟ͝ڂ
Co-operative Wholesale Society (now Co-operative Group
̵́ɟ̿ǵͮʡΞɟ͝ڂƣČڂĖʡ˪ʡͮɟɎڂɟΫɂˍͽ͝ʡΞɟ͝ͽڂɟ́ڂɿͮڂʎɟˍڂǵ˱ɎڂȻͽͮͮ͝ڂǵͮɟͮڂʎǵͮ͝ڂʎ́ͽˍɎڂH́Ո̵́ɟ̿ǵͮʡΞɟ͝ڂ
ƣČڂɂɟǵ͝ɟ́ڂ́ͮڂɂɂͽ̵ΰˍ́ ڂΰ́ǵ˅ɟ͝ͽ́ ڂɟڂ̿́ڂɂɟǵ͝ɟ̵ڂ́ͮڂɟ̿ɿ́̿˪ڂʡͮ̿́͝ڂʄǵ˱ʡ͝ǵͮʡ́˱ǵˍ̵́̿͝ͽ̵ڂɟհڂ
Limited) and the Co-operative
Union (now Co-operatives
ƣČڂɂɟǵ͝ɟ́ڂ́ͮڂɂɂͽ̵ΰڂ
́ˍΰ́ǵ˅ɟ͝ͽ́ ڂɟڂ̿́ڂɂɟǵ͝ɟ̵ڂ́ͮڂɟ̿ɿ́̿˪ڂʡͮ̿́͝ڂʄǵ˱ʡ͝ǵͮʡ́˱ǵˍ̵́̿͝ͽ̵ڂɟհڂ
́˱ɟ̿͝ʎʡ̵́ڂɿͮڂʎɟˍڂǵ˱Ɏڂǵ˱Ɏڂǵ˱ΰڂȻͽʡˍɎʡ˱ʄ͝ڂʡˍˍ̿ڂɟΞɟ̿ͮͮڂ́ͮڂʎɟڂH́Ո̵́ɟ̿ǵͮʡΞɟڂ̵ͽ́̿ڂ
UK Limited). The trust deeds give Co-operatives UK Limited
́˱ɟ̿͝ʎʡ̵́ڂɿͮڂʎɟˍڂǵ˱Ɏڂǵ˱Ɏڂǵ˱ΰڂȻͽʡˍɎʡ˱ʄ͝ڂʡˍˍ̿ڂɟΞɟ̿ͮͮڂ́ͮڂʎɟڂH́Ո̵́ɟ̿ǵͮʡΞɟڂ̵ͽ́̿ڂ
Ėʡ˪ʡͮɟɎձڂÄ˱ɂ́˪ɟڂǵ˱ɎڂɟΫ̵ɟ˱Ɏʡͮͽ̿ɟ̿ڂɟˍǵͮʡ˱ʄͮڂ́ͮڂʎɟ˱́ڂʄ́ʡ˱ʄ͝ͽڂɟ́ڂɿˍ́ ڂΰ́ǵ˅ɟ͝ͽ́ ڂɟڂǵ̿ɟڂ
exclusive use of the land but state that should Co-operatives ́ˍΰ́ǵ˅ɟ͝ͽ́ ڂɟڂǵ̿ɟڂ
Ėʡ˪ʡͮɟɎձڂÄ˱ɂ́˪ɟڂǵ˱ɎڂɟΫ̵ɟ˱Ɏʡͮͽ̿ɟ̿ڂɟˍǵͮʡ˱ʄͮڂ́ͮڂʎɟ˱́ڂʄ́ʡ˱ʄ͝ͽڂɟ́ڂɿڂ
recognised in Co-operative UK Limited’s financial statements. The original cost of
UK cease in
toCo-operative
occupy Holyoake
House or
cease statements.
to perform The original cost of
recognised
UK Limited’s
financial
ͮʎɟڂȻͽʡˍɎʡ˱ʄڂǵ͝ڂɟɿɿɟɂͮʡΞɟˍΰڂɿͽˍˍΰڂɎɟ̵̿ɟɂʡǵͮɟɎڂʡ˱ڂԆԐԏԎڂǵ˱Ɏڂʡ͝ڂʡ˱ɂˍͽɎɟɎڂʡ˱ͮڂǵ˱ʄʡȻˍɟڂ
its organisational purpose, ownership of the land and any
ͮʎɟڂȻͽʡˍɎʡ˱ʄڂǵ͝ڂɟɿɿɟɂͮʡΞɟˍΰڂɿͽˍˍΰڂɎɟ̵̿ɟɂʡǵͮɟɎڂʡ˱ڂԆԐԏԎڂǵ˱Ɏڂʡ͝ڂʡ˱ɂˍͽɎɟɎڂʡ˱ͮڂǵ˱ʄʡȻˍɟڂ
ǵ͝͝ɟͮ͝ڂʡͮʎڂǵڂɂǵ̿̿ΰʡ˱ʄڂΞǵˍͽɟ́ڂɿڂӪԆձڂڂ
buildings will revert to the Co-operative Group Limited.
ǵ͝͝ɟͮ͝ڂʡͮʎڂǵڂɂǵ̿̿ΰʡ˱ʄڂΞǵˍͽɟ́ڂɿڂӪԆձڂڂ
Income and expenditure relating to the ongoing use of
Holyoake House are recognised in Co-operative UK Limited’s
financial statements. The original cost of the building was
effectively fully depreciated in 1987 and is included in
tangible assets with a carrying value of £1.
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7.7.investments
investments
ͣʹ˷Å˷Τɤͣʹ˰ɤڑʹͣͣɤڑʧαɤɒ

ͣʹ˷Å˷Τɤͣʹ˰ɤڑʹͣͣɤڑʹ˷Iͅͅɤ

˓ƙ̇ʹǸ

ڑ˷̇Ę̇˷ɒڑ˓ž̇ζǸ
ڑȦ˷ɒڑ˓_ʹʔʧɆǸ
ģԼڑͣͣԻI˓Ǹ

ڑͅŀʹʔɤ
ڑİՑ̻̇ɤͅǸʹʧΤɤ
ͣƋʔǸͅɤ

ڑƙʔɤ
ڑİՑ̻̇ɤͅǸʹʧΤɤ
̻̇ͅ

˓ƙ̇ʹǸ

ӱ
ԏջԓԏԎջԐԙԙڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑ
ԖջԘԒԖڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑ
Ցڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑ
ԐԔջԗԓԏڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑ
ԗջԎԖԘԼڑԻ
ԏջԓԒԔջԘԎԙ
ԐԐջԗԔԏڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑ
Ցڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑ
ԐԐջԗԔԏڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑ

ӱ
ԇԍԅհԇԐԐ
Ոڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂ
Ոڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂ
Ոڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂ
ԎհԅԍԏԳڂԲ
ԇԋԉհԇԉԆ
ԍհԍԉԐڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂ
Ոڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂ
ԍհԍԉԐڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂ

ӱ
ԇԋԅհԅԅԅ
Ոڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂ
Ոڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂ
Ԇԋհԅԅԅڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂ
Ոڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂ
ԇԍԋհԅԅԅ
ԐհԇԎԋڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂ
Ոڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂ
ԐհԇԎԋڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂ

ӱ
Ԑԅԅհԅԅԅڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂ
ԍհԏԉԍڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂ
Ոڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂ
ԆԅհԎԊԆڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂ
Ոڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂ
ԐԆԎհԋԎԏ
ԍհԏԉԍڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂ
Ոڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂ
ԍհԏԉԍڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂ

ӱ
ԒԒԎջԐԔԔڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑ
Ցڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑ
Ցڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑ
ԏԔջԎԎԎԼڑԻ
Ցڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑ
ԒԏԔջԐԔԔ
ԙջԙԗԔڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑ
Ցڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑ
ԙջԙԗԔڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑ

ڑͅŀʹʔɤ
ڑİՑ̻̇ɤͅǸʹʧΤɤ
ͣƋʔǸͅɤ

ڑƙʔɤ
ڑİՑ̻̇ɤͅǸʹʧΤɤ
̻̇ͅ

ӱ
ԉԇԍհԅԊԋڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂ
Ոڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂ
Ոڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂ
ԆԋհԅԅԅԳڂԲ
Ոڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂ
ԉԆԆհԅԊԋ
ԐհԐԎԋڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂ
Ոڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂ
ԐհԐԎԋڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂ

ӱ
ԊհԇԆԅڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂ
Ոڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂ
Ոڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂ
Ոڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂ
Ոڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂ
ԊհԇԆԅ
Ոڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂ
Ոڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂ
Ոڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂ

ćǵ˱ͽǵ̿ΰڂԆڂͮǵڂǃǵˍͽɟ
ԲǵԳڂ͝˱́ɎɎʡͮʡ
͝ˍSʡ̵́͝͝ǵ
ԲȻԳڂ˱́żɟɂˍǵ͝͝ʡɿʡɂǵͮʡ
Ξǵˍͽɟڂͮ˪ǵ̿˅ɟڂ˱ʡڂHʎǵ˱ʄɟ
̿Sɟɂɟ˪ȻɟڂԉԆڂͮǵڂǃǵˍͽɟ
̿ɟɂɟʡΞɟɎڂͮ͝Ä˱ͮɟ̿ɟ
ͮ͝˱ʡ˱Ξɟͮ͝˪ɟڂ˱́ڂ͝ˍ́͝͝ɟڂΞǵˍͽɟڂ̿ǵʡ

̿ɟɂɟʡΞǵȻˍɟձڂ͝ɂ́˪ɟڂͮ͝ʡ˱ͮɟ̿ɟڂͮͮʎǵڂͮ˱̵́ʡڂͮʎɟڂͮǵڂ͝͝ʎǵ̿ɟڂˍǵɎɎʡͮʡ́˱ǵڂ˱ʡڂ̿ɟՈʡ˱Ξɟͮ͝ɟɎڂ͝ʡڂ̵ͽ́̿ڂH́Ո̵́ɟ̿ǵͮʡΞɟڂƗʎɟڂʡͮʎڂͮ˱ʡ˱Ξɟͮ͝˪ɟڂ̿ͽ́ڂ˱́ڂ̵ǵΰǵȻˍɟڂͮ͝Ä˱ͮɟ̿ɟڂԲǵԳ
ڂͮʎɟڂˍʡ˪ʡͮʡ˱ʄڂ́͝ɂʡɟͮΰڂͮʎɟڂȻΰڂʡ˪̵́͝ɟɎڂɂ̿ʡͮɟ̿ʡǵڂ́ͮڂɎͽɟڂԇԅԇԅڂ˱ʡڂͮ˱ʡ˱Ξɟͮ͝˪ɟڂͮ˱˱́˱Ոɂͽ̿̿ɟڂǵڂ͝ǵڂ̿ɟɂˍǵ͝͝ʡɿʡɟɎڂ͝ǵڂH́Ո̵́ɟ̿ǵͮʡΞɟڂ̿ƉͮǵڂHʎɟˍ˪͝ɿ́̿Ɏڂ˱ʡڂͮ˱ʡ˱Ξɟͮ͝˪ɟڂ̿ͽ́ڂ́ɿڂӪԉԅԅհԅԅԅڂԲȻԳ
ԇԅԇԆձڂ˱ʡڂӪԆԋհԅԅԅڂ́ͮڂʡ˱ɂ̿ɟǵ͝ɟɎڂ͝ʎǵڂͮ˱ͽ́˪ǵڂˍʡͮʎɎ̿ǵǵڂǵˍˍ́ǵȻˍɟڂͮʎɟڂͮͮʎǵڂ͝ͽڂ˱́ͮʡɿʡɟɎڂ͝ʎǵڂ́͝ɂʡɟͮΰڂƗʎɟڂΰɟǵ̿ձڂͮʎɟڂ˱ʡڂͮ˱ͽ́˪ǵڂˍʡͮʎɎ̿ǵǵڂǵˍˍ́ǵȻˍɟ
ڂ̿ɟɂɟʡΞǵȻˍɟձڂȻɟɂǵ˪ɟڂͮ͝ʡ˱ͮɟ̿ɟڂͮͮʎǵڂͮ˱̵́ʡڂͮʎɟڂͮǵڂ͝͝ʎǵ̿ɟڂˍǵɎɎʡͮʡ́˱ǵڂ˱ʡڂ̿ɟՈʡ˱Ξɟͮ͝ɟɎڂ͝ǵڂ̵ͽ́̿ڂH́Ո̵́ɟ̿ǵͮʡΞɟڂƗʎɟڂʡͮʎڂͮ˱ʡ˱Ξɟͮ͝˪ɟڂ̿ͽ́ڂ˪́̿ɿڂӪԆԅհԎԊԆڂ́ɿڂ̵ǵΰǵȻˍɟڂͮ͝Ä˱ͮɟ̿ɟ
ԇԅԇԆձڂ˱ʡڂͮ͝˱ʡ˱Ξɟͮ͝˪ɟڂͮ˱ɂͽ̿̿ɟڂ́ͮڂ̿ɟɂˍǵ͝͝ʡɿʡɟɎڂ˱Ȼɟɟڂ͝ʎǵڂǵ˱Ɏڂԇԅԇԅڂ̿Sɟɂɟ˪ȻɟڂԉԆڂͮǵڂ̿́ͮ͝ɎɟȻڂ̿́ͮʎɟڂ˱ʡڂɂǵ̿̿ʡɟɎڂ͝ǵڂͮ˱ͽ́˪ǵڂ͝Ɨʎʡ
ڂ́ɿڂɟ˱Ɏڂ̿ΰɟǵڂˍɿʡ˱ǵ˱ɂʡǵڂͮʎɟڂͮǵڂ˱́Ξǵˍͽǵͮʡڂͮ˪ǵ̿˅ɟڂͮʎɟڂ͝ʡڂͮ͝˱ʡ˱Ξɟͮ͝˪ɟڂ̿́ͮʎɟڂ́ɿڂΞǵˍͽɟڂͮʎɟڂ̵̿ʡɂɟհڂ̵ͽ̿ɂʎǵ͝ɟڂͮʎɟڂͮǵڂΞǵˍͽɟɎڂ͝ʡڂ́͝͝ɂʡɟͮʡɟڂɂ́Ո̵́ɟ̿ǵͮʡΞɟڂ˱ʡڂͮ͝˱ʡ˱Ξɟͮ͝˪ɟڂ́ɿڂΞǵˍͽɟڂƗʎɟ
Ėʡ˪ʡͮɟɎձڂƣČڂ͝H́Ո̵́ɟ̿ǵͮʡΞɟ
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equity
investments
Equityinvestments
investments
8.8.Equity
@̿́ͽʄʎͮڂɿ́̿ǵ̿Ɏڂǵͮڂɂ́ͮ͝ڂՈڂԆڂćǵ˱ͽǵ̿ΰڂ
@̿́ͽʄʎͮڂɿ́̿ǵ̿Ɏڂǵͮڂɂ́ͮ͝ڂՈڂԆڂćǵ˱ͽǵ̿ΰڂ
Sʡ̵́͝͝ǵˍ͝
Sʡ̵́͝͝ǵˍ͝
ɎɎʡͮʡ́˱͝
ɎɎʡͮʡ́˱͝
Hǵ̿̿ʡɟɎڂɿ́̿ǵ̿Ɏڂǵͮڂɂ́ͮ͝ڂՈڂԉԆڂSɟɂɟ˪Ȼɟ̿ڂ
Hǵ̿̿ʡɟɎڂɿ́̿ǵ̿Ɏڂǵͮڂɂ́ͮ͝ڂՈڂԉԆڂSɟɂɟ˪Ȼɟ̿ڂ

ԐԎԐԏ
ԐԎԐԏ
ӱӱ
ڑڑڑڑڑڑ
ԐջԓԎԐջԐԎԙ
ڑڑڑڑڑڑ
ԐջԓԎԐջԐԎԙ
ԻڑԐԎջԎԎԎԼ
ԻڑԐԎջԎԎԎԼ
ڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑ
ԘԎԘջԗԒԗ
ڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑԘԎԘջԗԒԗ
ڑڑڑڑڑڑ
ԒջԏԙԎջԙԓԖ
ڑڑڑڑڑڑ
ԒջԏԙԎջԙԓԖ

ԐԎԐԎ
ԐԎԐԎ
ӱӱ
ڂڂڂڂڂڂڂ
ԆհԏԅԏհԐԎԇ
ڂڂڂڂڂڂڂ
ԆհԏԅԏհԐԎԇ
ԲڂԇհԋԆԎԳ
ԲڂԇհԋԆԎԳ
ڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂ
ԋԐԋհԎԋԊ
ڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂԋԐԋհԎԋԊ
ڂڂڂڂڂڂ
ԇհԊԅԇհԇԅԐ
ڂڂڂڂڂڂ
ԇհԊԅԇհԇԅԐ

Ä˪̵ǵʡ̿˪ɟ˱ͮڂՈڂԆڂćǵ˱ͽǵ̿ΰ
Ä˪̵ǵʡ̿˪ɟ˱ͮڂՈڂԆڂćǵ˱ͽǵ̿ΰ
Ä˪̵ǵʡ̿˪ɟ˱ͮڂɂʎǵ̿ʄɟڂʡ˱ڂΰɟǵ̿ڂ
Ä˪̵ǵʡ̿˪ɟ˱ͮڂɂʎǵ̿ʄɟڂʡ˱ڂΰɟǵ̿ڂ
Ä˪̵ǵʡ̿˪ɟ˱ͮڂՈڂԉԆڂSɟɂɟ˪Ȼɟ̿
Ä˪̵ǵʡ̿˪ɟ˱ͮڂՈڂԉԆڂSɟɂɟ˪Ȼɟ̿

ԐԎԐԏ
ԐԎԐԏ
ӱӱ
ڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑ
ԐԓԎջԐԐԏ
ڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑ
ԐԓԎջԐԐԏ
ڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑ
ԏԗԓջԏԏԐ
ڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑԏԗԓջԏԏԐ
ڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑ
ԓԏԓջԒԒԒ
ڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑԓԏԓջԒԒԒ

ԐԎԐԎ
ԐԎԐԎ
ӱӱ
ڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂՈՈ
ڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂ
ڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂ
ԇԊԅհԇԇԆ
ڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂ
ԇԊԅհԇԇԆ
ڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂ
ԇԊԅհԇԇԆ
ڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂԇԊԅհԇԇԆ

ĩ@ǃڂԲ˱ɟͮڂȻ́́˅ڂΞǵˍͽɟԳڂՈڂԉԆڂSɟɂɟ˪Ȼɟ̿ڂԇԅԇԅ
ĩ@ǃڂԲ˱ɟͮڂȻ́́˅ڂΞǵˍͽɟԳڂՈڂԉԆڂSɟɂɟ˪Ȼɟ̿ڂԇԅԇԅ
ĩ@ǃڂԲ˱ɟͮڂȻ́́˅ڂΞǵˍͽɟԳڂՈڂԉԆڂSɟɂɟ˪Ȼɟ̿ڂԇԅԇԆ
ĩ@ǃڂԲ˱ɟͮڂȻ́́˅ڂΞǵˍͽɟԳڂՈڂԉԆڂSɟɂɟ˪Ȼɟ̿ڂԇԅԇԆ

ڑڑڑڑڑڑڑ
ԐջԏԖԏջԙԘԘ
ڑڑڑڑڑڑڑ
ԐջԏԖԏջԙԘԘ
ڑڑڑڑڑڑڑ
ԐջԗԗԖջԖԏԒ
ڑڑڑڑڑڑڑԐջԗԗԖջԖԏԒ
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Equity investments
(continued)
8.8. equity
investments
(continued)
@ǵ˪ɿ́̿ɎڂH́˪˪ͽ˱ʡͮΰڂƉ́ɂʡɟͮΰڂĖʡ˪ʡͮɟɎ
@̿ǵɎɿ́̿ɎڂH́˪˪ͽ˱ʡͮΰ˱^ڂɟ̿ʄΰڂĖͮɎ
@̿ʡʄʎͮ́˱˱^ڂɟ̿ʄΰڂĖʡ˪ʡͮɟɎ
@ΰͮʎǵ˪͝ڂH́˪˪ͽ˱ʡͮΰڂƉʎ̵́ڂĖʡ˪ʡͮɟɎ
H́ˍ˱ɟڂǃǵˍˍɟΰͽ̻^ڂʡͮǵȻˍɟڂHǵ̿ɟڂƉ́ɂʡɟͮΰڂĖͮɎ
Sǵ˱ɟڂǃǵˍˍɟΰڂH́˪˪ͽ˱ʡͮΰ˱^ڂɟ̿ʄΰڂĖͮɎ
^̻ͽǵˍڂHǵ̿ɟڂH́Ո̵́ڂĖʡ˪ʡͮɟɎڂ
^̻ͽǵˍڂHǵ̿ɟڂH́Ո̵́ڂĖʡ˪ʡͮɟɎڂԲǵԳ
̿ʡɟ˱Ɏ́͝ڂɿڂƉͮ̿ɟͮɿ́̿ɎڂŴͽȻˍʡɂ ڂǵˍˍڂĖʡ˪ʡͮɟɎ
̿ʡɟ˱Ɏ́͝ڂɿͮڂʎɟ^ڂǵ̿ͮʎ@ڂʡ̿˪ʡ˱ʄʎǵ˪ڂĖʡ˪ʡͮɟɎ
ͽͮͽ̿ɟڂǆ́ˍΞɟ̿ͮ́˱ڂĖʡ˪ʡͮɟɎڂĖʡ˪ʡͮɟɎ
ɟ́̿ʄɟڂƉͮձڂH́˪˪ͽ˱ʡͮΰ͝˅́́@ڂʎ̵́ڂĖʡ˪ʡͮɟɎ

ԐԎԐԏ
ӱ
Ԇԅհԅԅԅ
ԉԅհԅԅԅ
Ԇԅԅհԅԅԅ
ԆԏհԊԍԅ
Ԏԋհԅԅԅ
ԋԎհԅԅԅ
Ԇԅԅհԅԅԅ
ԎԉհԏԎԅ
Ԇԅԅհԅԅԅ
Ԇԅԅհԅԅԅ
ԋԅհԅԅԅ
ԇԊհԏԋԅ

̿ʡ˪͝ȻΰڂH́˪˪ͽ˱ʡͮΰ˱^ڂɟ̿ʄΰڂĖʡ˪ʡͮɟɎ
ɟǵɎʡ˱ʄˍɟΰڂH́˪˪ͽ˱ʡͮΰڂƗ̿ͽͮ͝ڂĖʡ˪ʡͮɟɎ
ͽˍ˪ɟڂH́˪˪ͽ˱ʡͮΰڂǵ̿Ɏɟ˱ڂHɟ˱ͮ̿ɟڂĖʡ˪ʡͮɟɎ
Ä˱Ξ́ˍΞɟڂǵͮڂĖʡ˱ɂ́ˍ˱ڂĖʡ˪ʡͮɟɎ
ćͽȻʡˍɟɟڂŴ́́ˍڂŴɟ˱φǵ˱ɂɟڂĖʡ˪ʡͮɟɎ
ĖɟɟɎ͝ڂH́˪˪ͽ˱ʡͮΰ˪́ ڂɟ͝ڂĖʡ˪ʡͮɟɎ
ġǵ̿͝Ɏɟ˱́̿ڂɂɟ̿ΰڂH́˪˪ͽ˱ʡͮΰ@ڂƉڂĖʡ˪ʡͮɟɎ
ĩɟ˱ͮʎɟǵɎڂHʎǵ̵ɟˍͮ˱^ڂɟ̵̿̿ʡ͝ɟ͝ڂĖʡ˪ʡͮɟɎ
ĩͽɎʄɟڂH́˪˪ͽ˱ʡͮΰͽ@ڂʡˍɎɟ̿͝ڂĖʡ˪ʡͮɟɎ
Ŵǵ̿̿ǵɂ́˪ȻɟڂH́˪˪ͽ˱ʡͮΰڂƗ̿ͽͮ͝ڂĖʡ˪ʡͮɟɎ
Ŵɟ̵́ˍɟհڂŴˍǵɂɟ͝ڂԧڂŴǵ̿ͮʡɂʡ̵ǵͮʡ́˱ڂĖʡ˪ʡͮɟɎ
Ŵ̿́ʽɟ˅ͮ͝ڂġɂ̿ڂĖʡ˪ʡͮɟɎ

ԐԎԐԏ
ӱ
ԆԆհԅԅԏ
Ԇԅԅհԅԅԅ
Ԇԅԅհԅԅԅ
ԋԅհԅԅԅ
Ԇԅԅհԅԅԅ
Ԇԅԅհԅԅԅ
ԍհԍԋԅ
Ԇԉհԏԅԋ
Ԑԅհԅԅԅ
ԍԇհԊԊԋ
ԆԆհԍԉԅ
ԍԎհԆԐԊ

Żͽɟɟ˱ڂHǵ˪ɟˍڂH́˪˪ͽ˱ʡͮΰڂĖǵ˱ɎڂƗ̿ͽͮ͝ڂĖͮɎձ
żɟǵɎʡ˱ʄ ڂΰɎ̿́ڂH@ƉڂĖʡ˪ʡͮɟɎ
Ɖǵɿɿ̿́˱ڂǆǵˍɎɟ˱ڂH́˪˪ͽ˱ʡͮΰڂŴͽȻڂĖͮɎڂԲȻԳ
ƉɟɎȻͽ̿ʄʎڂԧڂSʡͮ̿͝ʡɂͮ ڂͮ̿͝ڂɟ̿ʡͮǵʄɟڂƗ̿ͽͮ͝
Ɖʎ́ͮˍɟΰڂŴʡɟ̿ ڂɟ̿ʡͮǵʄɟ̵ͽ́̿ڂ
Ɖ˪ǵ̿Ɏɟ˱ڂƉͮ́̿ɟڂĖʡ˪ʡͮɟɎ
Ɖ́ͽͮʎ́ˍɎڂԧڂǆǵΞɟ̿ˍɟΰڂǃǵˍˍɟΰڂżƉڂĖʡ˪ʡͮɟɎ
Ɖͽͮͮ́˱ڂH́˪˪ͽ˱ʡͮΰڂǵ̿˪ڂĖʡ˪ʡͮɟɎ
Ɨʎɟ^ڂɎɟ˱ڂż́͝ɟڂH́˪˪ͽ˱ʡͮΰڂĖʡ˪ʡͮɟɎ
ǆǵ̿ʡɂ˅̿@ڂʡɎʄɟڂH̿́˱ڂġʡˍˍڂĖʡ˪ʡͮɟɎ
ǆǵͮʎ ڂǵˍˍڂŴ̿ɟ͝ɟ̿Ξǵͮʡ́˱ڂƉ́ɂʡɟͮΰڂĖʡ˪ʡͮɟɎ
ǆʎʡͮ͝ˍɟ́́ɎڂH́˪˪́˱ڂĖʡ˪ʡͮɟɎ
Ǔ̵́̿͝ǵɂɟڂHĖƗڂĖʡ˪ʡͮɟɎ
ƙ̇ʹǸ˓ڑȿɤʅ̇ͅɤڑǸɒɒʧʹʧ̇˷ͣڑʧ˷ڑζɤǸͅ

ԐԎԐԏ
ӱ
ԇԆհԎԉԋ
ԐԋհԐԊԆ
ԋԅհԅԅԅ
Ԇԅԅհԅԅԅ
ԍԇհԅԆԋ
ԏԋհԉԇԋ
Ԇԅԅհԅԅԅ
ԊԏհԎԉԆ
Ԋԇհԏԋԅ
ԊԐհԋԅԅ
Ԑԉհԇԅԅ
ԏԆհԅԅԅ
Ԇԅԅհԅԅԅ
ԐջԒԘԐջԐԎԙ

īɤΨڑʧ˷ڑԐԎԐԏտ
HǵˍɎɟ̿ڂǃǵˍˍɟΰڂH́˪˪ͽ˱ʡͮΰڂĖǵ˱ɎڂƗ̿ͽͮ͝ڂĖʡ˪ʡͮɟɎ
Hż^ǆ˱^ڂɟ̿ʄΰڂĖʡ˪ʡͮɟɎ
̿ʡ˪͝ȻΰڂH́˪˪ͽ˱ʡͮΰ˱^ڂɟ̿ʄΰڂĖʡ˪ʡͮɟɎ
́ˍ˪ɿʡ̿ͮʎڂƗɟɂʎڂĖʡ˪ʡͮɟɎ
ćͽȻʡˍɟɟڂŴ́́ˍڂŴɟ˱φǵ˱ɂɟڂĖʡ˪ʡͮɟɎ
Čʡ˱Ɏˍʡ˱ʄڂǵ̿˪ڂĖʡ˪ʡͮɟɎ
Čʡ̿˅́͝ǵˍɎڂH́˪˪ͽ˱ʡͮΰڂƉʎ̵́ڂĖʡ˪ʡͮɟɎ
ĖɟɟɎ͝ڂɂͮʡ́˱ڂ́ͮڂH̿ɟǵͮɟ˪́ ڂɟ͝ڂĖʡ˪ʡͮɟɎ
Ė́ͮʎɟ̿ڂ͝˪̿ڂH́˪˪ͽ˱ʡͮΰڂŴ̿́ʽɟɂͮڂĖʡ˪ʡͮɟɎ
ġͽͮ͝ǵ̿ɎڂƉɟɟɎڂŴ̵̿́ɟ̿ͮΰڂĖʡ˪ʡͮɟɎ
ĩ́̿ͮʎڂČɟ˱͝ʡ˱ʄͮ́˱ڂH́˪˪ͽ˱ʡͮΰ˱^ڂɟ̿ʄΰڂĖʡ˪ʡͮɟɎ

ӱ
ԋԅհԅԅԅ
ԇԅհԋԊԅ
ԆԎհԅԋԅ
Ԏԋհԅԅԅ
ԋԅհԅԅԅ
Ԇԅԅհԅԅԅ
ԇԋհԅԅԅ
Ԇԅԅհԅԅԅ
Ԇԅԅհԅԅԅ
ԋԅհԅԅԅ
ԆԋհԊԆԎ

Ŵǵ̿̿ǵɂ́˪ȻɟڂH́˪˪ͽ˱ʡͮΰڂƗ̿ͽͮ͝ڂĖʡ˪ʡͮɟɎ
Ɨʎɟ^ڂΫɂʎǵ˱ʄɟ̿^ڂʡͮʎڂĖʡ˪ʡͮɟɎ
ƗʎɟڂƉͮ ڂɟˍɟ˱͝ڂ˅́́@ڂƉ̵ͮ́ڂĖʡ˪ʡͮɟɎ
ǆǵ̿ʡɂ˅̿@ڂʡɎʄɟڂH́̿˱ڂġʡˍˍڂĖʡ˪ʡͮɟɎ
ǆʎʡͮɟڂĖʡ́˱͝ڂʎڂH́˪˪ͽ˱ʡͮΰڂŴͽȻڂĖʡ˪ʡͮɟɎ
ǆΰͮʎɟ˱͝ʎǵɟڂHڂĖʡ˪ʡͮɟɎ
ƙ̇ʹǸ˓ڑǸɒɒʧʹʧ̇˷ͣڑʧ˷ڑԐԎԐԏ

ӱ
Ԑհԏԅԋ
ԎԆհԆԇԅ
Ԋԋհԅԅԅ
ԎհԎԅԅ
ԇԋհԅԅԅ
ԊԎհԆԅԋ
ԘԎԘջԗԒԗ

ƙ̇ʹǸ˓ڑÅ˷Τɤͣʹ˰ɤ˷ʹͣڑɆǸͅͅʧɤɒڑʅ̇ͅΨǸͅɒڑǸʹڑ
Ɇ̇ͣʹڑǸʹڑԒԏڑTɤɆɤ˰ȿɤͅڑԐԎԐԏ

ԒջԏԙԎջԙԓԖ

@́́ͮ͝ɟ̵̿́̿ڂʄ̿ǵ˪˪ɟڂɟ̻ͽʡͮΰڂʡ˱Ξɟͮ͝˪ɟ˱ͮ͝ڂǵ̿ɟ͝ڂʎ́˱ڂǵͮڂɂ́ͮ͝ڂ
˱ɟͮ́ڂɿڂǵ˱ΰڂɟ̻ͽʡͮΰ̿ڂɟ̵ǵʡɎձڂ
^ǵɂʎڂʡ˱Ξɟͮ͝˪ɟ˱ͮڂʡ̿͝ڂɟΞʡɟɟɎڂʡ˱ɎʡΞʡɎͽǵˍˍΰڂɿ́̿ڂǵ˱ΰڂʡ˱Ɏʡɂǵͮʡ́˱ڂ
ͮʎǵͮڂʡ˪̵ǵʡ̿˪ɟ˱ͮ˪ڂǵΰڂȻɟ̿ڂɟ̻ͽʡ̿ɟɎհڂɿ́ˍˍ́ʡ˱ʄڂǵ̵́̿ڂɂɟ͝͝ڂ
ǵ̵̵̿́ΞɟɎڂȻΰͮڂʎɟ́@ڂǵ̿ɎձڂƗʎɟڂʡ˪̵ǵʡ̿˪ɟ˱ͮڂɂʎǵ̿ʄɟڂʡ˱ͮڂʎɟڂΰɟǵ̿ڂ
ʡ͝ڂɎʡ͝ɂˍ́͝ɟɎڂǵ͝ڂǵ˱ڂǵʄʄ̿ɟʄǵͮɟڂǵ˪́ͽ˱ͮڂ́ͮڂǵΞ́ʡɎڂǵ˱ΰڂǵɎΞɟ̿͝ɟڂ
ʡ˪̵ǵɂͮ́ڂɿڂɎʡ͝ɂˍ́͝ʡ˱ʄڂǵɂɂ́ͽ˱ͮʡ˱ʄڂʽͽɎʄɟ˪ɟ˱ͮͮ͝ڂ˱́ڂʎɟڂ
́͝ɂʡɟͮʡɟͮ͝ڂ̿́ڂʎɟʡ̿˪ڂɟ˪Ȼɟ̿͝ձ
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9. debtors
Debtors
Ɨ̿ǵɎɟڂɎɟȻͮ́̿͝
Ŵ̿ɟ̵ǵΰ˪ɟ˱ͮ͝
Ŵ̿́ʽɟɂͮڂSɟȻͮ́̿͝
ľͮʎɟ̿ڂɎɟȻͮ́̿͝

ԐԎԐԏ
ԐԎԐԎ
ӱ
ӱ
ԋԎհԅԆԍ
ԍԐԎհԐԇԉ
ԍԊհԇԏԐ
ԉԆհԍԇԇ
ԉԊհԐԏԐ ڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂՈ
ԆԉհԍԎԉ
ԇԊհԉԇԏ
ԏԖԙջԙԖԗ

ԗԔԒջԘԗԒ

SɟȻͮ́̿͝ڂǵ̿ɟ͝ڂʎ́˱ڂǵɿͮɟ̿˪ڂǵ˅ʡ˱ʄڂǵ̵́̿ڂΞʡ͝ʡ́˱ڂɿ́̿ڂȻǵɎڂɎɟȻͮ́͝ڂɿڂӪ˱ʡˍڂԲԇԅԇԅڂՈڂӪ˱ʡˍԳձ

10. Taxation (to be updated)

˱ǵˍΰ͝ʡ́͝ڂɿͮڂǵΫڂɂʎǵ̿ʄɟڂɿ́̿ͮڂʎɟ̵ڂɟ̿ʡ́Ɏ

Hͽ̿̿ɟ˱ͮͮڂǵΫ

ƣČڂH̵́̿́̿ǵͮʡ́˱ͮڂǵΫڂǵͮڂԆԐձԅԅِڂԲԇԅԇԅڂՈڂԆԐձԅԅِԳ
Ɏʽͽͮ͝˪ɟ˱ͮ͝ڂʡ˱̿ڂɟ̵͝ɟɂͮ́ڂɿ̵̿ڂʡ̵́̿ڂɟ̿ʡ́Ɏ͝
Ɨ́ͮǵˍڂɂͽ̿̿ɟ˱ͮͮڂǵΫڂɂʎǵ̿ʄɟ

Sɟɿɟ̿̿ɟɎͮڂǵΫ

ԇԅԇԆ ڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂԇԅԇԅ
Ӫ
Ӫ
ڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂԎԆհԉԊԊ
ڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂԉհԉԋԊ
ڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂԎԊհԍԐԏ

ڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂՈ
ڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂՈ

ľ̿ʡʄʡ˱ǵͮʡ́˱ڂǵ˱Ɏ̿ڂɟΞɟ̿͝ǵˍ́ڂɿͮڂʡ˪ʡ˱ʄڂɎʡɿɿɟ̿ɟ˱ɂɟ͝
Ɏʽͽͮ͝˪ɟ˱ͮڂʡ˱̿ڂɟ̵͝ɟɂͮ́ڂɿ̵̿ڂɟΞʡ́ͽ̵͝ڂɟ̿ʡ́Ɏ͝
^ɿɿɟɂͮ́ڂɿͮڂǵΫ̿ڂǵͮɟڂɂʎǵ˱ʄɟ̵́ڂ˱́ڂɟ˱ʡ˱ʄڂȻǵˍǵ˱ɂɟ
Ɨ́ͮǵˍڂɎɟɿɟ̿̿ɟɎͮڂǵΫڂԲɂ̿ɟɎʡͮԳՄɂʎǵ̿ʄɟ

ԲԏհԉԋԇԳ
ԆԎհԐԎԅ
ڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂԊԋԎ ڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂՈ
ڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂԆԇհԋԇԊ ڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂԇհԇԉԋ
ڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂԊհԍԇԐ ڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂԇԅհԇԅԋ

ƗǵΫ̵́̿ڂ˱́ڂɿʡͮ̿́ڂ˱́ڂɎʡ˱ǵ̿ΰڂǵɂͮʡΞʡͮʡɟ͝

ڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂԎԐհԉԇԎ

ڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂԇԅհԇԅԋ

Ŵ̿́Ξʡ͝ʡ́˱ڂɿ́̿ڂSɟɿɟ̿̿ɟɎڂƗǵΫ
ʡΫɟɎڂǵ͝͝ɟͮͮڂʡ˪ʡ˱ʄڂɎʡɿɿɟ̿ɟ˱ɂɟ͝
Ɖʎ́̿ͮͮڂɟ̿˪ͮڂʡ˪ʡ˱ʄڂɎʡɿɿɟ̿ɟ˱ɂɟ͝

ڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂԊԉհԏԉԅ
ڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂՈ

ڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂԉԐհԊԊԇ
ԲڂԇԊԆԳ

Ɨ́ͮǵˍڂɎɟɿɟ̿̿ɟɎͮڂǵΫˍڂʡǵȻʡˍʡͮΰ

ڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂԊԉհԏԉԅ

ڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂԉԐհԇԅԆ

ڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂԉԐհԇԅԆ
ڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂԊհԍԇԐ

ڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂԆԏհԐԐԍ
ڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂԇԅհԇԅԋ

ġ́Ξɟ˪ɟ˱ͮڂʡ˱̵́̿ڂΞʡ͝ʡ́˱

Ŵ̿́Ξʡ͝ʡ́˱ڂǵͮͮ͝ڂǵ̿ͮ́ڂɿ̵ڂɟ̿ʡ́Ɏ
Sɟɿɟ̿̿ɟɎͮڂǵΫڂɂʎǵ̿ʄɟɎڂ́ͮڂʡ˱ɂ́˪ɟͮ͝ڂǵͮɟ˪ɟ˱ͮڂɿ́̿ͮڂʎɟ̵ڂɟ̿ʡ́Ɏ

Ɨ̿ǵɎɟڂɎɟȻͮ́̿͝
Ŵ̿ɟ̵ǵΰ˪ɟ˱ͮ͝
Ŵ̿́ʽɟɂͮڂSɟȻͮ́̿͝
ľͮʎɟ̿ڂɎɟȻͮ́̿͝
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ԐԎԐԏ
ԐԎԐԎ
ӱ
ӱ
ԋԎհԅԆԍ
ԍԐԎհԐԇԉ
ԍԊհԇԏԐ
ԉԆհԍԇԇ
ԉԊհԐԏԐ ڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂՈ
ԆԉհԍԎԉ
ԇԊհԉԇԏ
ԏԖԙջԙԖԗ

ԗԔԒջԘԗԒ

SɟȻͮ́̿͝ڂǵ̿ɟ͝ڂʎ́˱ڂǵɿͮɟ̿˪ڂǵ˅ʡ˱ʄڂǵ̵́̿ڂΞʡ͝ʡ́˱ڂɿ́̿ڂȻǵɎڂɎɟȻͮ́͝ڂɿڂӪ˱ʡˍڂԲԇԅԇԅڂՈڂӪ˱ʡˍԳձ
10.
10. taxation
Taxation (to be updated)

˱ǵˍΰ͝ʡ́͝ڂɿͮڂǵΫڂɂʎǵ̿ʄɟڂɿ́̿ͮڂʎɟ̵ڂɟ̿ʡ́Ɏ

Hͽ̿̿ɟ˱ͮͮڂǵΫ

ƣČڂH̵́̿́̿ǵͮʡ́˱ͮڂǵΫڂǵͮڂԆԐձԅԅِڂԲԇԅԇԅڂՈڂԆԐձԅԅِԳ
Ɏʽͽͮ͝˪ɟ˱ͮ͝ڂʡ˱̿ڂɟ̵͝ɟɂͮ́ڂɿ̵̿ڂʡ̵́̿ڂɟ̿ʡ́Ɏ͝
Ɨ́ͮǵˍڂɂͽ̿̿ɟ˱ͮͮڂǵΫڂɂʎǵ̿ʄɟ

Sɟɿɟ̿̿ɟɎͮڂǵΫ

ԇԅԇԆ ڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂԇԅԇԅ
Ӫ
Ӫ
ڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂԎԆհԉԊԊ
ڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂԉհԉԋԊ
ڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂԎԊհԍԐԏ

ڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂՈ
ڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂՈ

ľ̿ʡʄʡ˱ǵͮʡ́˱ڂǵ˱Ɏ̿ڂɟΞɟ̿͝ǵˍ́ڂɿͮڂʡ˪ʡ˱ʄڂɎʡɿɿɟ̿ɟ˱ɂɟ͝
Ɏʽͽͮ͝˪ɟ˱ͮڂʡ˱̿ڂɟ̵͝ɟɂͮ́ڂɿ̵̿ڂɟΞʡ́ͽ̵͝ڂɟ̿ʡ́Ɏ͝
^ɿɿɟɂͮ́ڂɿͮڂǵΫ̿ڂǵͮɟڂɂʎǵ˱ʄɟ̵́ڂ˱́ڂɟ˱ʡ˱ʄڂȻǵˍǵ˱ɂɟ
Ɨ́ͮǵˍڂɎɟɿɟ̿̿ɟɎͮڂǵΫڂԲɂ̿ɟɎʡͮԳՄɂʎǵ̿ʄɟ

ԲԏհԉԋԇԳ
ԆԎհԐԎԅ
ڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂԊԋԎ ڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂՈ
ڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂԆԇհԋԇԊ ڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂԇհԇԉԋ
ڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂԊհԍԇԐ ڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂԇԅհԇԅԋ

ƗǵΫ̵́̿ڂ˱́ڂɿʡͮ̿́ڂ˱́ڂɎʡ˱ǵ̿ΰڂǵɂͮʡΞʡͮʡɟ͝

ڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂԎԐհԉԇԎ

ڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂԇԅհԇԅԋ

Ŵ̿́Ξʡ͝ʡ́˱ڂɿ́̿ڂSɟɿɟ̿̿ɟɎڂƗǵΫ
ʡΫɟɎڂǵ͝͝ɟͮͮڂʡ˪ʡ˱ʄڂɎʡɿɿɟ̿ɟ˱ɂɟ͝
Ɖʎ́̿ͮͮڂɟ̿˪ͮڂʡ˪ʡ˱ʄڂɎʡɿɿɟ̿ɟ˱ɂɟ͝

ڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂԊԉհԏԉԅ
ڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂՈ

ڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂԉԐհԊԊԇ
ԲڂԇԊԆԳ

Ɨ́ͮǵˍڂɎɟɿɟ̿̿ɟɎͮڂǵΫˍڂʡǵȻʡˍʡͮΰ

ڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂԊԉհԏԉԅ

ڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂԉԐհԇԅԆ

Ŵ̿́Ξʡ͝ʡ́˱ڂǵͮͮ͝ڂǵ̿ͮ́ڂɿ̵ڂɟ̿ʡ́Ɏ
Sɟɿɟ̿̿ɟɎͮڂǵΫڂɂʎǵ̿ʄɟɎڂ́ͮڂʡ˱ɂ́˪ɟͮ͝ڂǵͮɟ˪ɟ˱ͮڂɿ́̿ͮڂʎɟ̵ڂɟ̿ʡ́Ɏ

ڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂԉԐհԇԅԆ
ڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂԊհԍԇԐ

ڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂԆԏհԐԐԍ
ڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂԇԅհԇԅԋ

Ŵ̿́Ξʡ͝ʡ́˱ڂǵͮڂɟ˱Ɏ́ڂɿ̵ڂɟ̿ʡ́Ɏ
Sɟɿɟ̿̿ɟɎͮڂǵΫڂԲǵ͝͝ɟͮԳՄˍʡǵȻʡˍʡͮΰ̿ڂͮ́˱ڂɟɂ́ʄ˱ʡ͝ɟɎ

ڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂԊԉհԏԉԅ
ڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂՈ

ڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂԉԐհԇԅԆ
ڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂՈ

ġ́Ξɟ˪ɟ˱ͮڂʡ˱̵́̿ڂΞʡ͝ʡ́˱

Ɨʎɟ̿ɟڂʡ͝ڂǵڂɎɟɿɟ̿̿ɟɎͮڂǵΫˍڂʡǵȻʡˍʡͮΰ́ڂɿڂӪԊԉհԏԉԅڂɂ́˱͝ʡͮ͝ʡ˱ʄ́ڂɿڂǵˍڂʡǵȻʡˍʡͮΰڂʡ˱̿ڂɟ̵͝ɟɂͮ́ڂɿڂɿʡΫɟɎڂǵ͝͝ɟͮͮڂʡ˪ʡ˱ʄڂɎʡɿɿɟ̿ɟ˱ɂɟ͝ձڂƗʎɟ͝ɟڂȻǵˍǵ˱ɂɟ͝ڂʎǵΞɟڂȻɟɟ˱ڂ
ɂǵˍɂͽˍǵͮɟɎڂǵͮڂԆԐِڂǵ͝ڂʡͮڂʡ͝ڂɟΫ̵ɟɂͮɟɎͮڂʎǵͮͮڂʎʡ͝ڂʡˍˍڂȻɟͮڂʎɟ̿ڂǵͮɟڂǵͮڂʎʡɂʎͮڂʎɟ͝ɟڂȻǵˍǵ˱ɂɟ͝ڂʡˍˍ̿ڂɟΞɟ̿͝ɟձڂƗʎɟˍڂʡǵȻʡˍʡͮΰڂʎǵ͝ڂȻɟɟ˱̵́̿ڂΞʡɎɟɎڂʡ˱ͮڂʎɟڂ
ǵɂɂ́ͽ˱ͮ͝ڂǵ˱ɎڂɎʡ͝ɂˍ́͝ɟɎ͝ڂɟ̵ǵ̿ǵͮɟˍΰڂʡ˱ͮڂʎɟڂɂ̿ɟɎʡͮ́̿͝ڂɎʡ͝ɂˍ́͝ͽ̿ɟͮ́˱ڂɟڂԲ͝ɟɟͮ́˱ڂɟڂԆԆԳձ
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ԐԎԐԏ

ԐԎԐԎ

ԐԎԐԏӱ
ԐԎԐԎӱ
żƉڂԆԅԇ̿ڂɟɂ́˱ɂʡˍʡǵͮʡ́˱́ڂɿڂɂͽ̿̿ɟ˱ͮͮڂǵΫڂԲɂ̿ɟɎʡͮԳՄɂʎǵ̿ʄɟڂ
ӱ
ӱ
Ɖͽ̵̿ˍͽ͝ڂȻɟɿ́̿ɟͮڂǵΫڂ
ڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂ
ԐԍԋհԎԋԉ
ڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂ
ԊԉԆհԇԏԋ
żƉڂԆԅԇ̿ڂɟɂ́˱ɂʡˍʡǵͮʡ́˱́ڂɿڂɂͽ̿̿ɟ˱ͮͮڂǵΫڂԲɂ̿ɟɎʡͮԳՄɂʎǵ̿ʄɟڂ
ƗǵΫڂǵͮڂԆԐձԅԅِՄԆԐِ
ڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂ
ԆԏԉհԊԐԉ ڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂ
ڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂ
ԆԇԎհԋԏԍ
Ɖͽ̵̿ˍͽ͝ڂȻɟɿ́̿ɟͮڂǵΫڂ
ڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂ
ԐԍԋհԎԋԉ
ԊԉԆհԇԏԋ
ľͮʎɟ̿ڂɿʡΫɟɎڂǵ͝͝ɟͮڂɎʡɿɿɟ̿ɟ˱ɂɟ͝հڂǵɎʽͽͮ͝˪ɟ˱ͮ͝ڂǵ˱Ɏ́˪ڂΞɟ˪ɟ˱ͮ͝
ڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂ
ԐԆԐ ڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂ
ڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂ
ԆհԆԎԇ
ƗǵΫڂǵͮڂԆԐձԅԅِՄԆԐِ
ڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂ
ԆԏԉհԊԐԉ
ԆԇԎհԋԏԍ
^Ϋ̵ɟ˱͝ɟ͝ڂͮ́˱ڂɎɟɎͽɂͮʡȻˍɟڂɿ́̿ͮڂǵΫ̵́̿͝ͽ̵ڂɟ͝
ڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂ
Ո
ڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂ
Ո
ľͮʎɟ̿ڂɿʡΫɟɎڂǵ͝͝ɟͮڂɎʡɿɿɟ̿ɟ˱ɂɟ͝հڂǵɎʽͽͮ͝˪ɟ˱ͮ͝ڂǵ˱Ɏ́˪ڂΞɟ˪ɟ˱ͮ͝
ڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂ
ԐԆԐ
ڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂ
ԆհԆԎԇ
ƣČڂɎʡΞʡɎɟ˱Ɏڂʡ˱ɂ́˪ɟͽ͝ڂͮ́˱ڂȻʽɟɂͮͮڂ́ͮڂǵΫ
ڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂ
ԍԆԊ
ԲԆհԐԋԎԳ
^Ϋ̵ɟ˱͝ɟ͝ڂͮ́˱ڂɎɟɎͽɂͮʡȻˍɟڂɿ́̿ͮڂǵΫ̵́̿͝ͽ̵ڂɟ͝
ڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂՈ
ڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂՈ
Ä˱ɂ́˪ɟͽ͝ڂͮ́˱ڂȻʽɟɂͮͮڂ́ͮڂǵΫ
ԲԆԆԐհԉԅԎԳ
ԲԆԆԊհԍԍԏԳ
ƣČڂɎʡΞʡɎɟ˱Ɏڂʡ˱ɂ́˪ɟͽ͝ڂͮ́˱ڂȻʽɟɂͮͮڂ́ͮڂǵΫ
ڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂ
ԍԆԊ
ԲԆհԐԋԎԳ
Ɏʽͽͮ͝˪ɟ˱ͮͮ͝ڂ́ͮڂǵΫڂɂʎǵ̿ʄɟڂʡ˱̿ڂɟ̵͝ɟɂͮ́ڂɿ̵̿ڂɟΞʡ́ͽ̵͝ڂɟ̿ʡ́Ɏ͝
ڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂ
ԉհԉԋԊ ڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂ
Ո
Ä˱ɂ́˪ɟͽ͝ڂͮ́˱ڂȻʽɟɂͮͮڂ́ͮڂǵΫ
ԲԆԆԐհԉԅԎԳ
ԲԆԆԊհԍԍԏԳ
Sɟ̵̿ɟɂʡǵͮʡ́˱ڂʡ˱ڂɟΫɂɟ́͝͝ڂɿڂɂǵ̵ʡͮǵˍڂǵˍˍ́ǵ˱ɂɟ͝
ڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂ
ԋհԍԇԋ ڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂ
ԲڂԆԏհԇԆԆԳ
Ɏʽͽͮ͝˪ɟ˱ͮͮ͝ڂ́ͮڂǵΫڂɂʎǵ̿ʄɟڂʡ˱̿ڂɟ̵͝ɟɂͮ́ڂɿ̵̿ڂɟΞʡ́ͽ̵͝ڂɟ̿ʡ́Ɏ͝
ڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂ
ԉհԉԋԊ
Ո
Ɖʎ́̿ͮͮڂɟ̿˪ͮڂʡ˪ʡ˱ʄڂɎʡɿɿɟ̿ɟ˱ɂɟ͝
ڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂ
Ո
ڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂ
Ո
Sɟ̵̿ɟɂʡǵͮʡ́˱ڂʡ˱ڂɟΫɂɟ́͝͝ڂɿڂɂǵ̵ʡͮǵˍڂǵˍˍ́ǵ˱ɂɟ͝
ڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂ
ԋհԍԇԋ
ԲڂԆԏհԇԆԆԳ
ƗǵΫ́͝͝ˍڂɟ͝ڂǵ̿ʡ͝ʡ˱ʄՄԲͽͮʡˍʡ͝ɟɎԳڂʡ˱ͮڂʎɟ̵ڂɟ̿ʡ́Ɏ
ڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂԍհԅԎԏ
Ɖʎ́̿ͮͮڂɟ̿˪ͮڂʡ˪ʡ˱ʄڂɎʡɿɿɟ̿ɟ˱ɂɟ͝
ڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂՈ
ڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂ
Ո
Hͽ̿̿ɟ˱ͮͮڂǵΫ
ڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂԎԊհԍԐԏ ڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂ
ڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂ
Ո
ƗǵΫ́͝͝ˍڂɟ͝ڂǵ̿ʡ͝ʡ˱ʄՄԲͽͮʡˍʡ͝ɟɎԳڂʡ˱ͮڂʎɟ̵ڂɟ̿ʡ́Ɏ
ԍհԅԎԏ
ԲԍհԊԉԎԳ ڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂ
ԆԏհԇԆԆ
Sɟ̵̿ɟɂʡǵͮʡ́˱ڂʡ˱ڂɟΫɂɟ́͝͝ڂɿڂɂǵ̵ʡͮǵˍڂǵˍˍ́ǵ˱ɂɟ͝ڂɿ́̿ڂǵ͝͝ɟͮ͝ڂɟˍʡʄʡȻˍɟڂɿ́̿ڂɂǵ̵ʡͮǵˍڂǵˍˍ́ǵ˱ɂɟ͝
Hͽ̿̿ɟ˱ͮͮڂǵΫ
ڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂԎԊհԍԐԏ
Ո
ƗǵΫ́͝͝ˍڂɟ͝ڂԲǵ̿ʡ͝ʡ˱ʄԳՄͽͮʡˍʡ͝ɟɎڂʡ˱ͮڂʎɟ̵ڂɟ̿ʡ́Ɏ
ڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂ
Ո
ԲԍհԅԎԏԳ
ԲԍհԊԉԎԳ
ԆԏհԇԆԆ
Sɟ̵̿ɟɂʡǵͮʡ́˱ڂʡ˱ڂɟΫɂɟ́͝͝ڂɿڂɂǵ̵ʡͮǵˍڂǵˍˍ́ǵ˱ɂɟ͝ڂɿ́̿ڂǵ͝͝ɟͮ͝ڂɟˍʡʄʡȻˍɟڂɿ́̿ڂɂǵ̵ʡͮǵˍڂǵˍˍ́ǵ˱ɂɟ͝
ƣ˱̿ɟǵˍʡ͝ɟɎڂʄǵʡ˱͝ՄԲˍ́͝͝Գڂ˱́ڂʡ˱Ξɟͮ͝˪ɟ˱ͮ͝
ڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂ
ڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂ
ԋհԏԉԎ
ƗǵΫ́͝͝ˍڂɟ͝ڂԲǵ̿ʡ͝ʡ˱ʄԳՄͽͮʡˍʡ͝ɟɎڂʡ˱ͮڂʎɟ̵ڂɟ̿ʡ́Ɏ
ڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂ
ՈՈ
ԲԍհԅԎԏԳ
Ɏʽͽͮ͝˪ɟ˱ͮͮ͝ڂ́ͮڂǵΫڂɂʎǵ̿ʄɟڂʡ˱̿ڂɟ̵͝ɟɂͮ́ڂɿ̵̿ڂɟΞʡ́ͽ̵͝ڂɟ̿ʡ́Ɏ͝ڂՈڂɎɟɿɟ̿̿ɟɎͮڂǵΫ
ڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂՈԊԋԎ ڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂ
ڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂ
Ո
ƣ˱̿ɟǵˍʡ͝ɟɎڂʄǵʡ˱͝ՄԲˍ́͝͝Գڂ˱́ڂʡ˱Ξɟͮ͝˪ɟ˱ͮ͝
ڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂ
ԋհԏԉԎ
^ɿɿɟɂͮ́͝ڂɿڂɂʎǵ˱ʄɟڂʡ˱ͮڂǵΫ̿ڂǵͮɟڂ˱́ڂɎɟɿɟ̿̿ɟɎͮڂǵΫ
ڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂԆԅհԋԆԐ
ڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂԇհԇԉԋ
Ɏʽͽͮ͝˪ɟ˱ͮͮ͝ڂ́ͮڂǵΫڂɂʎǵ̿ʄɟڂʡ˱̿ڂɟ̵͝ɟɂͮ́ڂɿ̵̿ڂɟΞʡ́ͽ̵͝ڂɟ̿ʡ́Ɏ͝ڂՈڂɎɟɿɟ̿̿ɟɎͮڂǵΫ
ڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂ
ԊԋԎ ڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂ
Ո
Ɨ́ͮǵˍͮڂǵΫ
ڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂԎԐհԇԉԎ
ڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂԇԅհԇԅԋ
^ɿɿɟɂͮ́͝ڂɿڂɂʎǵ˱ʄɟڂʡ˱ͮڂǵΫ̿ڂǵͮɟڂ˱́ڂɎɟɿɟ̿̿ɟɎͮڂǵΫ
ڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂ
ԆԅհԋԆԐ ڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂ
ԇհԇԉԋ
Ɨʎɟ̵̿ڂʡ˪ǵ̿ΰ̿ڂɟǵ́͝˱ڂɿ́̿ͮڂʎɟڂɎʡɿɿɟ̿ɟ˱ɂɟڂȻɟͮɟɟ˱ͮڂʎɟڂɟΫ̵ɟɂͮɟɎڂɂͽ̿̿ɟ˱ͮͮڂǵΫڂɂʎǵ˱ʄɟڂǵ˱Ɏͮڂʎɟڂǵɂͮͽǵˍڂɂͽ̿̿ɟ˱ͮͮڂǵΫڂɂʎǵ̿ʄɟڂʡ͝ڂɎͽɟͮڂ́ͮڂʎɟڂŴ́ɟ̿ڂ́ͮڂHʎǵ˱ʄɟͽ̻^ڂʡͮΰڂ
Ɨ́ͮǵˍͮڂǵΫ
ڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂԎԐհԇԉԎ ڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂԇԅհԇԅԋ
Ä˱Ξɟͮ͝˪ɟ˱ͮڂʄ̿ǵ˱ͮ̿ڂɟɂɟʡ̵ͮ́ڂɿڂӪԏԅԏհԎԉԎڂȻɟʡ˱ʄ˱́˱ڂՈͮǵΫǵȻˍɟڂɿ́̿ڂɂ̵́̿́̿ǵͮʡ́˱ͮڂǵΫ̵́̿͝ͽ̵ڂɟ͝ձڂƗʎʡ̿͝ڂɟɂɟʡ̵ͮڂʡ͝ڂʡ˱ɂˍͽɎɟɎڂʡͮʎʡ˱ͮڂʎɟڂʡ˱ɂ́˪ɟͮ͝ڂǵͮɟ˪ɟ˱ͮձڂƗʎɟڂɎɟɿɟ̿̿ɟɎͮڂǵΫڂ
Ɨʎɟ̵̿ڂʡ˪ǵ̿ΰ̿ڂɟǵ́͝˱ڂɿ́̿ͮڂʎɟڂɎʡɿɿɟ̿ɟ˱ɂɟڂȻɟͮɟɟ˱ͮڂʎɟڂɟΫ̵ɟɂͮɟɎڂɂͽ̿̿ɟ˱ͮͮڂǵΫڂɂʎǵ˱ʄɟڂǵ˱Ɏͮڂʎɟڂǵɂͮͽǵˍڂɂͽ̿̿ɟ˱ͮͮڂǵΫڂɂʎǵ̿ʄɟڂʡ͝ڂɎͽɟͮڂ́ͮڂʎɟڂŴ́ɟ̿ڂ́ͮڂHʎǵ˱ʄɟͽ̻^ڂʡͮΰڂ
ˍʡǵȻʡˍʡͮΰڂʎǵ͝ڂʡ˱ɂ̿ɟǵ͝ɟɎڂɎͽɟͮڂ́ͮڂʎɟڂǵΞǵʡˍǵȻʡˍʡͮΰ́ڂɿڂʡ˪˪ɟɎʡǵͮɟͮڂǵΫ̿ڂɟˍʡɟɿڂɿ́̿ڂɟˍʡʄʡȻˍɟڂɂǵ̵ʡͮǵˍڂɟΫ̵ɟ˱Ɏʡͮͽ̿ɟձ
Ä˱Ξɟͮ͝˪ɟ˱ͮڂʄ̿ǵ˱ͮ̿ڂɟɂɟʡ̵ͮ́ڂɿڂӪԏԅԏհԎԉԎڂȻɟʡ˱ʄ˱́˱ڂՈͮǵΫǵȻˍɟڂɿ́̿ڂɂ̵́̿́̿ǵͮʡ́˱ͮڂǵΫ̵́̿͝ͽ̵ڂɟ͝ձڂƗʎʡ̿͝ڂɟɂɟʡ̵ͮڂʡ͝ڂʡ˱ɂˍͽɎɟɎڂʡͮʎʡ˱ͮڂʎɟڂʡ˱ɂ́˪ɟͮ͝ڂǵͮɟ˪ɟ˱ͮձڂƗʎɟڂɎɟɿɟ̿̿ɟɎͮڂǵΫڂ
ˍʡǵȻʡˍʡͮΰڂʎǵ͝ڂʡ˱ɂ̿ɟǵ͝ɟɎڂɎͽɟͮڂ́ͮڂʎɟڂǵΞǵʡˍǵȻʡˍʡͮΰ́ڂɿڂʡ˪˪ɟɎʡǵͮɟͮڂǵΫ̿ڂɟˍʡɟɿڂɿ́̿ڂɟˍʡʄʡȻˍɟڂɂǵ̵ʡͮǵˍڂɟΫ̵ɟ˱Ɏʡͮͽ̿ɟձ
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ͮǵΫڂɎɟɿɟ̿̿ɟɎڂ˱́ڂ̿ǵͮɟڂͮǵΫڂ˱ʡڂɂʎǵ˱ʄɟڂ́ɿڂͮ͝^ɿɿɟɂ
ԇհԇԉԋڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂ ԆԅհԋԆԐڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂ
ͮǵΫڂˍƗ́ͮǵ
ԇԅհԇԅԋڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂ ԎԐհԇԉԎڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂ
ڂ^̻ͽʡͮΰڂHʎǵ˱ʄɟڂ́ͮڂ̿Ŵ́ɟڂͮʎɟڂ́ͮڂɎͽɟڂ͝ʡڂɂʎǵ̿ʄɟڂͮǵΫڂͮ˱ɂͽ̿̿ɟڂˍǵɂͮͽǵڂͮʎɟڂǵ˱Ɏڂɂʎǵ˱ʄɟڂͮǵΫڂͮ˱ɂͽ̿̿ɟڂɟΫ̵ɟɂͮɟɎڂͮʎɟڂ˱ȻɟͮɟɟڂɎʡɿɿɟ̿ɟ˱ɂɟڂͮʎɟڂ̿́ɿڂ˱́̿͝ɟǵڂ̵̿ʡ˪ǵ̿ΰڂƗʎɟ
ڂͮǵΫڂɎɟɿɟ̿̿ɟɎڂƗʎɟڂͮ͝ǵͮɟ˪ɟ˱ͮձڂʡ˱ɂ́˪ɟڂͮʎɟڂ˱ʡͮʎʡڂʡ˱ɂˍͽɎɟɎڂ͝ʡڂ̵ͮ̿ɟɂɟʡڂ͝Ɨʎʡڂ̵ͽ̵̿́͝ɟ͝ձڂͮǵΫڂ˱́ɂ̵́̿́̿ǵͮʡڂ̿́ɿڂ˱́˱ՈͮǵΫǵȻˍɟڂȻɟʡ˱ʄڂӪԏԅԏհԎԉԎڂ́ɿڂ̵ͮ̿ɟɂɟʡڂͮ˱ʄ̿ǵڂͮ˱Ä˱Ξɟͮ͝˪ɟ
ɟΫ̵ɟ˱Ɏʡͮͽ̿ɟձڂˍɂǵ̵ʡͮǵڂɟˍʡʄʡȻˍɟڂ̿́ɿڂ̿ɟˍʡɟɿڂͮǵΫڂʡ˪˪ɟɎʡǵͮɟڂ́ɿڂǵΞǵʡˍǵȻʡˍʡͮΰڂͮʎɟڂ́ͮڂɎͽɟڂʡ˱ɂ̿ɟǵ͝ɟɎڂ͝ʎǵڂˍʡǵȻʡˍʡͮΰ
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)10. taxation (continued
˱́Ŵ̿́Ξʡ͝ʡڂƗǵΫڂSɟɿɟ̿̿ɟɎ
ڑƙǸαڑTɤʅɤͅͅɤɒ
ڑͣͣɤʹͣՍ
ڑʹ̇˷ڑͣĘʧǸȿʧ˓ʧʹʧɤ
žɤɆ̇ʊ˷ʧͣɤɒ

ʹ˷̇˰ڑƙǸα

ڑͣͣ̇ͅ
ͣʹ˷̇˰

ӱ

ӱ

ӱ

Ԋԉհԏԉԅڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂ
Ոڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂ
Ոڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂ
Ոڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂ
Ԋԉհԏԉԅڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂ

Ոڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂ
Ոڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂ
Ոڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂ
Ոڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂ
Ոڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂ

Ԋԉհԏԉԅڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂ
Ոڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂ
Ոڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂ
Ոڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂ
Ԋԉհԏԉԅڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂ

ԆԎԋհԉԆԐڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂ
Ոڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂ
Ոڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂ
Ոڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂ
ԆԎԋհԉԆԐڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂ

ԉԐհԍԋԏڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂ
Ոڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂ
Ոڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂ
Ոڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂ
ԉԐհԍԋԏڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂ

Ոڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂ
Ոڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂ
Ոڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂ
Ոڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂ
Ոڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂ

ԉԐհԍԋԏ
Ոڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂ
Ոڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂ
Ոڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂ
ԉԐհԍԋԏڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂ

ԇԅԏհԎԇԍ
Ոڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂ
Ոڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂ
Ոڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂ
ԇԅԏհԎԇԍڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂ

ԊհԆԎԇڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂ
Ոڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂ
Ոڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂ
Ոڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂ
ԊհԆԎԇڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂ

Ոڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂ
Ոڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂ
Ոڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂ
Ոڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂ
Ոڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂ

ԊհԆԎԇ
Ոڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂ
Ոڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂ
Ոڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂ
ԊհԆԎԇڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂ

ԲԉԉհԊԅԎԳ
Ոڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂ
Ոڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂ
Ոڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂ
ԉԉհԊԅԎԳڂԲ

ڑ˷̇Ŷ̇ͅΤʧͣʧ
žɤ́ʧͅɤɒ
ӱ

ˍʡǵȻʡˍʡͮΰՄԲǵ͝͝ɟͮԳڂِԇԋڂͮǵڂ˱̵́̿́Ξʡ͝ʡڂHˍ́͝ʡ˱ʄ
͝Ɏʡɿɿɟ̿ɟ˱ɂɟڂͮʡ˪ʡ˱ʄڂͮǵ͝͝ɟڂʡΫɟɎ
͝Ɏʡɿɿɟ̿ɟ˱ɂɟڂͮʡ˪ʡ˱ʄڂ˪̿ͮɟڂͮ̿́Ɖʎ
͝˱́ɎɟɎͽɂͮʡڂ̿́ͮʎɟڂǵ˱Ɏڂ͝Ė́͝͝ɟ
ͮ͝˱ʡ˱Ξɟͮ͝˪ɟڂ˱́ڂ͝˱ʄǵʡڂˍɂǵ̵ʡͮǵڂƣ˱̿ɟǵˍʡ͝ɟɎ
ˍʡǵȻʡˍʡͮΰՄԲǵ͝͝ɟͮԳڂِԆԐڂͮǵڂ˱̵́̿́Ξʡ͝ʡڂľ̵ɟ˱ʡ˱ʄ
͝Ɏʡɿɿɟ̿ɟ˱ɂɟڂͮʡ˪ʡ˱ʄڂͮǵ͝͝ɟڂʡΫɟɎ
͝Ɏʡɿɿɟ̿ɟ˱ɂɟڂͮʡ˪ʡ˱ʄڂ˪̿ͮɟڂͮ̿́Ɖʎ
͝˱́ɎɟɎͽɂͮʡڂ̿́ͮʎɟڂǵ˱Ɏڂ͝Ė́͝͝ɟ
ͮ͝˱ʡ˱Ξɟͮ͝˪ɟڂ˱́ڂ͝˱ʄǵʡڂˍɂǵ̵ʡͮǵڂƣ˱̿ɟǵˍʡ͝ɟɎ
ɂʎǵ̿ʄɟՄԲɂ̿ɟɎʡͮԳڂՈڂͮ˱ġ́Ξɟ˪ɟ
͝Ɏʡɿɿɟ̿ɟ˱ɂɟڂͮʡ˪ʡ˱ʄڂͮǵ͝͝ɟڂʡΫɟɎ
͝Ɏʡɿɿɟ̿ɟ˱ɂɟڂͮʡ˪ʡ˱ʄڂ˪̿ͮɟڂͮ̿́Ɖʎ
͝˱́ɎɟɎͽɂͮʡڂ̿́ͮʎɟڂǵ˱Ɏڂ͝Ė́͝͝ɟ
ͮ͝˱ʡ˱Ξɟͮ͝˪ɟڂ˱́ڂ͝˱ʄǵʡڂˍɂǵ̵ʡͮǵڂƣ˱̿ɟǵˍʡ͝ɟɎ
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11.
creditors
11.
11.
creditors
11. creditors
creditors
˪́ͽ˱ͮ͝ڂɿǵˍˍʡ˱ʄڂɎͽɟڂʡͮʎʡ˱˱́ڂɟڂΰɟǵ̿
˪́ͽ˱ͮ͝ڂɿǵˍˍʡ˱ʄڂɎͽɟڂʡͮʎʡ˱˱́ڂɟڂΰɟǵ̿
Ɨ̿ǵɎɟڂɂ̿ɟɎʡͮ́̿͝
˪́ͽ˱ͮ͝ڂɿǵˍˍʡ˱ʄڂɎͽɟڂʡͮʎʡ˱˱́ڂɟڂΰɟǵ̿
Ɨ̿ǵɎɟڂɂ̿ɟɎʡͮ́̿͝
ǃƗ
Ɨ̿ǵɎɟڂɂ̿ɟɎʡͮ́̿͝
ǃƗ
Ä˱ɂ́˪ɟͮڂǵΫڂǵ˱Ɏ́͝ڂɂʡǵˍ͝ڂɟɂͽ̿ʡͮΰ
ǃƗ
Ä˱ɂ́˪ɟͮڂǵΫڂǵ˱Ɏ́͝ڂɂʡǵˍ͝ڂɟɂͽ̿ʡͮΰ
Ɨ́ͮǵˍڂɂͽ̿̿ɟ˱ͮͮڂǵΫڂɂʎǵ̿ʄɟڂԲԇԅԇԆԳ
Ä˱ɂ́˪ɟͮڂǵΫڂǵ˱Ɏ́͝ڂɂʡǵˍ͝ڂɟɂͽ̿ʡͮΰ
Ɨ́ͮǵˍڂɂͽ̿̿ɟ˱ͮͮڂǵΫڂɂʎǵ̿ʄɟڂԲԇԅԇԆԳ
ɂɂ̿ͽǵˍ͝ڂǵ˱ɎڂɎɟɿɟ̿̿ɟɎڂʡ˱ɂ́˪ɟ
Ɨ́ͮǵˍڂɂͽ̿̿ɟ˱ͮͮڂǵΫڂɂʎǵ̿ʄɟڂԲԇԅԇԆԳ
ɂɂ̿ͽǵˍ͝ڂǵ˱ɎڂɎɟɿɟ̿̿ɟɎڂʡ˱ɂ́˪ɟ
Ŵ̿́ʽɟɂͮڂɎɟɿɟ̿̿ɟɎڂʡ˱ɂ́˪ɟ
ɂɂ̿ͽǵˍ͝ڂǵ˱ɎڂɎɟɿɟ̿̿ɟɎڂʡ˱ɂ́˪ɟ
Ŵ̿́ʽɟɂͮڂɎɟɿɟ̿̿ɟɎڂʡ˱ɂ́˪ɟ
ĩǵͮʡ́˱ǵˍڂƉͮ̿ǵͮɟʄʡɂڂ˪ͽ̿́ڂՈڂƣČH
Ŵ̿́ʽɟɂͮڂɎɟɿɟ̿̿ɟɎڂʡ˱ɂ́˪ɟ
ĩǵͮʡ́˱ǵˍڂƉͮ̿ǵͮɟʄʡɂڂ˪ͽ̿́ڂՈڂƣČH
ĩǵͮʡ́˱ǵˍڂƉͮ̿ǵͮɟʄʡɂڂ˪ͽ̿́ڂՈڂƣČH
Ŵ̿́Ξʡ͝ʡ́˱ڂǵ˪́ͽ˱ͮ͝ڂɿǵˍˍʡ˱ʄڂɎͽɟڂǵɿͮɟ̿̿́˪ڂɟͮڂʎǵ˱˱́ڂɟڂΰɟǵ̿
Ŵ̿́Ξʡ͝ʡ́˱ڂǵ˪́ͽ˱ͮ͝ڂɿǵˍˍʡ˱ʄڂɎͽɟڂǵɿͮɟ̿̿́˪ڂɟͮڂʎǵ˱˱́ڂɟڂΰɟǵ̿
Sɟɿɟ̿̿ɟɎͮڂǵΫ
Ŵ̿́Ξʡ͝ʡ́˱ڂǵ˪́ͽ˱ͮ͝ڂɿǵˍˍʡ˱ʄڂɎͽɟڂǵɿͮɟ̿̿́˪ڂɟͮڂʎǵ˱˱́ڂɟڂΰɟǵ̿
Sɟɿɟ̿̿ɟɎͮڂǵΫ
Sɟɿɟ̿̿ɟɎͮڂǵΫ

12.
member share
12.
sharecapital
capital
12.
capital
12. member
member share
share
capital
@ǵˍǵ˱ɂɟڂǵͮڂԆڂćǵ˱ͽǵ̿ΰڂ
@ǵˍǵ˱ɂɟڂǵͮڂԆڂćǵ˱ͽǵ̿ΰڂ
ġ́Ξɟ˪ɟ˱ͮ͝ڂɎͽ̿ʡ˱ʄڂΰɟǵ̿մ
@ǵˍǵ˱ɂɟڂǵͮڂԆڂćǵ˱ͽǵ̿ΰڂ
ġ́Ξɟ˪ɟ˱ͮ͝ڂɎͽ̿ʡ˱ʄڂΰɟǵ̿մ
ڂڂÄ͝͝ͽɟɎ
ġ́Ξɟ˪ɟ˱ͮ͝ڂɎͽ̿ʡ˱ʄڂΰɟǵ̿մ
ڂڂÄ͝͝ͽɟɎ
ڂڂHǵ˱ɂɟˍˍɟɎ
ڂڂÄ͝͝ͽɟɎ
ڂڂHǵ˱ɂɟˍˍɟɎ
ڂڂHǵ˱ɂɟˍˍɟɎ
@ǵˍǵ˱ɂɟڂǵͮڂԉԆڂSɟɂɟ˪Ȼɟ̿ڂ
@ǵˍǵ˱ɂɟڂǵͮڂԉԆڂSɟɂɟ˪Ȼɟ̿ڂ
@ǵˍǵ˱ɂɟڂǵͮڂԉԆڂSɟɂɟ˪Ȼɟ̿ڂ
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11. creditors
ԐԎԐԏ
ԐԎԐԎ
ԐԎԐԏ
ԐԎԐԎ
˪́ͽ˱ͮ͝ڂɿǵˍˍʡ˱ʄڂɎͽɟڂʡͮʎʡ˱˱́ڂɟڂΰɟǵ̿
ӱ
ӱ
ԐԎԐԏ
ԐԎԐԎ
ӱ
ӱ
Ɨ̿ǵɎɟڂɂ̿ɟɎʡͮ́̿͝
ӱ
ӱ
ǃƗ ڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑԗԙջԖԖԙ
ԋԅհԏԏԊ
ڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑԗԙջԖԖԙ
ԋԅհԏԏԊ
Ä˱ɂ́˪ɟͮڂǵΫڂǵ˱Ɏ́͝ڂɂʡǵˍ͝ڂɟɂͽ̿ʡͮΰ
ԇԆԅհԆԆԆ
ڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑԒԐջԖԖԎ
ԗԙջԖԖԙ
ԋԅհԏԏԊ
ڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑԒԐջԖԖԎ
ԇԆԅհԆԆԆ
Ɨ́ͮǵˍڂɂͽ̿̿ɟ˱ͮͮڂǵΫڂɂʎǵ̿ʄɟڂԲԇԅԇԆԳ
ڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑԒԐջԖԖԎ
ԒԖջԎԔԏ
ԇԐհԐԆԍ
ڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑ
ԇԆԅհԆԆԆ
ڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑԒԖջԎԔԏ
ԇԐհԐԆԍ
ɂɂ̿ͽǵˍ͝ڂǵ˱ɎڂɎɟɿɟ̿̿ɟɎڂʡ˱ɂ́˪ɟ
ڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑԗԓջԖԙԘ
Ո
ڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑ
ԒԖջԎԔԏ ڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂ
ԇԐհԐԆԍ
ڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑԗԓջԖԙԘ ڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂՈ
Ŵ̿́ʽɟɂͮڂɎɟɿɟ̿̿ɟɎڂʡ˱ɂ́˪ɟ
ڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑԓԗԙջԐԖԘ
ԏԉԏհԋԇԅ
ڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑ
ԗԓջԖԙԘ ڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂ
Ո
ڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑԓԗԙջԐԖԘ
ԏԉԏհԋԇԅ
ĩǵͮʡ́˱ǵˍڂƉͮ̿ǵͮɟʄʡɂڂ˪ͽ̿́ڂՈڂƣČH
ڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑԓԗԙջԐԖԘ
ԗԙԔջԔԏԙ
ԆհԅԆԅհԆԐԐ
ڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑ
ԏԉԏհԋԇԅ
ڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑԗԙԔջԔԏԙ
ԆհԅԆԅհԆԐԐ
ڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑ
ԐԓջԘԗԔ
ԇԊհԐԏԉ
ڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑ
ԗԙԔջԔԏԙ
ԆհԅԆԅհԆԐԐ
ڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑԐԓջԘԗԔ
ԇԊհԐԏԉ
Ŵ̿́Ξʡ͝ʡ́˱ڂǵ˪́ͽ˱ͮ͝ڂɿǵˍˍʡ˱ʄڂɎͽɟڂǵɿͮɟ̿̿́˪ڂɟͮڂʎǵ˱˱́ڂɟڂΰɟǵ̿
ԏջԔԐԐջԗԓԎ
ԇհԆԍԊհԍԆԉ
ڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑ
ԐԓջԘԗԔ
ԇԊհԐԏԉ
ԏջԔԐԐջԗԓԎ
ԇհԆԍԊհԍԆԉ
Sɟɿɟ̿̿ɟɎͮڂǵΫ
ԏջԔԐԐջԗԓԎ
ԇհԆԍԊհԍԆԉ
ԓԒջԘԒԎ
ԉԐհԇԅԆ
ԓԒջԘԒԎ
ԉԐհԇԅԆ
ԓԒջԘԒԎ
ԉԐհԇԅԆ

ԐԎԐԏ
ӱ

ԐԎԐԎ
ӱ

ڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑԗԙջԖԖԙ
ԋԅհԏԏԊ
ڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑԒԐջԖԖԎ
ԇԆԅհԆԆԆ
ڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑԒԖջԎԔԏ
ԇԐհԐԆԍ
ڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑԗԓջԖԙԘ ڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂՈ
ڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑԓԗԙջԐԖԘ
ԏԉԏհԋԇԅ
ڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑԗԙԔջԔԏԙ
ԆհԅԆԅհԆԐԐ
ڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑԐԓջԘԗԔ
ԇԊհԐԏԉ
ԏջԔԐԐջԗԓԎ
ԇհԆԍԊհԍԆԉ
ԓԒջԘԒԎ

ԉԐհԇԅԆ

ԐԎԐԏ
ӱ
ԐԎԖ

ԐԎԐԎ
ӱ
ԇԅԊ

ԓԒ
ԻԐԏԼ

ԉԆ
ԲԇԐԳ

ԐԐԘ

ԇԅԍ

12. member share capital

ԐԎԐԏ
ԐԎԐԏ
@ǵˍǵ˱ɂɟڂǵͮڂԆڂćǵ˱ͽǵ̿ΰڂ
ӱ
ԐԎԐԏ
ӱ
ġ́Ξɟ˪ɟ˱ͮ͝ڂɎͽ̿ʡ˱ʄڂΰɟǵ̿մ
ԐԎԖ
ӱ
ԐԎԖ
ڂڂÄ͝͝ͽɟɎ
ԐԎԖ
ڂڂHǵ˱ɂɟˍˍɟɎ
ԓԒ
ԓԒ
ԻԐԏԼ
ԓԒ
ԻԐԏԼ
@ǵˍǵ˱ɂɟڂǵͮڂԉԆڂSɟɂɟ˪Ȼɟ̿ڂ
ԻԐԏԼ
ԐԐԘ
ԐԐԘ
ԐԐԘ

ԐԎԐԎ
ԐԎԐԎ
ӱ
ԐԎԐԎ
ӱ
ԇԅԊ
ӱ
ԇԅԊ
ԇԅԊ
ԉԆ
ԉԆ
ԲԇԐԳ
ԉԆ
ԲԇԐԳ
ԲԇԐԳ
ԇԅԍ
ԇԅԍ
ԇԅԍ

Ɨʎɟ͝ڂʎǵ̿ɟڂɂǵ̵ʡͮǵˍ̿ڂɟ̵̿ɟ͝ɟ˱ͮ͝͝ڂʎǵ̿ɟ͝ڂʡͮʎڂǵ˪́˱ڂʡ˱ǵˍڂΞǵˍͽɟ́ڂɿڂԇԋ̵ڂɟǵɂʎձڂ
Ɨʎɟ͝ڂʎǵ̿ɟڂɂǵ̵ʡͮǵˍ̿ڂɟ̵̿ɟ͝ɟ˱ͮ͝͝ڂʎǵ̿ɟ͝ڂʡͮʎڂǵ˪́˱ڂʡ˱ǵˍڂΞǵˍͽɟ́ڂɿڂԇԋ̵ڂɟǵɂʎձڂƗ́ͮǵˍ˪ͽ˱ڂȻɟ̿́ڂɿ˪ڂɟ˪Ȼɟ̿͝ڂǵͮͮڂʎɟڂΰɟǵ̿ڂɟ˱Ɏڂǵ͝ڂԐԆԍڂԲԇԅԇԅڂՈڂԏԇԐԳձ
Ɨʎɟ͝ڂʎǵ̿ɟڂɂǵ̵ʡͮǵˍ̿ڂɟ̵̿ɟ͝ɟ˱ͮ͝͝ڂʎǵ̿ɟ͝ڂʡͮʎڂǵ˪́˱ڂʡ˱ǵˍڂΞǵˍͽɟ́ڂɿڂԇԋ̵ڂɟǵɂʎձڂ
Ɨ́ͮǵˍ˪ͽ˱ڂȻɟ̿́ڂɿ˪ڂɟ˪Ȼɟ̿͝ڂǵͮͮڂʎɟڂΰɟǵ̿ڂɟ˱Ɏڂǵ͝ڂԐԆԍڂԲԇԅԇԅڂՈڂԏԇԐԳձ
Ɨʎɟ͝ڂʎǵ̿ɟڂɂǵ̵ʡͮǵˍ̿ڂɟ̵̿ɟ͝ɟ˱ͮ͝͝ڂʎǵ̿ɟ͝ڂʡͮʎڂǵ˪́˱ڂʡ˱ǵˍڂΞǵˍͽɟ́ڂɿڂԇԋ̵ڂɟǵɂʎձڂ
Ɨʎɟڂʡ͝͝ͽɟɎ͝ڂʎǵ̿ɟ̿͝ڂɟˍǵͮɟ͝ڂ́ͮڂԆԎԆڂԲԇԅԇԅڂՈڂԆԇԋԳ˪ڂɟ˪Ȼɟ̿͝ڂʎ́͝ɟ˪ڂɟ˪Ȼɟ̿͝ʎʡ̵́ڂɿڂH́Ո̵́ɟ̿ǵͮʡΞɟ͝ڂƣČڂĖʡ˪ʡͮɟɎͮ͝ڂǵ̿ͮɟɎڂʡ˱ڂԇԅԇԆձڂƗʎɟڂɂǵ˱ɂɟˍˍɟɎ͝ڂʎǵ̿ɟ̿͝ڂɟˍǵͮɟ͝ڂ́ͮڂԏԊڂԲԇԅԇԅڂՈڂԆԆԍԳ˪ڂɟ˪Ȼɟ̿͝ڂ
Ɨ́ͮǵˍ˪ͽ˱ڂȻɟ̿́ڂɿ˪ڂɟ˪Ȼɟ̿͝ڂǵͮͮڂʎɟڂΰɟǵ̿ڂɟ˱Ɏڂǵ͝ڂԐԆԍڂԲԇԅԇԅڂՈڂԏԇԐԳձ
Ɨ́ͮǵˍ˪ͽ˱ڂȻɟ̿́ڂɿ˪ڂɟ˪Ȼɟ̿͝ڂǵͮͮڂʎɟڂΰɟǵ̿ڂɟ˱Ɏڂǵ͝ڂԐԆԍڂԲԇԅԇԅڂՈڂԏԇԐԳձ
ʎ́͝ɟ˪ڂɟ˪Ȼɟ̿͝ʎʡ̵́ڂɿڂH́Ո̵́ɟ̿ǵͮʡΞɟ͝ڂƣČڂĖʡ˪ʡͮɟɎˍڂǵ̵͝ɟɎڂʡ˱ڂԇԅԇԆձ

12. Financial statements

13.
leasecommitments
commitments
13. operating
Operating lease
ͮڂԉԆڂSɟɂɟ˪Ȼɟ̿ڂԇԅԇԆڂH́Ո̵́ɟ̿ǵͮʡΞɟ͝ڂƣČڂĖʡ˪ʡͮɟɎڂʎǵɎͮ́ͮڂǵˍڂɿͽͮͽ̿ɟڂɂ́˪˪ʡͮ˪ɟ˱ͮ͝˱ͽڂɎɟ̿˱́˱ڂՈɂǵ˱ɂɟˍˍǵȻˍɟڂ
13. Operating lease commitments
̵́ɟ̿ǵͮʡ˱ʄˍڂɟǵ͝ɟ͝ڂʡ˱̿ڂɟ̵͝ɟɂͮ́ڂɿڂɿʡΫͮͽ̿ɟ͝ڂǵ˱Ɏڂɿʡͮͮʡ˱ʄ͝ڂǵ͝ڂɿ́ˍˍ́͝մ

ͮڂԉԆڂSɟɂɟ˪Ȼɟ̿ڂԇԅԇԆڂH́Ո̵́ɟ̿ǵͮʡΞɟ͝ڂƣČڂĖʡ˪ʡͮɟɎڂʎǵɎͮ́ͮڂǵˍڂɿͽͮͽ̿ɟڂɂ́˪˪ʡͮ˪ɟ˱ͮ͝˱ͽڂɎɟ̿˱́˱ڂՈɂǵ˱ɂɟˍˍǵȻˍɟڂ
ԐԎԐԏ
ԐԎԐԎ
̵́ɟ̿ǵͮʡ˱ʄˍڂɟǵ͝ɟ͝ڂʡ˱̿ڂɟ̵͝ɟɂͮ́ڂɿڂɿʡΫͮͽ̿ɟ͝ڂǵ˱Ɏڂɿʡͮͮʡ˱ʄ͝ڂǵ͝ڂɿ́ˍˍ́͝մ
ӱ
ӱ
ԐԎԐԏ
ԐԎԐԎ
Ä˱ڂΰɟǵ̿˱́ڂɟ
ڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑԖջԏԙԓ
ԆհԆԇԐ
Ä˱ͮڂʎɟ͝ڂɟɂ́˱Ɏڂ́ͮڂɿʡɿͮʎڂΰɟǵ̿ڂʡ˱ɂˍͽ͝ʡΞɟ
ڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑԏԔջԘԐԒӱ ڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂՈ ӱ
Ä˱ڂΰɟǵ̿˱́ڂɟ
ڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑԖջԏԙԓ
ԆհԆԇԐ
Ȼ́ΞɟڂɿʡΞɟڂΰɟǵ̿͝
ڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑ
Ց
ڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂ
Ո
Ä˱ͮڂʎɟ͝ڂɟɂ́˱Ɏڂ́ͮڂɿʡɿͮʎڂΰɟǵ̿ڂʡ˱ɂˍͽ͝ʡΞɟ
ڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑԏԔջԘԐԒ
ڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂ
Ո
ԐԐջԎԏԗ
ԏջԏԐԙ
Ȼ́ΞɟڂɿʡΞɟڂΰɟǵ̿͝
ڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑڑՑ
ڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂڂՈ
ԐԐջԎԏԗ
ԏջԏԐԙ

14. Related party transactions
14.
partytransactions
transactions
14. related
Related party
Ɨʎɟڂɿ́ˍˍ́ʡ˱ʄڂǵ̿ɟ̿ڂɟˍǵͮɟɎ̵ڂǵ̿ͮʡɟ́ͮ͝ڂʄɟͮʎɟ̿ڂʡͮʎڂɎɟͮǵʡˍ́͝ڂɿͮ́˱ڂǵȻˍɟ̿ͮڂǵ˱͝ǵɂͮʡ́˱͝մ

ԻǸԼڑTʧͅɤɆʹ̇ͣ̇ͅڑʅڑİՑ̻̇ɤͅǸʹʧΤɤͣڑƥĎڑĘʧ˰ʧʹɤɒڑ
Ɨʎɟڂɿ́ˍˍ́ʡ˱ʄڂǵ̿ɟ̿ڂɟˍǵͮɟɎ̵ڂǵ̿ͮʡɟ́ͮ͝ڂʄɟͮʎɟ̿ڂʡͮʎڂɎɟͮǵʡˍ́͝ڂɿͮ́˱ڂǵȻˍɟ̿ͮڂǵ˱͝ǵɂͮʡ́˱͝մ
H́Ո̵́ɟ̿ǵͮʡΞɟ͝ڂƣČڂĖʡ˪ʡͮɟɎ́@ڂǵ̿Ɏ˪ڂɟ˪Ȼɟ̿͝ڂɟ̿ɟڂɟ˱ͮʡͮˍɟɎڂ́ͮڂǵڂɿɟɟ́ڂɿڂӪԆհԎԆԇ̵ڂձǵձڂʡ˱ڂԇԅԇԆڂԲԇԅԇԅڂՈڂӪԆհԍԐԆ̵ڂձǵձԳձڂƗʎɟڂɿɟɟ́ڂɿɿɟ̿ɟɎڂ́ͮڂɎʡ̿ɟɂͮ́̿͝ڂʡ͝ڂǵʄ̿ɟɟɎڂȻΰ˪ڂɟ˪Ȼɟ̿͝ձڂƉͮɟΞɟ˱ڂĩͽͮͮǵˍˍհڂ
ԻǸԼڑTʧͅɤɆʹ̇ͣ̇ͅڑʅڑİՑ̻̇ɤͅǸʹʧΤɤͣڑƥĎڑĘʧ˰ʧʹɤɒڑ
Sǵ˱˱ΰڂH̿ɟǵ˅ڂǵ˱ɎڂŴǵͽˍڂɟ̿̿ǵ̿Ɏڂɂʎ́͝ɟڂ́ͮڂǵʡΞɟͮڂʎɟʡ̿ڂɟ˱ͮʡͮˍɟ˪ɟ˱ͮڂ́ͮڂǵڂȻ́ǵ̿Ɏڂɿɟɟڂʡ˱ͮڂʎɟڂɂͽ̿̿ɟ˱ͮڂΰɟǵ̿ձڂćǵ˱ɟڂŴ́ɟˍˍڂǵ͝˅ɟɎڂH́Ո̵́ɟ̿ǵͮʡΞɟ͝ڂƣČڂĖʡ˪ʡͮɟɎڂ́ͮڂɎ́˱ǵͮɟڂʎɟ̿ڂɿɟɟڂ́ͮڂɂʎǵ̿ʡͮΰձ
H́Ո̵́ɟ̿ǵͮʡΞɟ͝ڂƣČڂĖʡ˪ʡͮɟɎ́@ڂǵ̿Ɏ˪ڂɟ˪Ȼɟ̿͝ڂɟ̿ɟڂɟ˱ͮʡͮˍɟɎڂ́ͮڂǵڂɿɟɟ́ڂɿڂӪԆհԎԆԇ̵ڂձǵձڂʡ˱ڂԇԅԇԆڂԲԇԅԇԅڂՈڂӪԆհԍԐԆ̵ڂձǵձԳձڂƗʎɟڂɿɟɟ́ڂɿɿɟ̿ɟɎڂ́ͮڂɎʡ̿ɟɂͮ́̿͝ڂʡ͝ڂǵʄ̿ɟɟɎڂȻΰ˪ڂɟ˪Ȼɟ̿͝ձڂƉͮɟΞɟ˱ڂĩͽͮͮǵˍˍհڂ
ƗʎɟڂHʎǵʡ̿̿ڂɟɂɟʡΞɟɎڂǵ́ڂ˪ͽ͝ڂɿڂӪԋհԇԆԎڂʡ˱ڂԇԅԇԆڂԲԇԅԇԅڂՈڂӪԋհԆԋԉ̵ڂձǵձԳڂǵ͝ڂǵʄ̿ɟɟɎڂȻΰ˪ڂɟ˪Ȼɟ̿͝ձ
Sǵ˱˱ΰڂH̿ɟǵ˅ڂǵ˱ɎڂŴǵͽˍڂɟ̿̿ǵ̿Ɏڂɂʎ́͝ɟڂ́ͮڂǵʡΞɟͮڂʎɟʡ̿ڂɟ˱ͮʡͮˍɟ˪ɟ˱ͮڂ́ͮڂǵڂȻ́ǵ̿Ɏڂɿɟɟڂʡ˱ͮڂʎɟڂɂͽ̿̿ɟ˱ͮڂΰɟǵ̿ձڂćǵ˱ɟڂŴ́ɟˍˍڂǵ͝˅ɟɎڂH́Ո̵́ɟ̿ǵͮʡΞɟ͝ڂƣČڂĖʡ˪ʡͮɟɎڂ́ͮڂɎ́˱ǵͮɟڂʎɟ̿ڂɿɟɟڂ́ͮڂɂʎǵ̿ʡͮΰձ
@́ǵ̿Ɏ˪ڂɟ˪Ȼɟ̿͝հڂɟΫɂˍͽɎʡ˱ʄͮڂʎ́͝ɟ˪́˱ڂʡ˱ǵͮɟɎڂȻΰͮڂʎɟڂH́Ո̵́ɟ̿ǵͮʡΞɟ̵ͽ́̿ڂհڂǵ̿ɟڂǵˍ́̿͝ڂɟʡ˪Ȼͽ̿͝ɟɎڂɿ́̿ڂɟΫ̵ɟ˱͝ɟ͝ڂʡ˱ɂͽ̿̿ɟɎڂ˱́ڂH́Ո̵́ɟ̿ǵͮʡΞɟ͝ڂƣČڂĖʡ˪ʡͮɟɎڂȻͽ͝ʡ˱ɟ͝͝ձ
ƗʎɟڂHʎǵʡ̿̿ڂɟɂɟʡΞɟɎڂǵ́ڂ˪ͽ͝ڂɿڂӪԋհԇԆԎڂʡ˱ڂԇԅԇԆڂԲԇԅԇԅڂՈڂӪԋհԆԋԉ̵ڂձǵձԳڂǵ͝ڂǵʄ̿ɟɟɎڂȻΰ˪ڂɟ˪Ȼɟ̿͝ձ
@́ǵ̿Ɏ˪ڂɟ˪Ȼɟ̿͝հڂɟΫɂˍͽɎʡ˱ʄͮڂʎ́͝ɟ˪́˱ڂʡ˱ǵͮɟɎڂȻΰͮڂʎɟڂH́Ո̵́ɟ̿ǵͮʡΞɟ̵ͽ́̿ڂհڂǵ̿ɟڂǵˍ́̿͝ڂɟʡ˪Ȼͽ̿͝ɟɎڂɿ́̿ڂɟΫ̵ɟ˱͝ɟ͝ڂʡ˱ɂͽ̿̿ɟɎڂ˱́ڂH́Ո̵́ɟ̿ǵͮʡΞɟ͝ڂƣČڂĖʡ˪ʡͮɟɎڂȻͽ͝ʡ˱ɟ͝͝ձ
ԻȿԼڑİ˷ʹ̇ͅ˓ڑȿζڑģɤ˰ȿɤͅڑƋ̇Ɇʧɤʹʧɤͣ

Ɨʎɟͮ͝ڂǵ˱Ɏǵ̿Ɏ̿ڂɟ̻ͽʡ̿ɟ͝ڂɎʡ͝ɂˍ́͝ͽ̿ɟ́͝ڂɿڂǵ˱ΰڂɟ˱ͮʡͮΰڂʎʡɂʎڂɟΫɟ̿ɂʡ͝ɟ͝͝ڂʡʄ˱ʡɿʡɂǵ˱ͮڂɂ́˱ͮ̿́ˍ́ڂΞɟ̿ڂH́Ո̵́ɟ̿ǵͮʡΞɟ͝ڂƣČڂĖʡ˪ʡͮɟɎձͮڂ̿́ڂʎʡ̵́̿͝͝ͽ̵ڂɟ͝ڂʡʄ˱ʡɿʡɂǵ˱ͮڂɂ́˱ͮ̿́ˍ̿ڂɟ̵̿ɟ͝ɟ˱ͮ͝ڂԇԅِ̿́˪ڂ̿́ڂɟ́ڂɿڂ
ԻȿԼڑİ˷ʹ̇ͅ˓ڑȿζڑģɤ˰ȿɤͅڑƋ̇Ɇʧɤʹʧɤͣ
H́Ո̵́ɟ̿ǵͮʡΞɟ͝ڂƣČڂĖʡ˪ʡͮɟɎڂΞ́ͮʡ˱ʄ̿ڂʡʄʎͮ͝ձڂƗʎɟ̿ɟڂʡ͝˱́ڂɟ˪ڂɟ˪Ȼɟ̿́͝ڂɂʡɟͮΰհڂH́Ո̵́ɟ̿ǵͮʡΞɟڂ̵ͽ́̿ڂĖʡ˪ʡͮɟɎհڂʎʡɂʎڂʎǵͮ́ͮ͝ڂǵˍڂΞ́ͮʡ˱ʄ̿ڂʡʄʎͮ́͝ڂɿڂԊԅِձڂÄ˱ڂǵɎɎʡͮʡ́˱հͮڂ́˪ڂɟ˪Ȼɟ̿́͝ڂɂʡɟͮʡɟ͝ڂʎǵΞɟڂ
Ɨʎɟͮ͝ڂǵ˱Ɏǵ̿Ɏ̿ڂɟ̻ͽʡ̿ɟ͝ڂɎʡ͝ɂˍ́͝ͽ̿ɟ́͝ڂɿڂǵ˱ΰڂɟ˱ͮʡͮΰڂʎʡɂʎڂɟΫɟ̿ɂʡ͝ɟ͝͝ڂʡʄ˱ʡɿʡɂǵ˱ͮڂɂ́˱ͮ̿́ˍ́ڂΞɟ̿ڂH́Ո̵́ɟ̿ǵͮʡΞɟ͝ڂƣČڂĖʡ˪ʡͮɟɎձͮڂ̿́ڂʎʡ̵́̿͝͝ͽ̵ڂɟ͝ڂʡʄ˱ʡɿʡɂǵ˱ͮڂɂ́˱ͮ̿́ˍ̿ڂɟ̵̿ɟ͝ɟ˱ͮ͝ڂԇԅِ̿́˪ڂ̿́ڂɟ́ڂɿڂ
ͮ́ͮǵˍڂΞ́ͮʡ˱ʄ̿ڂʡʄʎͮ͝ڂʎʡɂʎڂɟΫɂɟɟɎڂԆԅِڂՈڂġʡɎɂ́ͽ˱ͮʡɟ͝ڂH́Ո̵́ɟ̿ǵͮʡΞɟڂƉ́ɂʡɟͮΰڂĖʡ˪ʡͮɟɎڂǵ˱ɎڂHɟ˱ͮ̿ǵˍ˱^ڂʄˍǵ˱ɎڂH́Ո̵́ɟ̿ǵͮʡΞɟڂƉ́ɂʡɟͮΰڂĖʡ˪ʡͮɟɎձ
H́Ո̵́ɟ̿ǵͮʡΞɟ͝ڂƣČڂĖʡ˪ʡͮɟɎڂΞ́ͮʡ˱ʄ̿ڂʡʄʎͮ͝ձڂƗʎɟ̿ɟڂʡ͝˱́ڂɟ˪ڂɟ˪Ȼɟ̿́͝ڂɂʡɟͮΰհڂH́Ո̵́ɟ̿ǵͮʡΞɟڂ̵ͽ́̿ڂĖʡ˪ʡͮɟɎհڂʎʡɂʎڂʎǵͮ́ͮ͝ڂǵˍڂΞ́ͮʡ˱ʄ̿ڂʡʄʎͮ́͝ڂɿڂԊԅِձڂÄ˱ڂǵɎɎʡͮʡ́˱հͮڂ́˪ڂɟ˪Ȼɟ̿́͝ڂɂʡɟͮʡɟ͝ڂʎǵΞɟڂ
żɟˍǵͮɟɎ̵ڂǵ̿ͮΰ̿ͮڂǵ˱͝ǵɂͮʡ́˱͝ڂǵ̿ɟڂǵͮڂǵ̿˪ա͝ˍڂɟ˱ʄͮʎڂʎɟ̿ɟͮڂʎ́͝ɟͮڂɟ̿˪͝ڂɂǵ˱ڂȻɟͽ͝ڂȻͮ͝ǵ˱ͮʡǵͮɟɎձڂ
ͮ́ͮǵˍڂΞ́ͮʡ˱ʄ̿ڂʡʄʎͮ͝ڂʎʡɂʎڂɟΫɂɟɟɎڂԆԅِڂՈڂġʡɎɂ́ͽ˱ͮʡɟ͝ڂH́Ո̵́ɟ̿ǵͮʡΞɟڂƉ́ɂʡɟͮΰڂĖʡ˪ʡͮɟɎڂǵ˱ɎڂHɟ˱ͮ̿ǵˍ˱^ڂʄˍǵ˱ɎڂH́Ո̵́ɟ̿ǵͮʡΞɟڂƉ́ɂʡɟͮΰڂĖʡ˪ʡͮɟɎձ
żɟˍǵͮɟɎ̵ڂǵ̿ͮΰ̿ͮڂǵ˱͝ǵɂͮʡ́˱͝ڂǵ̿ɟڂǵͮڂǵ̿˪ա͝ˍڂɟ˱ʄͮʎڂʎɟ̿ɟͮڂʎ́͝ɟͮڂɟ̿˪͝ڂɂǵ˱ڂȻɟͽ͝ڂȻͮ͝ǵ˱ͮʡǵͮɟɎձڂ
ȦǸͅɒڑžɤ˰˷ɤͅǸʹʧ̇˷
Ɨʎɟͮ́ͮڂǵˍ̿ڂɟ˪ͽ˱ɟ̿ǵͮʡ́˱́ڂɿͮڂʎɟ˪ڂɟ˪Ȼɟ̿́͝ڂɿͮڂʎɟ́@ڂǵ̿Ɏڂǵ͝ڂӪԉԇհԍԅԏڂԲԇԅԇԅڂՈڂӪԉԆհԆԊԐԳձ
ȦǸͅɒڑžɤ˰˷ɤͅǸʹʧ̇˷
Ɨʎɟͮ́ͮڂǵˍ̿ڂɟ˪ͽ˱ɟ̿ǵͮʡ́˱́ڂɿͮڂʎɟ˪ڂɟ˪Ȼɟ̿́͝ڂɿͮڂʎɟ́@ڂǵ̿Ɏڂǵ͝ڂӪԉԇհԍԅԏڂԲԇԅԇԅڂՈڂӪԉԆհԆԊԐԳձ
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14. Related
relatedparty
partytransactions
transactions
(continued)
(continued)
TʧͅɤɆʹ̇ͅ

ī̇˰ʧ˷Ǹʹʧ˷ʊڑŀͅʊǸ˷ʧͣǸʹʧ̇˷

ģɤ˰ȿɤͅ

Tɤ˓ɤʊǸʹɤ

I˓ʧɤ˷ʹ

Ƌ̻̻˓ʧɤͅ

ƙɤ˷Ǹ˷ʹ

Å˷Τɤͣʹ˰ɤ˷ʹ

TʧͅɤɆʹ̇ͣ̇ͅڑʅڑİՑ̻̇ɤͅǸʹʧΤɤͣڑƥĎڑɒͅʧ˷ʊڑԐԎԐԏ

ž̇ȿʧ˷ڑʧɤʹʔ
ƙǸ˷ζǸڑī̇̇˷
ģǸͅˋڑƋʧ˰˰̇˷ɒͣ
ĉɤ˷˷ζڑɒɤڑǅʧ˓˓ʧɤͣͅ
_ʧ˓ɤɤ˷ڑTͅʧΤɤͅ
ģǸͅζڑڑģɆʧʊǸ˷
ƋʹɤΤɤ˷ڑīʹʹǸ˓˓
TǸΤʧɒڑƋʹǸ˷ȿͅζ
ĉ̇ʔ˷ڑȦζ˓ɤ
Ę̇ʧͣ¡ڑʧ˓˓
ŶǸ˓ڑɤͅͅǸͅɒ
TǸ˷˷ζڑIͅɤǸˋ
Iʔɤͅζ˓ڑAǸ̇ͅͅʹʹ
_˰˰Ǹ̇¡ڑΨǸͅɒ
IǸʹʔڑģ˓˓ɤͅ
īʧɆˋڑģǸʹʹʔɤΨͣ
Ŷʔʧ˓¡ڑǸͅʹΨɤ˓˓
ĉǸ˷ɤڑŶ̇Ψɤ˓˓
ǅʧΤʧǸ˷ڑǈ̇̇ɒɤ˓˓
Ṫ˷ڑģ̇ͅͅʧͣ
_ɒɒʧɤڑƙʔ̇ͅ˷
ž̇ͣͣ̇¡ڑɒʊͣ̇˷
ģǸͅʹζ˷ڑĉ̇ʔ˷ͣʹ̇˷

Ɨʎɟͽ@ڂʡˍɎʡ˱ʄڂƉ́ɂʡɟͮʡɟ́͝͝͝ڂɂʡǵͮʡ́˱
Hɟ˱ͮ̿ǵˍ˱^ڂʄˍǵ˱ɎڂH́Ո̵́ɟ̿ǵͮʡΞɟڂĖʡ˪ʡͮɟɎ
H́Ո̵́ڂHͽˍͮͽ̿ɟ

Ǔɟ͝
Ǔɟ͝
Ǔɟ͝

Ո
Ǔɟ͝
Ǔɟ͝

Ո
Ǔɟ͝
Ո

Ո
Ո
Ǔɟ͝

Ո
Ո
Ո

Ո
Ո
Ո

H́Ո̵́ɟ̿ǵͮʡΞɟڂ̵ͽ́̿ڂĖʡ˪ʡͮɟɎڂ

Ǔɟ͝

Ǔɟ͝

Ǔɟ͝

Ǔɟ͝

Ǔɟ͝

Ǔɟ͝

H́Ո̵́ɟ̿ǵͮʡΞɟڂŴǵ̿ͮΰڂĖʡ˪ʡͮɟɎ
^ǵͮ́͝ڂɿ˱^ڂʄˍǵ˱ɎڂH́Ո̵́ɟ̿ǵͮʡΞɟڂƉ́ɂʡɟͮΰ
̵́́ͮ̿ʡ˱ͮڂǆ́̿˅ɟ̿͝աڂH́Ո̵́ɟ̿ǵͮʡΞɟڂĖͮɎ
ɟǵ̿ͮ́ڂɿ˱^ڂʄˍǵ˱ɎڂH́Ո̵́ɟ̿ǵͮʡΞɟڂƉ́ɂʡɟͮΰ
ˍ́ ڂʡɎǵΰ͝ڂĖʡ˪ʡͮɟɎ
Ėʡ˱ɂ́ˍ˱͝ʎʡ̿ɟڂH́Ո̵́ɟ̿ǵͮʡΞɟڂƉ́ɂʡɟͮΰ
ƗʎɟڂġʡɎɂ́ͽ˱ͮʡɟ͝ڂH́Ո̵́ɟ̿ǵͮʡΞɟڂĖʡ˪ʡͮɟɎ
żǵɎͮ́͝ɂ˅ڂH́Ո̵́ɟ̿ǵͮʡΞɟڂƉ́ɂʡɟͮΰڂĖʡ˪ʡͮɟɎ
Ɖɂ́ͮͮʡ͝ʎڂġʡɎˍǵ˱ɎڂH́Ո̵́ɟ̿ǵͮʡΞɟڂƉ́ɂʡɟͮΰڂĖʡ˪ʡͮɟɎ
Ɨ̿ʡǵ˱ʄˍɟڂǆʎ́ˍɟɿ́́Ɏ͝ڂH́ˍˍɟɂͮʡΞɟڂĖʡ˪ʡͮɟɎ
@̿ǵɎɿ́̿ɎڂH́Ո̵́ɟ̿ǵͮʡΞɟ́͝͝ڂɂʡǵͮʡ́˱

Ǔɟ͝
Ǔɟ͝
Ǔɟ͝
Ǔɟ͝
Ǔɟ͝
Ǔɟ͝
Ǔɟ͝
Ǔɟ͝
Ǔɟ͝
Ǔɟ͝
Ǔɟ͝

Ǔɟ͝
Ǔɟ͝
Ǔɟ͝
Ǔɟ͝
Ǔɟ͝
Ǔɟ͝
Ǔɟ͝
Ǔɟ͝
Ǔɟ͝
Ǔɟ͝
Ո

Ǔɟ͝
Ǔɟ͝
Ո
Ǔɟ͝
Ǔɟ͝
Ǔɟ͝
Ǔɟ͝
Ǔɟ͝
Ǔɟ͝
Ǔɟ͝
Ո

Ո
Ո
Ո
Ո
Ո

Ո
Ո
Ո
Ո
Ո
Ո
Ǔɟ͝
Ո
Ո
Ո
Ո

Ո
Ո
Ո
Ո
Ո
Ո
Ǔɟ͝
Ո
Ո
Ո
Ո

Ǔɟ͝
Ո
Ո
Ո
Ǔɟ͝

The data details the economic relationships
between the directors’ nominating organisation
and Co-operatives UK during 2021.
ƙʔɤڑɒǸʹǸڑɒɤʹǸʧ˓ͣʹڑʔɤڑɤɆ̇˷̇˰ʧɆͅڑɤ˓Ǹʹʧ̇˷ͣʔʧ̻ͣڑ

ȿɤʹΨɤɤ˷ʹڑʔɤڑɒʧͅɤɆʹ̇ͣͅլ˰̇˷ڑʧ˷Ǹʹʧ˷ʊ̇ͅڑʊǸ˷ʧͣǸʹʧ̇˷ڑǸ˷ɒڑ
İՑ̻̇ɤͅǸʹʧΤɤͣڑƥĎڑɒͅʧ˷ʊڑԐԎԐԏռ
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gender pay gap reporting (unaudited)

ɟ˱Ɏɟ̵̿ڂǵΰڂʄǵ̵̿ڂɟ̵́̿ͮʡ˱ʄڂԲͽ˱ǵͽɎʡͮɟɎԳڂ
ɟ˱Ɏɟ̵̿ڂǵΰڂʄǵ̵̿ڂɟ̵́̿ͮʡ˱ʄڂԲͽ˱ǵͽɎʡͮɟɎԳڂ

H́Ո̵́ɟ̿ǵͮʡΞɟ͝ڂƣČڂʡ͝ڂɂ́˪˪ʡͮͮɟɎ̿ͮڂ́ͮڂǵ˱̵͝ǵ̿ɟ˱ͮ̿ڂɟ̵́̿ͮʡ˱ʄ˪ڂ́ͮڂɟ˪Ȼɟ̿͝ڂǵ˱Ɏڂʎǵͮ͝ڂǵ˅ɟ˱ͮڂʎɟڂɎɟɂʡ͝ʡ́˱˪ڂ́ͮڂǵ˅ɟڂǵɎɎʡͮʡ́˱ǵˍڂΞ́ˍͽ˱ͮǵ̿ΰڂɎʡ͝ɂˍ́͝ͽ̿ɟ͝ڂǵ̿́ͽ˱Ɏڂʄɟ˱
H́Ո̵́ɟ̿ǵͮʡΞɟ͝ڂƣČڂʡ͝ڂɂ́˪˪ʡͮͮɟɎ̿ͮڂ́ͮڂǵ˱̵͝ǵ̿ɟ˱ͮ̿ڂɟ̵́̿ͮʡ˱ʄ˪ڂ́ͮڂɟ˪Ȼɟ̿͝ڂǵ˱Ɏڂʎǵͮ͝ڂǵ˅ɟ˱ͮڂʎɟڂɎɟɂʡ͝ʡ́˱˪ڂ́ͮڂǵ˅ɟڂǵɎɎʡͮʡ́˱ǵˍڂΞ́ˍͽ˱ͮǵ̿ΰڂɎʡ͝ɂˍ́͝
ɟ˱Ɏɟ̿ڂŴǵΰڂǵ̵̿ڂɟ̵́̿ͮʡ˱ʄڂʡ͝ڂǵͮ͝ڂǵͮͽͮ́̿ΰ̿ڂɟ̻ͽʡ̿ɟ˪ɟ˱ͮڂɿ́̿ڂȻͽ͝ʡ˱ɟ͝͝ɟ͝ڂɟ˪̵ˍ́ΰʡ˱ʄڂԇԋԅ̵ڂɟ̵́ˍɟ̿́˪ڂ̿́ڂɟձڂ
ɟ˱Ɏɟ̿ڂŴǵΰڂǵ̵̿ڂɟ̵́̿ͮʡ˱ʄڂʡ͝ڂǵͮ͝ڂǵͮͽͮ́̿ΰ̿ڂɟ̻ͽʡ̿ɟ˪ɟ˱ͮڂɿ́̿ڂȻͽ͝ʡ˱ɟ͝͝ɟ͝ڂɟ˪̵ˍ́ΰʡ˱ʄڂԇԋԅ̵ڂɟ̵́ˍɟ̿́˪ڂ̿́ڂɟձڂ

The Board and Management Team are committed to
Gender
Pay Gap reporting is a statutory requirement for
Co-operatives UK is committed
to
H́Ո̵́ɟ̿ǵͮʡΞɟ͝ڂƣČڂɟ˪̵ˍ́ΰ͝ڂǵ̿́ͽ˱ɎڂԊԅ̵ڂɟ̵́ˍɟڂǵ˱Ɏڂʡͮ͝ڂʎɟ̿ɟɿ́̿ɟ˱ͽڂɎɟ̿ͮ͝ڂ́˱ڂǵͮͽͮ́̿ΰ̿ڂɟ̻ͽʡ̿ɟ˪ɟ˱ͮͽ̵ڂ́ͮڂȻˍʡ͝ʎڂǵ˱͝ڂǵ̵͝ʎ́ͮ́ڂɿڂɟ˱Ɏɟ̿ڂŴǵΰڂǵ̵ڂɎǵͮǵͮڂǵ˅ɟ˱ڂʡ˱
H́Ո̵́ɟ̿ǵͮʡΞɟ͝ڂƣČڂɟ˪̵ˍ́ΰ͝ڂǵ̿́ͽ˱ɎڂԊԅ̵ڂɟ̵́ˍɟڂǵ˱Ɏڂʡͮ͝ڂʎɟ̿ɟɿ́̿ɟ˱ͽڂɎɟ̿ͮ͝ڂ́˱ڂǵͮͽͮ́̿ΰ̿ڂɟ̻ͽʡ̿ɟ˪ɟ˱ͮͽ̵ڂ́ͮڂȻˍʡ͝ʎڂǵ˱͝ڂǵ̵͝ʎ́ͮ́ڂɿڂɟ˱Ɏɟ̿ڂŴǵΰڂ
pay fairness and ongoing positive action to address
businesses
employing
250
people
or
more.
́ɟΞɟ̿հͮڂʎɟ́@ڂǵ̿Ɏڂǵ˱ɎڂĖɟǵɎɟ̿͝ʎʡ̵ڂƗɟǵ˪ڂʎǵΞɟͮڂǵ˅ɟ˱ͮڂʎɟڂɎɟɂʡ͝ʡ́˱ڂ́ͮڂΞ́ˍͽ˱ͮǵ̿ʡˍΰ̿ڂɟ̵́̿ͮͮڂʎʡ͝ڂɎǵͮǵ˪ڂ́ͮڂɟ˪Ȼɟ̿͝ձڂľͽ̿ڂɟ˱Ɏɟ̿ڂŴǵΰڂǵ̵̿ڂɟ̵́̿ͮڂɎ́ɟ͝ڂͮ́˱ڂɿ́
́ɟΞɟ̿հͮڂʎɟ́@ڂǵ̿Ɏڂǵ˱ɎڂĖɟǵɎɟ̿͝ʎʡ̵ڂƗɟǵ˪ڂʎǵΞɟͮڂǵ˅ɟ˱ͮڂʎɟڂɎɟɂʡ͝ʡ́˱ڂ́ͮڂΞ́ˍͽ˱ͮǵ̿ʡˍΰ̿ڂɟ̵́̿ͮͮڂʎʡ͝ڂɎǵͮǵ˪ڂ́ͮڂɟ˪Ȼɟ̿͝ձڂľͽ̿ڂɟ˱Ɏɟ̿ڂŴǵΰڂǵ̵̿ڂɟ
transparent reporting to members
disadvantages faced by employees sharing protected
ɿʡ˱ǵ˱ɂʡǵˍͮ͝ڂǵͮɟ˪ɟ˱ͮ͝ձ
ɿʡ˱ǵ˱ɂʡǵˍͮ͝ڂǵͮɟ˪ɟ˱ͮ͝ձ
Co-operatives
UK employs around 40 people and is
and has taken the decision to make
characteristics including through membership of the
therefore under no statutory requirement to publish a
Working Forward Initiative.
additional voluntary disclosures
Ɨʎɟ́@ڂǵ̿Ɏڂǵ˱ɎڂĖɟǵɎɟ̿͝ʎʡ̵ڂƗɟǵ˪ڂǵ̿ɟڂɂ́˪˪ʡͮͮɟɎ̵ڂ́ͮڂǵΰڂɿǵʡ̿˱ɟ͝͝ڂǵ˱Ɏ˱́ڂʄ́ʡ˱ʄ̵́͝ڂʡͮʡΞɟڂǵɂͮʡ́˱ڂ́ͮڂǵɎɎ̿ɟ͝͝ڂɎʡ͝ǵɎΞǵ˱ͮǵʄɟ͝ڂɿǵɂɟɎڂȻΰڂɟ˪̵ˍ́ΰɟɟ͝͝ڂʎǵ̿ʡ˱ʄ̵ڂ
Ɨʎɟ́@ڂǵ̿Ɏڂǵ˱ɎڂĖɟǵɎɟ̿͝ʎʡ̵ڂƗɟǵ˪ڂǵ̿ɟڂɂ́˪˪ʡͮͮɟɎ̵ڂ́ͮڂǵΰڂɿǵʡ̿˱ɟ͝͝ڂǵ˱Ɏ˱́ڂʄ́ʡ˱ʄ̵́͝ڂʡͮʡΞɟڂǵɂͮʡ́˱ڂ́ͮڂǵɎɎ̿ɟ͝͝ڂɎʡ͝ǵɎΞǵ˱ͮǵʄɟ͝ڂɿǵɂɟɎڂȻΰڂɟ˪̵
snapshot
of Gender Pay Gap data taken in April each
ͮʎ̿́ͽʄʎ˪ڂɟ˪Ȼɟ̿͝ʎʡ̵́ڂɿͮڂʎɟڂǆ́̿˅ʡ˱ʄ̿́ڂǵ̿ɎڂÄ˱ʡͮʡǵͮʡΞɟձ
ͮʎ̿́ͽʄʎ˪ڂɟ˪Ȼɟ̿͝ʎʡ̵́ڂɿͮڂʎɟڂǆ́̿˅ʡ˱ʄ̿́ڂǵ̿ɎڂÄ˱ʡͮʡǵͮʡΞɟձ
around gender pay.
year.
However, the Board has taken the decision to
voluntarily report this data to members. Our Gender
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Pay
Gap report does not form part of our audited
financial statements.
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Discover more about gender pay gap reporting:
uk.coop/GenderPayGap

No bonus payments were made in 2021, 2020 or 2019 and there is therefore no data to report and no difference
in bonus pay. No future bonus payments are planned. At Co-operatives UK a single employee accounts for 4% of
our data. In businesses covered by the statutory regime a single employee accounts for a maximum of 0.4% of the
data. Our data is therefore far more heavily impacted by single changes in role holder (entry or exit) or in pay.
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